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Abstract
We experimentally realize strong light-matter coupling of a single cesium atom to
a single mode of a high-finesse optical cavity. In this regime, the optical properties
of one atom change the transmission spectrum of the resonator significantly. The
two hyperfine ground states of cesium can be distinguished by the relative transmission of a weak probe beam coupled to the cavity. Here, we coherently couple
the two hyperfine ground states via an electronically excited state with two-photon
transitions.
In the first experimental configuration, two-photon Raman transitions are driven
between the two ground states while continuously observing the atomic state.
I present a new in-situ spectroscopic technique for the internal hyperfine and
Zeeman-sublevel dynamics of an atom inside the cavity mode, using time-dependent
Bayesian analysis of quantum jumps.
In the second configuration, the three-level atomic structure forms the basis of
Electromagnetically Induced Transparency (EIT). The modification of the absorptive and dispersive properties of an atom by destructive interference leads to strong
changes in the transmission of the probe beam. Our observations are qualitatively
described in a semiclassical picture in the weak-probing limit. I furthermore present
a fully quantum mechanical model, where deviations from the weak-probing limit,
dephasing effects and other hyperfine states are taken into account to fit our data
quantitatively. Moreover, I formulated an extension of the semiclassical model to
highlight a conceptual contrast to the quantum model.
Additionally, the EIT effect is connected with a strong cooling effect, resulting
in a 20-fold increase of the storage time of the atoms inside the cavity. I present
further results of investigations of this effect where the atoms are trapped and EITcooled outside the cavity. From microwave sideband spectra it can be inferred that
almost 80% of the atoms are in the ground state of motion along the trap axis.

Parts of this thesis have been published in the following journal articles:
 T. Kampschulte, W. Alt, S. Brakhane, M. Eckstein, R. Reimann, A. Widera,
and D. Meschede, Optical control of the refractive index of a single atom,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 153603 (2010).
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Introduction
Since my childhood I am fascinated by the motion of celestial bodies such as the
moon and the planets in our solar system. We can observe their dynamics governed
by Newton’s laws in real time with our own eyes. For me, one of the most impressive
and esthetic views in nature is the sudden reappearance of brilliant sunlight at the
end of a total eclipse — exactly at the predicted moment.
Our perception of the world is mainly conveyed by visible light, whose propagation is determined by the optical properties of the media. When a light wave
travels through the atmosphere, its amplitude will first be damped by absorption,
and might later be reflected or refracted at a water surface due to the different
phase velocities in the two media. A simple model for the interaction of electromagnetic radiation and matter is the Lorentz model [1]: small harmonically oscillating dipoles, like bound electrons around their cores, are driven by the electric
or magnetic field of the light, but also damped due to the emission of radiation.
This corresponds to the semiclassical model of a weakly driven1 two-level atom
with a resonance frequency ν0 , where the excited state decays back into the ground
state at a rate Γ. The linear response of such a the system to a weak probe beam
with frequency ν can be described in terms of a complex refractive index nref or
a linear susceptibility χ(1) (ν) = n2ref − 1. Its real part determines the phase shift
(dispersion), while the imaginary part quantifies the damping (absorption) of the
electromagnetic wave.
But how can we measure the optical properties of a single atom — the most
fundamental case? In free space, this is quite difficult, since the resonant cross
section of an atom is only of the order of λ20 , where λ0 is the wavelength of the
resonant light. Even if one focuses the probing beam very tightly, the effects are
at most on the level of a few percent [3]. They can be enhanced by many orders
by placing the atoms into an optical cavity made of highly reflective mirrors. A
photon inside the cavity can thus interact with the same atom for many times. In
the so-called strong-coupling regime of cavity quantum electrodynamics [4, 5], the
dispersive and absorptive effects of one atom are thus sufficient to strongly change
the transmission of the probe beam coupled into the resonator.
Methods to cool and trap neutral alkali atoms using lasers [6] have enabled us
to realize the textbook model system of a two-level atom strongly coupled to a
single mode of the electromagnetic field [7], as described by the Jaynes-Cummings
Hamiltonian [8]. For a two-level atom, the linear susceptibility only depends on
the difference ν − ν0 between probe and resonance frequency. However, cesium
1

In this case, the optical Bloch equations [2] are approximated by the damped harmonic oscillator.

2 Introduction
atoms have two hyperfine ground states, so they can be at least regarded as threelevel systems. We can tune our probe laser frequency and the cavity resonance
frequency such that the probe transmission is suppressed only if the atom is in one
of the two ground states (the coupled state). In contrast, the uncoupled state does
not affect the transmission, as if no atom was in the cavity. This non-destructive2
way of atomic state measurement has been developed and brought to perfection
within the last few years [9–11]. In our experiment, the continuous observation
of the cavity transmission reveals quantum jumps [12, 13] — random switching
between two fixed values of the atomic susceptibility, corresponding to the coupled
or the uncoupled ground state. This dynamics relies on incoherent processes like
spontaneous photon scattering.
In this thesis, I present experiments where transitions in the three-level atom(s)
are driven coherently. The two ground states are coupled by two-photon transitions
via an excited state.
First, we combine a coherent two-photon Raman process [14] with the continuous,
non-destructive measurement described above, causing decoherence by projecting
the atom’s state onto one of its eigenstates. Intriguing fundamental questions such
as the role of the measurement process in quantum mechanics arise. The impedance
of a coherent time evolution by a measurement, called Quantum Zeno effect [15], was
first observed in ions [16, 17] and recently observed in atom-cavity systems [18, 19].
This effect plays certainly a role also in our system. Here, I focus on the application
of coherently driven quantum jumps as an in-situ diagnostic method for the internal
state dynamics of a single atom inside the cavity, what may be called quantum jump
spectroscopy.
In another, fully coherent scheme we couple both ground states to a common
excited state with a strong control and a weak probe laser, forming a so-called Λsystem. The refractive index of an atom in the coupled state for the probe laser does
not only depend on ν − ν0 as in a two-level system, but can be strongly modified
by the control laser via a destructive interference effect called Electromagnetically
Induced Transparency (EIT) [20, 21]. By tuning the frequencies of the two lasers
relative to each other, an atom can be made purely absorptive or dispersive or
it can even become transparent. This happens within a frequency range which is
much narrower than the atomic linewidth Γ. The rapid change of dispersion can
be utilized to slow down light pulses [22–25] or even store them in and retrieve
them from an atomic ensemble [26–28]. EIT in systems like single ions in free
space [29] has recently been observed. However, the effects are relatively weak and
one usually requires large ensembles that are optically thick for the probe field in
order to obtain strong effects.
Here, we utilize the coupling to our high finesse cavity in order to obtain strong
EIT effects even with a single atom [30]. In contrast to the resonant regime ν ≈ ν0
described in [31], we study the off-resonant case ν − ν0  Γ, where both absorptive
and dispersive effects can be detected. The effects can be described qualitatively
2

The state measurement does not rely on the selective removal of atoms in an certain state.

3
in a semiclassical picture. However, for good quantitative agreement one requires a
fully quantum mechanical simulation, taking into account other excited hyperfine
states and dephasing effects. In particular, I theoretically show that the cavity not
only increases the sensitivity compared to probing in free space but also contributes
to the probe transmission due to the strong atom-cavity coupling.
So far, only the dynamics of the internal atomic state have been considered.
However, due to the Doppler effect, the scattering rate of near-resonant laser light
strongly depends on the motion of the atom with respect to the beam direction.
Making use of this effect results in Doppler laser cooling [6], which enables us
to slow down the atoms sufficiently in order to trap them in our optical traps.
The theoretical temperature limit TD for Doppler cooling is related to the atomic
linewidth: TD ≈ ~Γ/2kB , where kB is the Boltzmann constant. In our off-resonant
regime, the EIT effect leads to the creation of an absorption peak which is much
narrower than Γ. This gives rise to a sub-Doppler cooling mechanism [32], as has
been demonstrated with trapped ions [33, 34]. We observe a strong increase of the
storage times of atoms in our cavity on EIT resonance [30], which improves the
stability of the atom-cavity coupling. Moreover, we investigate this EIT cooling
effect outside of the cavity and show that a large fraction of the atoms is cooled to
the quantum mechanical ground state in one dimension of the harmonic trapping
potential.

1 Experimental setup
In this chapter, I will introduce the basic techniques used in the experiments presented in this thesis: cooling of trapping of a small number of atoms, precise positioning of the atoms in a high-finesse optical cavity followed by the detection of the
strong light-matter coupling, and coherent manipulation and readout of the atoms’
internal quantum state.
These tools and techniques have been developed and integrated into the experimental setup during the past decade. They are described in more detail in various
doctoral theses [35–41] and Diplom theses [42–49]. Here, I will give a brief overview.

1.1 Laser-cooled atoms on demand
This section presents our tools to prepare a predetermined number of atoms inside
the high-finesse optical resonator by means of a magneto-optical trap and an optical
dipole trap, utilized as a conveyor belt.

1.1.1 Magneto-optical trap
A small number of neutral cesium atoms is cooled and trapped from the background
gas in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) [6] inside a ultra-high vacuum chamber. The
MOT is formed by three pairs of counter-propagating laser beams (optical molasses)
in combination with a magnetic quadrupol field, see Fig. 1.1. The magnetic field
gradient can be switched from a low value (30 G/cm) with a high atomic loading
rate to a high value (300 G/cm) with slow loading but strong confinement of the
atoms to about 15 µm. Loading a single atom into the MOT usually takes a few
tens of milliseconds. The number of atoms inside the MOT is inferred from the
fluorescence light collected with a specially designed objective lens [50] and detected
with a single-photon counting module. For a single atom, the count rate is about
3 × 104 s−1 . A desired number of atoms is prepared by repeatedly loading the MOT
until the corresponding count rate is detected [51].

1.1.2 Dipole trap and optical conveyor belt
The MOT relies on the continuous, near-resonant scattering of photons. Hence it
is not suitable for the coherent manipulation of the quantum state of the atoms,
because any coherences between states would be destroyed immediately. Therefore,
we transfer the atoms from the MOT into the quasi-conservative potential of a faroff-resonant dipole trap (DT) [52]. In our case, two counter-propagating, linearly
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Figure 1.1: Schematic view of the experiment. A small number of cesium atoms
is cooled and trapped in a magneto-optical trap and subsequently transferred
into a standing-wave dipole trap. After determining their positions from a
fluorescence image (inset: four atoms in the dipole trap), they are transported
into the center of a high-finesse optical resonator. The coupling of the atom(s)
to the cavity mode is probe by a weak probe laser beam whose transmission is
measured with a single photon counting module.

polarized laser beams of wavelength λDT = 1030 nm and a total power of about
P = 3.6 W form a standing-wave with periodicity λDT /2. This one-dimensional
optical lattice strongly confines the atoms along the y-axis, see Fig. 1.1. We achieve
typical trap depths of about U0 = kB × 1 mK , where kB denotes the Boltzmann
constant. Illuminating the atoms inside the DT with the optical molasses beams not
only cools them further down to about 30 µK [37], but allows us to take fluorescence
images [53] using an intensified CCD-camera (ICCD, Roper Scientific PI-MAX)
to determine their positions along the DT with sub-wavelength resolution [54].
Moreover, the standing wave dipole trap is used as an optical conveyor belt to
transport the atoms with sub-micrometer precision [54] over several millimeters
along the trap axis. This is realized by detuning the frequencies of the two counterpropagating beams with respect to each other by means of acousto-optic modulators
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Figure 1.2: Axial trap frequencies, inferred from microwave sideband spectroscopy,
as a function of the position along the dipole trap axis. The experimental
data are fitted with a model (solid line, Eqn. (1.2)) assuming a Gaussian beam
profile to obtain the position y0 of the minimum beam waist. From this fit,
the beam waist along the trap axis is reconstructed (dashed line).
(AOMs). Atoms are transported from the position of the MOT to the center of the
high-finesse optical resonator, which is 4.6 mm apart and within a typical time of
2 ms.
Characterizing the optical dipole trap
The standing wave optical dipole trap is formed by Gaussian laser beams. They are
focused from outside the vacuum chamber using lenses to a minimum 1/e2 -radius
(waist) of wDT,0 = (32.5 ± 0.4) µm1 at a position y0 along the y-axis. For other
positions along this axis, the beams diverge according to
s


2
πwDT,0
y − y0 2
wDT (y) = wDT,0 1 +
, where yR =
.
(1.1)
yR
λDT
Here, yR = (3.2 ± 0.1) mm is the Rayleigh range [55]. The beam divergence leads to
a decreasing intensity, and with it, a decreasing trap depth U0 (y) with increasing
|y − y0 |. The optimum position of the minimum waist is somewhere in between the
MOT and the cavity position: At the MOT position, the trap should not be too
shallow in order not to lose the atoms from the trap during the exposure of the
image. At the cavity position, the confinement should also be as good as possible
to achieve a high and stable coupling of the atom(s) to the cavity mode.
The precise knowledge of the position y0 of the minimum waist is very valuable
since the oscillation frequencies of the atoms inside the trap and the AC-Stark
1

inferred from measurements with a beam profile camera
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shifts of atomic resonance frequencies depend on the trap depth, and thus on the
position. Determining y0 inside the chamber from a measurement outside the
chamber, e.g. by means of a mirror and a beam profile camera, turns out to be
very difficult. Here, I infer the beam profile from the axial oscillation frequencies
νax (y) of the atoms at different positions along the trap axis: On one hand, the
2 (y). On the other hand, it is proportional
trap depth U0 (y) is proportional to νax
2
to the intensity IDT = 4P/(πwDT ) at the antinodes of the standing wave, which
2 . The beam waist is thus inversely proportional to
is inversely proportional to wDT
the trap frequency, yielding
νax (y) = νax,0 ×

w0,DT
νax,0
=p
,
wDT (y)
1 + (y − y0 )2 /(yR )2

(1.2)

where νax,0 denotes the maximum trap frequency.
The axial oscillation frequencies are measured at a total power of P = 3.7 W by
microwave sideband spectroscopy. For this, the directions of the linear polarizations
of the two beams are rotated with respect to each other by an angle θ = 26◦ . More
details on this technique are given in section 5.3.1. The experimental data for
νax (y) have been fitted with Eqn. (1.2), where y0 and νax,0 are free parameters, see
Fig. 1.2. The results are
y0 = (2.44 ± 0.05) mm,

and νax,0 = (336 ± 2) kHz,

(1.3)

respectively. This means that the minimum waist is almost exactly in between
the MOT and the cavity position, cf. [37, 38]. The beam radius wDT (y) is then
reconstructed using Eqn. (1.1), see Fig. 1.2. In particular, the obtained beam radii
at the positions of the MOT and the cavity are
wDT,MOT = (40.8 ± 1.6) µm,

and wDT,cav = (39.1 ± 1.5) µm,

(1.4)

respectively.
From the maximum trap frequency νax,0 I infer a maximum trap depth of
U0 (y = y0 ) = h × (22.1 ± 0.3) MHz = kB × (1.06 ± 0.01) mK,

(1.5)

for details see section 5.3.1. This value is about 80% of h × (28.2 ± 0.7) MHz
calculated from the intensity IDT [36]. The discrepancy may arise from a nonperfect beam overlap and optical abberations.

1.2 Coupling atoms to a high-finesse cavity
To efficiently couple our atom(s) to a single mode of the electromagnetic field, i.e.
a Gaussian TEM00 mode, we position the atom(s) in the center of the high-finesse
optical resonator inside our evacuated glass cell, see Fig. 1.1. The cavity consists of
a pair of super-polished mirror substrates with highly-reflective coatings. Details on
the characterization of the cavity and its technical implementation into the setup
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Parameter
Mirror distance
Mode waist
Free spectral range
Mirror transmission†
Mirror absorption†
Cavity field decay rate†
Cavity line width (FWHM)†
Finesse†
Birefringent splitting
Max. coupling strength
Atomic dipole decay rate
Single-atom cooperativity

Symbol

Value

l
w0,cav
ωFSR = 2πc/(2l)
T
A
κ ≈ ωFSR (T + A)/2π
ωFWHM = 2κ
F = ωFSR /ωFWHM
∆ωbr
g0,max
γ = Γ/2
2 /(2κγ)
C1 = gmax

158.5 µm
23.15 µm
2π × 946 GHz
(0.6 ± 0.1) × 10−6
(2.0 ± 0.2) × 10−6
2π × (0.40 ± 0.02) MHz
2π × (0.80 ± 0.04) MHz
(1.2 ± 0.1) × 106
2π × 3.9 MHz
2π × 13.1 MHz
2π × 2.6 MHz
82

Table 1.1: Some important cavity and coupling parameters, from [38]. The mirror
distance l is given for typical experimental conditions, including heating effects
by the dipole trap laser beams (the value in [36] is valid for the ‘cold’ cavity)
[38], see also section 1.2.3. † For details on the measurement of these values,
see [47]. The birefringent splitting ∆ωbr is the difference between the resonance
frequencies of two orthogonal, linear polarization modes of the cavity [36]. The
maximum coupling strength g0,max is calculated for the atomic |F = 4i ↔ |F 0 =
5i transition and linearly polarized light [38].
are discussed in [7, 36–38, 47]. Here, the main parameters are as summarized in
table 1.1.
The low transmission and absorption2 losses T and A of the mirrors result in a
high finesse F ≈ π/(T + A) [38]. In a vivid picture, a photon inside the cavity
would be reflected F/π ≈ 400, 000 times on average before getting lost. Due to the
confinement of the electromagnetic field to a small mode volume [36],
Vmode =

π 2
w
l,
4 0,cav

(1.6)

the coherent energy exchange rate g = g(~r) between the cavity field and the electric
dipole moment of the atom [36]
r
ω
g ≤ g0 = d
(1.7)
2~0 Vmode
can be higher than the decay rates of the cavity field κ and of the atomic dipole γ
(Here, d denotes the electric dipole moment and ω denotes the resonance frequency
of the atomic transition. The value g0 is valid for an atom at an electric field maximum.). In this so-called strong coupling regime, the transmission spectrum of the
2

includes also the scattering of light into other spatial modes due to the mirror roughness
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Figure 1.3: (a) Level scheme of the relevant hyperfine states for the transmission
detection of atoms inside the cavity. Both the probe laser and a cavity mode
are near-resonant with the atomic |F = 4i ↔ |F 0 = 5i transition, a quasi-twolevel system. However, due to off-resonant excitation of the state |F 0 = 4i, an
atom can also decay into the state |F = 3i, from where it has to be repumped
to |F = 4i. (b) Transmission of the probe laser through the cavity (solid line)
as a function of the position of a single atom in state |F = 4i (average over
19 experimental runs; adapted from [7]). The decrease in transmission with
respect to the empty-cavity transmission (dotted line) reflects the Gaussian
profile of the cavity mode (dashed line).

cavity is already changed significantly by the presence of only a single atom inside
the mode. This can also be expressed in terms of the single-atom cooperativity
C1 = g 2 /(2κγ). The transmission of a probe laser, which is resonant with both
the cavity and the atomic transition, decreases by a factor of (1 + 2C1 )2 when the
atom couples to the mode. For a general model for the transmission with two- and
three-level atoms inside a cavity, see chapter 3.

1.2.1 Detecting a single atom inside the cavity
The transmission of a probe laser beam through the cavity is our main source of
information about the atom-cavity system. The transmitted light is detected on a
single-photon counting module (SPCM, Perkin Elmer SPCM-AQRH-13). The
total detection efficiency for photons that decay from the cavity mode, including
mirror losses and other coupling efficiencies is η = 5.7% 3 . For more details on the
detection setup see [47].
3

with an optional interference filter, it is only η = 4.4% [38]
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Detection scheme
The typical detection scheme for atoms inside the cavity mode works as follows:
The probe laser (angular frequency ωp ) is resonantly coupled into the cavity mode
(angular frequency ωc ), i.e. the probe-cavity detuning is ∆pc ≡ ωp − ωc = 0. The
power is adjusted such that the transmitted light causes a photon count rate of
typically RD = 30 ms−1 on the SPCM. This rate corresponds to a mean intracavity
photon number of (cf. [38])
np,0 =

RD
RD
= 0.21,
= 7.0 × 10−3 ×
κη
1 ms−1

(1.8)

so in 98% of the time there is at most one excitation in the cavity mode. Both the
cavity and the probe laser are near resonant with the atomic |F = 4i ↔ |F 0 = 5i
transition (angular frequency ωa ) of the D2 -line at a wavelength of 852 nm, see
Fig. 1.3 (a). Since an atom in the excited state |F 0 = 5i can only decay back into
|F = 4i (selection rule: |F 0 − F | ≤ 1), the two states form a quasi-two-level atomic
system. More precisely, we blue-detune both the cavity and the probe laser from
the atomic transition frequency by several atomic linewidths Γ:
∆ca ≡ ωc − ωa ≈ 2π × (20 . . . 40) MHz,
∆pa ≡ ωp − ωa = ∆ca .

(1.9)
(1.10)

When an atom in state |F = 4i is inside the cavity mode, the coupling g leads
to a dispersive shift of the cavity frequency by approx. g 2 /∆ca , which can amount
to several cavity linewidths 2κ. The cavity is thus shifted out of resonance with
the probe laser and the transmission of the latter strongly decreases. However,
due to off-resonant inelastic Raman scattering, the atom can also leave the twolevel system and end up in |F = 3i, the other hyperfine ground state. Due to
the large hyperfine splitting of ∆νHFS ≈ 9.2 GHz, the atom is then effectively
decoupled from the cavity. To counteract this, a repumping laser resonant with the
|F = 3i ↔ |F 0 = 4i transition is shone onto the atoms to transfer them back to
|F = 4i.
We demonstrate the controlled coupling of a single atom to the cavity mode
by shifting it within (50..200) ms through the Gaussian-shaped cavity mode [see
Eqn. (4.16], using the optical conveyor belt, see Fig. 1.3 (b). At the cavity center,
the coupling strength is maximum (g0 ) and the transmission reaches its minimum.
Moreover, we use this method as a preparatory step to calibrate the scale of our
fluorescence images such that the atoms are always transported to the center of the
cavity.

1.2.2 Trapping and cooling atoms inside the cavity
As described above, the atoms are trapped inside the cavity by the far-red-detuned
standing wave optical dipole trap, providing a strong confinement along the y-axis.
But confinement is also provided along the cavity axis: A blue-detuned standing
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of the trapping
potentials inside the cavity. The
atoms are trapped in the pancakeshaped intensity maxima of the reddetuned dipole trap along the y-axis.
In addition, the standing wave of the
blue-detuned lock laser light forms
potential walls inhibiting free atomic
motion along the z-axis.

wave, caused by the so-called lock laser. The latter is needed for the active stabilization of the cavity length l, which will be discussed in the next section. While
the probe laser is coupled to a longitudinal cavity mode that is near-resonant with
the atoms, the lock laser is resonant with a different cavity mode whose frequency
is ∆nFSR = 3 free spectral ranges apart at λlock = 845 nm to avoid photon scattering by the atoms. However, the lock laser standing wave acts as a blue-detuned
dipole trap inside the cavity, repulsing the atom(s) from the intensity maxima, see
Fig. 1.4. Those potential hills are of similar height as the depth of the potential wells
of the conveyor belt dipole trap. We have also demonstrated that a red-detuned,
attractive lock laser standing wave at λlock = 857 nm can trap the atoms for several
hundred milliseconds even if the conveyor belt dipole trap is switched off [38].

Trapping potentials and atomic motion
The two crossed standing waves along the y-axis and the z-axis form a two-dimensional
optical lattice. Atoms are strongly confined along these axes but only weakly confined along the x-direction. Although the positions of the atoms along the y-axis
can be precisely controlled by the optical conveyor belt, they can move around the
potential walls of the lock laser standing wave and can thus change their position
along the cavity axis. Due to the different wavelengths of the probe and the lock
laser, the corresponding standing waves have a different periodicity. Hence the
nodes of the lock laser standing wave, where the atoms are confined, coincide with
different phases of the probe laser standing wave, see Fig. 1.5 (a). When atoms
are confined around the antinodes of the probe laser standing wave, they are maximally coupled with g = g0 to the cavity mode. Conversely, if they are at a node,
the coupling strength g vanishes. The distance between trapping positions of the
same phase is called beat length [38]
dbeat =

λprobe λlock
l
=
,
2|λprobe − λlock |
∆nFSR

(1.11)
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Figure 1.5: (a) Beating between the probe and lock laser standing waves inside
the cavity. Atoms can be trapped at an antinode of the probe laser standing
wave with maximum atom-cavity coupling or at a node where it vanishes.
(b) Transmission of the probe laser beam through the cavity as a function of
time. In the time interval between the two arrows, one atom is held inside the
cavity mode. Figures taken from [7].
which equals to l/3 = 52.8 µm for λlock = 845 nm. Such a beat length is comparable
with the beam radius wDT,cav of the dipole trap. Therefore, atoms are placed more
or less randomly at vertical positions with strong and weak coupling when they are
inserted into the cavity and may also ‘hop’ between those positions, causing random
transmission fluctuations, see Fig. 1.5 (b). The average coupling is maximized by
vertically aligning the dipole trap axis onto the strongly coupled sites, i.e. onto the
cavity center if ∆nFSR is an odd number.
This dynamics is still the major obstacle for a reproducible and stable coupling
of atoms to the cavity mode. One idea to improve the radial confinement of the
atoms is the implementation of an additional, tightly focused dipole trap with a
minimum waist at the cavity position [37].
Heating and cooling
The external dynamics of the atom is not only determined by its initial kinetic energy and the trapping potential, but also influenced by heating and cooling mechanisms inside the cavity. There are basically two different physical processes: The
first one is the temporal fluctuation of the trapping potential(s) leading to resonant
or parametric heating [35]. The second mechanism is near-resonant interaction of
the atoms with laser light where the exchange of photon momenta leads to heating
or cooling forces. Moreover, the interaction of two-level atoms with the field of an
optical cavity can induce strong cooling forces [56].
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Figure 1.6: Locking scheme for the frequency stabilization of the QED cavity. The
error signals comparing two successive components are generated by Dopplerfree polarization spectroscopy (spetr.) and by the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH)
method, respectively. Solid arrows indicate the slow branches of the control
loops, where the feedback acts on laser gratings or cavity mirrors, respectively.
Dashed arrows indicate fast feedback either to the laser diode currents or via
an acousto-optical modulator (AOM).
Since the competition between cooling and heating rates determine the steadystate temperature and with it the trapping time of the atoms, one aims at avoiding
heating processes and exploiting cooling mechanisms. Cavity cooling has enabled
long storage times in experiments [57] and is probably of relevance also for our
system [7, 38]. In particular, we observe that blue-detuning of both the cavity and
the probe laser by the same amount from the atomic |F = 4i ↔ |F 0 = 5i transition
leads to trapping times of up to one minute.
Atoms inside the cavity are always heated by the fluctuations of the trapping
potentials, especially by the intensity fluctuations of the lock laser standing wave.
These fluctuations are caused by relative frequency fluctuations between the lock
laser and the cavity. Since the lock laser wavelength serves as a reference for the
cavity length, a perfect stabilization would suppress any fluctuations. In the early
times of the experiment, the average trapping time was only about 20 ms [37]. Since
then, much effort has been spent to characterize and improve the whole stabilization
setup [44, 45] and to minimize the relative frequency fluctuations and with it the
intensity fluctuations. In the next section, I will discuss this in more detail.

1.2.3 Lock chain and stabilization of the cavity
The active stabilization of the cavity length l with respect to the probe laser wavelength λprobe is crucial for all experiments inside the cavity that rely on the detection of a change of the probe laser transmission. One can make a rough estimation
on the required stability: The relative frequency fluctuations ∆ν should be much
less than the cavity linewidth ωFWHM = 2κ. The cavity frequency changes by
about ∆ωFSR if we change its length by ∆l = λprobe /2. This means, the frequency
changes already by ωFWHM = ∆ωFSR /F if we change the cavity length by only
∆l = λprobe /(2F) ≈ 4 × 10−13 m ! Although it might sound impossible to fulfil
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this requirement, we are able to stabilize length by means of a shear-piezoelectric
transducer (PZT) to better than ∆l/10 — So how does it work?
In general, a relative stabilization (lock) between the frequencies of two elements
is achieved using a servo loop. Such a loop requires a method that generates an error
signal that is proportional to the difference between the two frequencies. In case
of a laser and a cavity, we use the Pound-Drever-Hall method (PDH) [58]. The
error signal is then processed by linear analog electronics (operational amplifiers
and filters) and applied to an actuator, e.g. a PZT element that moves the grating
of a diode laser or a cavity mirror, to counteract the disturbance and cause negative
feedback.
However, there cannot be a direct lock between the high-finesse cavity inside the
vacuum (QED cavity) and the probe laser, because we would need to permanently
couple near-resonant probe light with relatively high power into the cavity. This
would be incompatible with any reasonable measurement. Therefore, we need to
go a long way round and stabilize the cavity on the lock laser which is far-detuned
from any atomic transition in cesium. This also means that there is no simple
spectroscopic way of generating an error signal.
The whole lock chain consists of four stages, see Fig. 1.6: The cooling laser, where
the probe beam is derived from, is stabilized on the cesium transition frequency.
The error signal is generated in a Doppler-free polarization spectroscopy. It is then
processed and fed back on both the laser grating PZT (to correct for long-term
drifts) and the laser diode current (to suppress fast fluctuations). The second stage
is the lock between a transfer cavity and the cooling laser frequency with a (slow)
feedback of the PDH error signal on the cavity mirror by a PZT. The lock laser is
stabilized on a different longitudinal mode of the transfer cavity by a slow grating
feedback and a fast current feedback. Finally, the lock laser and the QED cavity
are stabilized with respect to each other.
For more details on the first three stages, see [7, 35, 42, 44, 53]. During my time
at the experiment, I focused on the improvements of the last locking stage.

Improvements of the QED cavity lock
As discussed in the previous section, the atoms are heated inside the QED cavity by
the fluctuating trapping potential created by the lock laser light, caused by relative
frequency fluctuations between the lock laser and the cavity at several kilohertz.
Another problem occurs on the timescale between 10 and 100 milliseconds: When
loading atoms from the MOT into the dipole trap, laser beams are switched on. A
tiny fraction of the dipole trap beams hits the QED cavity mirrors and heats them
up, causing a change of the cavity length. Then, the cavity frequency changes by
more than 100, 000 linewidths per second! Since the capture range of the PDH
error signal, i.e. the maximum frequency deviation that causes a negative feedback,
is only on the order of 100 linewidths, the servo loop can sometimes not counteract
the heating and the cavity falls ‘out of lock’.
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Figure 1.7: Characterizing a servo loop with a network analyzer (NA): if all elements T1 , . . . , Tn are linear, the control loop can be opened at any point (dashed
curve) and the amplitude V0 and phase φ of a sinusoidal input voltage can be
compared with the output amplitude V00 and phase φ0 , respectively. From this,
one obtains loop gain G = |V00 /V0 |2 and phase delay ∆φ = φ0 − φ of the servo
loop.

Analysis of the servo loop To improve the performance of the QED cavity lock,
one first needs to analyze the corresponding servo loop. In general, a servo loop
consists of a closed chain of different elements T1 , . . . , Tn that process a signal, see
Fig. 1.7. The signal can be represented in frequency space by amplitude V0 (f ) and
phase φ(f ). In case they are linear, the effect of the elements on the signal can be
described by a gain G(f ) = |V00 (f )/V0 (f )|2 and a phase shift ∆φ(f ) = φ0 (f ) − φ(f ).
These quantities can be measured by opening the loop at any point and connecting
the ends to a network analyzer. An ideal servo loop would have infinite openloop gain G(f ) → ∞ and a phase shift of ∆φ(f ) = −180◦ (negative feedback) for
arbitrary high signal frequencies f . However, in real life, bandwidth limits cause
usually additional phase delays and decreasing gain at high f . Above a certain
frequency, the phase shift will reach ∆φ = −360◦ , turning the negative feedback
into a positive feedback. If the gain at that frequency is still larger than unity,
the servo loop is unstable and starts to oscillate. For the simplest case that the
open-loop gain crosses the 0 dB-line only once, i.e. at the unity-gain frequency f0dB ,
where |G(f0dB )| = 1, one can state the following Nyquist stability criterion [59]: A
closed feedback loop is stable, if the phase margin ∆φ(f0dB ) + 360◦ is positive at
the unity-gain frequency f0dB .
We analyze the properties of the servo loop for the PZT feedback on the cavity
length by coupling a laser beam at a wavelength of 975 nm into the cavity [44].
At that wavelength, the cavity finesse is only about 200 and therefore it is easy to
manually control the offset such that the transmission of this laser is about 50% of
the maximum transmission. Here, a change of the cavity length translates in first
order linearly into a transmission change. The network analyzer output is connected
to the error-signal input of a lockbox, a proportional-integral (PI) controller where
the total gain and the proportional gain (P-Gain) can be varied independently.
The output of the lockbox is coupled via a high-voltage amplifier and a resistor
R = 260 kΩ to the PZT. The capacity of cables and PZT of about C = 500 pF
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Figure 1.8: Open-loop gain (thick lines) and phase margin (thin lines) of the PZT
servo loop for the QED cavity. Without notch filter (red), the mechanical PZT
resonances are clearly visible (circle), limiting the the servo bandwidth to about
5 kHz (square). With notch filter (blue), the resonances are suppressed, but
the phase margin decreases much earlier (circle), limiting the servo bandwidth
to about 10 kHz (square).

and the resistor form an RC-lowpass filter with a cutoff-frequency of about 1 kHz,
see Fig. 1.9 (1). The transmission of the 975 nm laser is measured by a photodiode
which is connected to the input of the network analyzer. In this way, we obtain the
open-loop gain and phase of the control loop, also called Bode plot, see Fig. 1.8.
Between 1 and 10 kHz, the gain decreases with about −20 dB/decade as is characteristic for an effective integrator, see Fig. 1.9 (3). This can be achieved by setting
the P-gain of the lockbox such that it cancels the effect of the lowpass filter. At
around 50 kHz, strong mechanical PZT resonances appear and the phase margin
steeply decreases. The overall gain, i.e. the vertical position of the gain-curve in
this log-log diagram is obviously limited by these resonances: They should be kept
well below 0 dB, otherwise the closed loop would start to oscillate. So the servo
bandwidth is limited to about 5 kHz (first 0 dB-crossing). On the one hand, the
resonances can be suppressed by inserting a notch filter between the HV-amplifier
and lowpass [42], as can be seen in the other graph in Fig. 1.8. On the other hand,
the additional filter causes the phase margin to decrease at lower frequencies than
before. Moreover, it cannot compensate the complex phase changes around the
frequencies of the resonances. To our experience, the servo bandwidth of the PZT
servo loop is then limited to about 10 kHz. The phase margin at that frequency is
about 80◦ .
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Figure 1.9: Calculated open-loop characteristics — gain (solid lines) and phase
margin (dashed lines): (1) Lowpass, formed by resistor and PZT capacitance;
(2) additional PI-circuit, used in the double-integrator; (3) Integrator, formed
by lockbox with P-gain and lowpass; (4) same as (3), but with higher total gain
and without P-gain; (5) double-integrator, same as (4), but with the additional
PI-circuit (2). In this idealized picture, additional lowpass effects above 50 kHz
are not considered.

Double integrator For the stability of the servo loop with respect to switching on
and off the dipole trap, especially the low-frequency gain between 10 Hz and 100 Hz
should be as high as possible. With the standard characteristic of an integrator of
−20 dB/decade and a unity-gain (0 dB) frequency of 10 kHz, one could obtain a gain
of 60 dB at 10 Hz, see Fig. 1.9 (3). When reducing the proportional gain such that
the lockbox becomes an almost pure integrator, the lowpass is not compensated
any more by the P-gain and one gets an additional slope of −20 dB/decade for
f & 1 kHz. One achieves a gain of almost 40 dB already at 1 kHz and almost 80 dB
at 10 Hz, see Fig. 1.9 (4). However, this was still not sufficient to counteract the
switching of the dipole trap reliably. Moreover, the phase margin at 10 kHz has
significantly decreased, making the loop almost unstable. To increase the gain in
the low-frequency range even more and improving the phase margin at 10 kHz at
the same time, I integrated an additional PI-circuit into the lockbox right after its
own PI-controller, see Fig. 1.10, box ‘double-int.’. The gain of the additional PIcontroller decreases with −20 dB/decade between approx. 13 Hz and 1.3 kHz, where
it approaches unity, see Fig. 1.9 (2), and for details see [45]. To improve the phase
margin at 10 kHz, I chose an intermediate P-gain setting of the lockbox. In total,
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Figure 1.10: Final stage of the locking scheme in Fig. 1.6: The lock laser diode
current is modulated with a frequency of about 50 MHz from a local oscillator (LO). The light is frequency-shifted by an AOM and then compared
with the frequency of the QED cavity by the PDH method, using a beam
splitter, a resonant avalanche photo diode (APD, [35]) and a mixer. The lowfrequency components of the error signal are fed back on the cavity length via
a double-integrator, HV-amplifier, filters and a shear-PZT element, while the
high-frequency components are fed back on the laser frequency via a bandpassamplifier and the FM input of the AOM.
one obtains −40 dB/decade in the frequency range between about 10 Hz and 3 kHz,
see Fig. 1.9 (5) - a so called ‘double-integrator’ is formed in this range. The gain
at 10 Hz could be increased by about 40 dB. This has significantly improved the
robustness of the servo loop, such that the cavity can better stand switching of the
dipole trap and stay ‘in lock’ for hours.
Compensation laser On the time scale of minutes to hours, the heating of the
mirror substrates and the cavity holder by stray light or diffracted light from the
dipole trap beams causes the cavity length to change by more than a wavelength
and with it the cavity frequency by several free spectral ranges. This effect cannot
be compensated by the shear-PZT alone. Moreover, to our experience, the highfrequency performance of the lock becomes better if the DC-offset voltage of the
PZT is a low as possible. To counteract the long term drifts of the cavity length
and to keep the PZT offset voltage close to zero, I integrated a fiber-coupled diode
laser (compensation laser) into our setup. It is shone onto the cavity holder with a
spot size of about 5 mm to heat it up. The power of up to 750 mW is controlled by
another servo loop, for details see [7, 45].
Cross-lock Concerning the high-frequency fluctuations between the lock laser and
the cavity, causing intensity fluctuations inside the cavity, they cannot be sufficiently suppressed by the PZT servo loop due its bandwidth limit of about 10 kHz.
Two approaches have been realized: First, the high-frequency noise of the lock laser
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Figure 1.11: Electrical circuit of the bandpass-amplifier for the feedback of high
frequencies on the laser frequency. The PDH error signal is applied to the
input and then amplified in an inverted differential amplifier stage with lowpass
characteristics. The output signal can be variably attenuated by Rp . Then it
is AC-coupled to an inverted buffer amplifier, because the output is connected
to the low-impedance FM input of the AOM.

could be drastically reduced, increasing the lifetime of atoms inside the resonator
(without probe laser) from (18±3) ms to (130±18) ms [45]. Second, I implemented a
so-called cross-lock: In addition to the low-frequency feedback on the cavity length
via the double-integrator and the PZT, the high frequency components of the error
signal are fed back on the lock laser frequency via a bandpass-amplifier and an
AOM, see Fig. 1.10.
The electrical circuit of the bandpass-amplifier is shown in Fig. 1.11. The first
stage is an inverting differential amplifier (insensitive to ground loops) with integrated lowpass, formed by the resistors R0 = 1 kΩ, R1 = 33 kΩ, the capacitors
C1 = 2.7 nF and the operational amplifier OP1 (model OP27). The PDH error
signal is amplified by a factor of −R1 /R0 = −33 or 30 dB with an upper cutoff
frequency of 1/(2πR1 C1 ) = 1.8 kHz . After having passed a variable voltage divider
(poti) with Rp = 4.7 kΩ, the signal is capacitively coupled by C2 = 1 µF to another
inverting buffer amplifier4 , formed by the resistors R2 = R3 = 10 kΩ, the operational amplifier OP2 (model OP27) and the buffer amplifier BUF (model BUF634),
to drive the low-impedance (50 Ω) FM input of the AOM. The capacitor C2 and
the resistors R2 , Rp form a highpass with a lower cutoff frequency of about 10 Hz .
The typical open-loop gain of this bandpass-amplifier in combination with the
AOM is about 30 dB, see Fig. 1.12. The total loop gain of the cross-lock is the
vectorial sum of the double-integrator gain and the bandpass-amplifier gain. For
this specific settings, the two curves intersect at a frequency of about 1 kHz. The
different phases lead to a partially destructive interference, causing a small local
minimum of the total gain. Here, the two branches of the feedback loop not only
counteract the outer disturbances but also counteract each other. However, due to
the increased phase margin at 10 kHz, the total gain could be improved with respect
4

other control voltages for the AOM frequency are applied between R2 and R3 and added to the
output signal (not shown).
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Figure 1.12: Calculated total open-loop gain (3) and phase margin (dashed line)
of the cross-lock as the vectorial sum of the gain of the double-integrator (1)
and the bandpass-amplifier (2). At the intersection, they interfere partially
destructively because of different phases.
to the PZT servo loop, shifting the servo bandwidth to even higher frequencies.
When locking the QED cavity, the gain of the bandpass-amplifier has to be
adjusted such that the root-mean-square (rms) noise of the error signal and with it
the fluctuations of the lock laser transmission through the cavity are minimized.
Result After all these improvements of the lock chain for the QED cavity, the
rms fluctuations of the frequency difference between the lock laser and the cavity
could be reduced from 100 − 150 kHz [44] to 30 − 40 kHz. Frequency fluctuations
around the resonance between lock laser and QED cavity translate into intensity
fluctuations to first order quadratically. Therefore, this corresponds to a reduction
of the relative intensity fluctuations by almost one order of magnitude. Today,
an average lifetime of atoms inside the resonator of (0.7 ± 0.1) s is achieved, see
chapter 5. Exploiting also cavity-cooling effects, we are routinely able to observe a
single atom inside the cavity for several seconds.

1.3 Coherently driving the atoms
The precision of atomic clocks and the formal definition of the second relies on the
fact that the transition between the two hyperfine levels |F = 3i and |F = 4i of the
62 S1/2 ground state in cesium is extremely narrow [40]. A coherent superposition
of the two states can thus survive for relatively long times. Therefore, they are hot
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Figure 1.13: Relevant levels of
the cesium D2 -transition
for coherent two-photon
Raman transitions between the two ground
states. The laser frequencies ωpump and ωStokes are
far detuned by ∆R  Γ
from the atomic resonance
frequencies.
candidates to serve as qubit states in quantum information processing5 .
Coherent superpositions of the two states can be directly prepared by exposing
the atoms to a magnetic field that varies in time with a frequency ∆νHFS = 9.2 GHz
corresponding to their energy splitting ∆EHFS = h∆νHFS . The spin dynamics
can be described analogous to nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments by
optical Bloch equations [2].
In our experiment, we expose the atoms to microwave radiation and the atoms
couple to its time-dependent magnetic field. In this way, coherent superpositions
of two Zeeman sublevels, e.g. of |F = 3, mF = 0i and |F = 4, mF = 0i can
be prepared and the hyperfine state can be detected with high efficiency by a
push-out technique [40, 60]. The latter is the selective removal of all atoms in the
hyperfine state |F = 4i from the dipole trap by exposing them to a laser beam
which is resonant with the |F = 4i ↔ |F 0 = 5i transition. Moreover, by using the
magnetic-field sensitive Zeeman states |F = 3, mF = 3i and |F = 4, mF = 4i, the
resonance frequency can be made position-dependent by applying a static magnetic
field gradient along the trap axis. In this way, we are able to selectively address
and manipulate single qubits out of a row [39, 61].

1.3.1 Raman transitions
An alternative way to drive coherent transitions between the two hyperfine ground
states is to couple them via a two-photon Raman process [14]. Two laser fields,
a so-called pump field and a Stokes field, drive electric dipole transitions between
each ground state and a common excited state, e.g. |F 0 = 3i or |F 0 = 4i. To
avoid spontaneous photon scattering that can destroy the coherence of a ground
state superposition, the lasers are typically far detuned from the atomic transition
frequencies, i.e. with a single-photon detuning ∆R that is much larger than the
atomic linewidth Γ, see Fig. 1.13. In this limit, the excited hyperfine states are
only virtually excited. A transition between the two ground states occurs then by
the simultaneous stimulated absorption and emission of a photon, e.g., absorption
from the pump field and emission into the Stokes field.
5

More precisely, one would select two Zeeman sublevels of the hyperfine states.
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As in the microwave case, the system can be regarded as a driven, effective twolevel system. Although they are effectively very similar to microwave transitions
when applied for qubit manipulation, Raman transitions have some more applications due to the fact that photons at optical frequencies are involved. Since they
carry a much higher momentum than microwave photons, there can be a significant
momentum transfer between atoms and photons depending on the angle between
the two laser beams. This can be exploited for the coherent control of the motion
of the atoms and for sub-Doppler cooling schemes, see chapter 5. Moreover, a Raman scheme can be combined with cavity QED by replacing one laser field with
the quantized field of an optical cavity. In this way, one can transfer a coherent
superposition between ground states to the cavity field and back [62] or one can
realize deterministic single-photon sources [63, 64]. The coupling of two atom to
the cavity field could be used to create entanglement of the atomic ground states
in a deterministic way [65].
Simple model
The effective coupling of the two levels with Raman lasers that are far-detuned from
the optical transition frequencies can be quantified by the Raman-Rabi frequency
[66]
Ωpump ΩStokes
ΩR =
,
(1.12)
2∆R
where Ωpump and ΩStokes are the single-photon Rabi frequencies of the optical transitions. A Rabi frequency for a transition |gi ↔ |ei is defined via the corresponding
dipole matrix element
ˆ ~
he|d~ · E|gi
Ωge =
,
(1.13)
~
ˆ
~ the electric field. Atomic popwhere d~ denotes the electric dipole operator and E
ulation oscillates between the two ground states with the angular frequency ΩR /2
between the two states if the Raman two-photon detuning
δR ≡ (ωpump − ωStokes ) − 2π∆νHFS

(1.14)

vanishes, i.e. in the two-photon Raman resonance case. Here, ωpump and ωStokes are
the angular frequencies of the pump and the Stokes laser, respectively.
In the general case (δR 6= 0), the probability to find a system that is prepared in
state |F = 3i at t = 0 in state |F = 4i at a time t is given by
 
2 Ω
P4 (t) = Λ sin
t ,
(1.15)
2
q
Ω2
2
where Λ = 2 R 2 and Ω = Ω2R + δR
(1.16)
ΩR + δR
are the contrast and effective Raman-Rabi frequency, respectively.
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1.3.2 Raman laser setup
The first implementation of Raman transitions in our setup was based on a single diode laser in combination with an electro-optic modulator (EOM) [67]. The
latter was used to modulate the phase of the laser beam such that sidebands in
frequency space at about ±∆νHFS with respect to the laser frequency are generated. It is technically challenging to separate the different frequency components
by interferometric means [68] to avoid destructive interference between them.
The current Raman laser setup consists of two individual lasers, which are optically phase locked with respect to each other at a frequency difference of about
∆νHFS . The main advantages are that the two laser beams can be separated much
more easily and that almost the entire power of each laser is available for the pump
and the Stokes transition, respectively. However, in contrast to the single-laser
setup, the relative phase stability between the two lasers is not only determined by
the reference radio frequency source (providing the 9.2 GHz) but also by the performance of the servo loop. It took two Diplom theses until the lasers and the optically
phase locked loop (OPLL) were sufficiently stable and Raman transitions could be
successfully demonstrated with this setup [46, 48]. Now, the Raman laser setup is
a powerful and reliable tool. In particular, it forms the basis for the measurements
of EIT inside the cavity, for details see chapter 4.

1.3.3 Raman transitions in the dipole trap
The first measurements that have been performed using our current Raman setup
are the spectroscopy of Zeeman sublevels, the demonstration of optical pumping to
a specific Zeeman sublevel and Rabi oscillations. Here, I will give a brief overview
of the results, for more details see [48].
The two Raman laser beams (the pump and the Stokes beam) propagate collinearly
and are spatially overlapped with the optical dipole trap. The circularly polarized
beams have an 1/e2 waist of wcon,MOT = 103 µm at the MOT position and a waist
of wcon,MOT = 86 µm at the cavity position, which is significantly larger than the
waists of the dipole trap at those positions (about 40 µm). This ensures that the
atoms trapped in the dipole trap see an almost constant intensity.
In this configuration, two types of Raman transitions can be driven between
Zeeman sublevels of the hyperfine ground states, see Fig. 1.14. The degeneracy of
Zeeman sublevels is lifted by applying a magnetic guiding field. The selection rules
for Raman transition depend on the angle between the Raman laser beams and the
magnetic field lines: If the angle is zero, both Raman beams drive either σ − or
σ + transitions. This gives either a (σ − , σ − ) or a (σ + , σ + ) Raman transition (only
the first one is shown). The magnetic quantum number mF of the initial and final
Zeeman sublevel will thus not change — only transitions with ∆mF = 0 are allowed.
If the magnetic field is perpendicular to the beam axis, both Raman beams drive a
mixture of σ + , σ − and π transitions. Out of several possible combinations, only the
superposition of (π, σ − ) and (σ + , π) Raman transitions interferes constructively, i.e.
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Figure 1.14: Cesium level scheme with all Zeeman sublevels of the D2 transition
and the possible Raman couplings between the ground-state mF sublevels.
(σ − , σ − ) transitions can be driven if the magnetic field lines are parallel to
the circularly polarized Raman laser beams, while in the perpendicular case,
superpositions of (π, σ − ) and (σ + , π) can be driven. A circularly polarized
optical pumping beam resonant with the |F = 4i ↔ |F 0 = 4i transitions can
be applied to prepare atoms in, e.g. |F = 4, mF = −4i.
the magnetic quantum number has to change by ∆mF = ±1.
A typical Raman spectrum is shown in Fig. 1.15 (a). After atoms are loaded
from the MOT into the DT, they are are all prepared in the hyperfine state |F = 4i
by exposing the atoms to the repumping beam longer than to the cooling laser
beams of the MOT. A magnetic guiding field with |B| = 0.4 G is then applied
along the z-direction, shifting the transition frequencies between the outermost
Zeeman sublevels |3, ±3i and |4, ±4i by about ±1 MHz. Raman pulses with a fixed
duration of 20 µs and a total power of 600 µW, and a single-photon detuning of
∆R /2π = 320 GHz are applied with variable δR . At the end of the sequence, the
fraction of atoms that have been transferred to |F = 3i is measured by the push-out
technique. The spectrum exhibits eight peaks in the range δR /2π ≈ (−1 . . . 1) MHz,
corresponding to all 14 possible transitions with ∆mF = ±1, twelve of which are
pairwise degenerate: 2 + 12/2 = 8.
Efficient optical pumping to the outermost Zeeman sublevel |F = 4, mF = −4i
can be performed with by exposing the atoms to a circularly polarized laser beam
resonant with the |F = 4i ↔ |F 0 = 4i transition in addition to the repumper. If
the magnetic field is parallel to the optical pumping beam, only σ − transitions are
driven. After a few milliseconds, the atoms will end up in the ‘dark’ state |F =
4, mF = −4i. The effect is clearly visible in a Raman spectrum, see Fig. 1.15 (a):
There is only a single peak at δR /2π ≈ −1 MHz, corresponding to the |4, −4i ↔
|3, −3i Raman transition.
Having prepared the atoms in the |F = 4, mF = −4i sublevel, we can now drive
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Figure 1.15: (a) Raman spectra taken with the magnetic field perpendicular to the
Raman beams. Full circles: Atoms are prepared in |F = 4i without optical
mF pumping before the Raman pulse . Since the atoms are distributed over
the Zeeman sublevels, 14 transitions can occur resulting in the eight peaks.
Open circles: Atoms are optically pumped to the outermost Zeeman sublevel
|F = 4, mF = −4i before the Raman pulse. The spectrum has only a single
peak, corresponding to the |4, −4i ↔ |3, −3i transition. (b) Raman Rabi
oscillations on the |4, −4i ↔ |3, −3i transition, with an exponentially damped
sinusoidal fit function (solid line).
the |4, −4i ↔ |3, −3i transition resonantly, i.e. at δR /2π ≈ −1 MHz. Here, the
total laser power is 1000 µW and the single-photon detuning is ∆R /2π = 169 GHz,
but this should only affect the Raman Rabi frequency. To observe Raman Rabi
oscillations, we measure the population in the state |F = 3i as a function of the
duration t of the Raman pulse, see Fig. 1.15 (b). The data can be fitted with an
exponentially damped sinusoidal function with a Rabi frequency of about 20 kHz
and a damping time constant of about 400 µs, related to dephasing effects. For a
detailed discussion, see [48].

2 Coherently driven atom under
continuous observation
2.1 Introduction
In the last chapter I have shown that the transmission of our high-finesse optical
cavity sensitively depends on the position of a single atom, see section 1.2.1. In
addition to this external atomic state, the cavity transmission is strongly related
to the internal hyperfine state of the atom: If we tune, e.g., the cavity frequency
close to the transition frequency between the |F = 4i ground state and the |F 0 = 5i
excited state [Fig. 1.3 (a)], the transmission of the probe beam is strongly suppressed
and the atom is in state |F = 4i. In contrast, an atom in |F = 3i has a negligible
effect on the cavity transmission since all possible transitions between |F = 3i
and the |F 0 = 2, 3, 4i excited state are far detuned from the cavity frequency. The
atomic state can thus be deduced from the number of transmitted photons per time
interval [9], see Fig. 2.1. These histograms of the photon counts per binning time
interval almost don’t overlap for the chosen binning time.
In contrast to the state detection method with a push-out laser which relies on
the state-selective removal of atoms from the trap, this is a non-destructive state
detection method where one-and-the-same atom can be used for many successive
state measurements. In the ideal case, the cavity transmission measurement would
projects the atomic state onto one of the two hyperfine ground states |F = 3i and
|F = 4i, and every subsequent repetition of the state measurement would have
the same outcome. This represents a projective quantum-non-demolition (QND)
measurement [69] of the internal atomic state. With more than one atom inside
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Figure 2.2: Random telegraph signal with a single atom inside the cavity. The
transmission of the probe beam through the resonator changes randomly with
time between two levels, indicating quantum jumps of the atomic hyperfine
ground state. While the probe laser causes transitions from |F = 4i to |F =
3i, a weak repumping laser resonant with the |F = 3i ↔ |F 0 = 4i transition
induces jumps in the other direction.
the cavity, this could be employed to create multi-atom entangled states [70].
However, continuous observation of the cavity transmission reveals quantum
jumps [12]. They have also been observed in single-ion experiments [71, 72] or
with single photons stored in a cavity [73]. In our case, quantum jumps are sudden changes of the hyperfine ground state. They are caused by inelastic Raman
scattering events of atoms in |F = 4i, resulting from off-resonant excitation of the
states |F 0 = 3, 4i by the probe laser light with subsequent decay to |F = 3i. This
unwanted side effect reduces the fidelity of our state detection, since the hyperfine
state can change during our detection interval. With a relatively weak repumping
laser on the |F = 3i ↔ |F 0 = 4i transition, quantum jumps can be deliberately
induced also in the other direction [12], resulting in so-called random telegraph
signals, see Fig. 2.2.
This incoherent dynamics of the hyperfine states, relying on spontaneous photon
scattering, has extensively been studied in our system using one and two atoms
[13,47]. Our experimental data which contains noise is processed in an optimal way
using Bayesian data analysis [13,74]. First steps towards quantum feedback [75,76],
e.g. the stabilization of an entangled multi-atom state with a control loop, have
been demonstrated, however, making use of probabilistic, uni-directional scattering
processes [49].
Here, we drive the hyperfine dynamics by coupling the two ground states via a
two-photon Raman process, see section 1.3.3. First, a coherently driven system
under continuous observation is of general fundamental interest, since it reveals
the impact of the measurement on the quantum state of a system. The Quantum
Zeno effect (QZE) [15–19] can ‘freeze’ the coherent evolution from one state of
the system to the other one by projecting the system always back onto the initial
state, due to the measurement. Second, bi-directional transitions can be selectively
induced by controlling the two-photon detuning δR and the intensity of the Raman
beams. When a magnetic field is applied, the degeneracy of the Zeeman-sublevels of
the hyperfine states is lifted and the Raman transitions even become mF -selective.
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Moreover, the polarization of the laser beams with respect to the magnetic field
direction determines the selection rules for the transitions. This gives rise to a new
method of spectroscopy, where the hyperfine dynamics of a single atom is coherently
driven by a Raman transition while the transmission through the cavity, i.e. the
quantum jumps, are continuously observed. The spectroscopy provides an in-situ
diagnostics the internal dynamics of a single atom inside the cavity, e.g. to study
effects of optical pumping in our system [38].
After a brief introduction into the QZE, I will present the method of quantum
jump spectroscopy. For this, I extend our Bayesian update formalism to analyze
data with time-dependent rates, and finally, I demonstrate its application in our
setup.

2.2 Quantum Zeno effect
We wonder how the rate of quantum jumps in a spectroscopy experiment would be
related to the Rabi frequency ΩR and detuning δR of the coherent drive while the
system is continuously measured at a rate Γm . The basic scaling of the transition
probability with those parameters is provided by a simple and intuitive picture of
the Quantum Zeno effect: Let us consider a two-state system which is prepared in
state |0i at t = 0 and coherently driven by a microwave or Raman transition with
resonant Rabi frequency ΩR and detuning δR . The probability to find the system
in state |1i at a time t is given by
P1 (t) = Λ sin
Λ=

2




Ω
t ,
2

Ω2R
2
Ω2R + δR

and

where
Ω=

(2.1)

q
2
Ω2R + δR

(2.2)

are the contrast and effective Rabi frequency of the oscillations, see Fig. 2.3. First,
I consider the case that the state of the system is repeatedly measured with pulses,
spaced by fixed, short time intervals ∆tp  1/Ω, which project the system each time
into one of its eigenstates |0i or |1i, and re-initialize the system. The probability
that the system is still in the initial state |0i after ∆tp is 1 − P1 (∆tp ) ≈ 1 −
Λ(Ω∆tp /2)2 and after N  1 successive measurements or a time T = N ∆tp [77–79]
"

2 #N

"

2 #



ΛΩ2 ∆tp
P (T ) ≈ 1 − Λ
≈ exp −N Λ
= exp −
T .
4
(2.3)
There are obviously no Rabi-type oscillations between the two states but an effective
‘decay’ of the initial state |0i into state |1i [77–79] at rate


Ω
∆tp
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Figure 2.3: Solid line: probability P1 (t) of a coherently driven two-level system
that is prepared in state |0i at time t = 0 to be measured in state |1i after
a time t. In the pulsed case, the measurement occurs after a fixed time ∆tp
(narrow peak). In the random case, the measurement events are exponentially
distributed (dashed line).
The shorter and thus more frequent the probing intervals ∆tp are, the smaller is
the decay rate and the slower is the evolution of the system. I note that R01 is
independent of the detuning δR as long as ∆tp  (1/ΩR , 1/δR ). However, for large
detunings δR  (1/∆tp , ΩR ), this condition is no longer fulfilled and the quadratic
approximation used in Eqn. (2.3) is not justified any more. Moreover, in the limit
of random and arbitrary long probing intervals ∆tp  1/Ω, the mean probability
2.
to find the system in state |1i is hP1 i = Λ/2 ∝ 1/δR
When the system is probed continuously, e.g. with coherent light, where each
photon projects the state of the system in an eigenstate, one can model this process
by a series of random, temporally uncorrelated measurement pulses with an average
spacing of 1/Γm . In contrast to equally spaced pulses with fixed interval, the distribution of the time between the pulses is described by an exponential probability
density function, see Fig. 2.3:
Pm (t)dt = Γm exp(−Γm t)dt

(2.5)

is the probability of no measurement pulse, e.g. coherent evolution, during [0, t[
and a measurement pulse during [t, t + dt]. The probability that the system has
changed its state when a measurement occurs is thus given by
Z
P1,m =

∞

Z
P1 (t)Pm (t)dt = Γm Λ

0

=

Ω2R
2)
2(Γ2m + Ω2R + δR

∞
2

sin
0




Ω
t exp(−Γm t)dt
2

(2.6)
(2.7)
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and thus the state-changing rate reads
R01,r = Γm P1,m =

Γm Ω2R
2) .
2(Γ2m + Ω2R + δR

(2.8)

For strong probing (Γm  ΩR ), I obtain
R01,r =

Ω2R
1
×
,
2Γm 1 + (δR /Γm )2

(2.9)

a Lorentzian function with a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of 2Γm . The
maximum value Ω2R /(2Γm ) at δR = 0 equals the rate obtained for equally spaced
pulses if Γm = 2/∆tp , cf. [79]. However, modelling a continuous measurement by
randomly spaced measurement pulses is only a rough approximation. It should
provide an intuitive picture and the orders of magnitude transition rates and their
dependence on detuning. An exact treatment would require to include the continuous measurement rate Γm as a decoherence rate into the quantum dynamics of the
system [19,78]. For instance, the resonant (δR = 0) state-changing rate in the presence of continuous strong measurement by a coherent laser beam R01,c = Ω2R /Γm
is twice as large as for the random pulse measurement case [79].

2.2.1 QZE within a cavity
An ideal cavity in the strong-coupling regime g 2  (κ, γ) can be tuned such that it
either completely transmits or reflects the probe light impinging on its input mirror,
depending on the hyperfine ground state of the atom. A photon detected in the
transmitted mode would, e.g., project the atomic state into |0i = |F = 3i, while a
reflected photon would project it into |1i = |F = 4i. The photon output rate from
one mirror is thus to the rate at which the system is measured [19]
Γm = κnp,0 ,

(2.10)

where np,0 denotes the intra-cavity photon number of the empty cavity on resonance
with the probe laser.
In the realistic case of a non-ideal cavity there are absorption or scattering losses
in the mirror coatings. On one hand, a fraction of the impinging light will always be
reflected at the input mirror even if there’s no atom inside. This doesn’t change the
situation because this fraction does not contain any information about the atomic
state and therefore does not contribute to the measurement rate. On the other
hand, one considers the fraction that is coupled into the cavity mode. Then, it also
doesn’t matter for the decoherence whether it leaves the cavity by transmission,
absorption or scattering into other spatial modes. All effects are subsumed in κ.
Therefore, Eqn. (2.10) is also valid for a non-ideal cavity [19].
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2.3 Quantum jump spectroscopy with Bayesian update
The basic idea of quantum jump spectroscopy is to measure the coherently induced
transition rates between two long-lived atomic states by observing the frequency of
quantum jumps in the transmission of a weak probe laser through the cavity. By
sweeping the detuning δR of the coherent coupling from the transition frequency
between the two states, the rates may change with time and with it the frequency
of quantum jumps. The spectrum is thus given by the rates R01 and R10 between
the atomic hyperfine states |0i and |1i as a function of the detuning δR .

2.3.1 Bayesian update algorithm
The atomic state and the rates can be extracted from the random telegraph signals
using a Bayesian update algorithm [38,47,49]: From the Bayesian point of view, the
knowledge of our system in terms of the atomic state |αi and the transition rates
R01 , R10 is represented by a probability distribution 0 ≤ p(α, R01 , R10 ) ≤ 1. Perfect
0 , R0 )
knowledge of the system would mean that there exists a set of values (α0 , R01
10
such that
(
0 , R0 ) ,
1 if (α, R01 , R10 ) = (α0 , R01
10
p(α, R01 , R10 ) =
(2.11)
0 otherwise.
On the other hand, a flat distribution with equally small entries corresponds to an
almost complete ignorance of the system, as is usually the case before experimental
data in terms of the recorded photon clicks are taken. So how can one get from
a flat to a peaked distribution, i.e. how can one improve (update) the knowledge
with more and more data being taken?
First of all, we seperately measure the probability distribution p(n|α) that n
photon clicks are recorded during an observation time interval (time bin, here:
∆tbin = 1 ms) with the atom being in a known, prepared state |αi, see Fig. 2.1. For
the state |0i = |F = 3i, we record just the transmission of a probe beam through
the cavity without any atom inside. For the other state, we place one atom inside
the cavity and apply a strong repumping laser on the |F = 3i ↔ |F 0 = 4i transition
to pump atoms which are eventually in |F = 3i back to |F = 4i. While for the state
|0i, the count rate distribution can be well described by a Poissonian distribution
with an a mean number of clicks nc,0 = 34.0, the other distribution with nc,1 = 4.3
is significantly broader than a Poissonian with the corresponding mean value. This
is due to fluctuations of the transmission in this state which can be attributed to a
time-varying coupling strength g(t) [38, 47].
State update without dynamics
Regardless of our knowledge of the rates R01 , R10 , one can already gain some knowledge about the atomic state |αi when n photons have been detected in a time bin
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by means of Bayes’ theorem:
ppost (α) = P

p(n|α) ppri (α)
,
0
0
α0 p(n|α ) ppri (α )

(2.12)

where ppost (α) denotes the a-posteriori -probability of the atom to be in state |αi,
depending on the a-priori -probability ppri (α), which represents our previous knowledge just before the update. In particular, if one has no previous knowledge about
the state: ppri (0) = ppri (1) = 1/2. After one has updated the knowledge according
to Eqn. (2.12) with the data of one time bin, one can use ppost (α) as the new apriori -probabilities ppri (α) for the next time bin and and apply Eqn. (2.12) again.
With more and more time bins taken into account, the probabilities would approach
0 or 1, respectively, expressing our full knowledge of the atomic state.
State update including dynamics
However, if one takes into account the temporal dynamics of the atomic state, the
updated probabilities will change during the next observation time interval, i.e.
before the next update will occur. The a-priori -probabilities ppri (α) right before
the next update will thus be different from the a-posteriori -probabilities ppost (α)
after the last update. The dynamics of the state probabilities can be modelled by
a system of rate equations




d
−R01
R10
p(α = 0, t)
p~(t) =
.
(2.13)
p~(t) , where p~(t) ≡
R01 −R10
p(α = 1, t)
dt
For time bins that are much shorter than the evolution of the system governed by
the rates, i.e. ∆tbin  (1/R01 , 1/R10 ), one can give a linear approximation of the
solution


−R01
R10
p~(t + ∆tbin ) = p~(t) + ∆tbin
p~(t) .
(2.14)
R01 −R10
Before each new state update according to Eqn. (2.12), one uses Eqn. (2.14) to
obtain ppri (α) = p(α, t + ∆tbin ) from the latest p(α, t) = ppost (α).
Update of time-dependent states and constant rates
If the rates R01 , R10 are not known before but should also be determined using the
update formalism, one needs an update formalism for the combined probabilities
p(α, R01 , R10 ) of the atomic states and the rates [49]. Applying the general rule for
combined probabilities p(a, b) = p(a|b) p(b), they can be separated as follows:
p(α, R01 , R10 ) = p(α|R01 , R10 ) p(R01 , R10 ) ,

(2.15)

where p(α|R01 , R10 ) is the probability for state |αi under the assumption of the
rates R01 , R10 . This term evolves in time according to Eqn. (2.14), whereas the
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Figure 2.4: (a) Single random telegraph signal, as in Fig. 2.2. (b) Reconstructed
atomic state after Bayesian state and rate update in terms of the probability
to be in state |0i = |F = 3i. (c) Probability distribution for the rates after
seven random telegraph signals like in (a) have been analyzed.
second factor p(R01 , R10 ) is assumed to be time-independent. It can be calculated
by summing over the atomic states:
X
p(R01 , R10 ) =
p(α0 , R01 , R10 ) .
(2.16)
α0

Analogous to Eqn. (2.12), the combined probabilities are updated after each time
bin as follows:
p(n|α, R01 , R10 ) ppri (α, R01 , R10 )
P
,
0
0
0
0
0
0
R0 p(n|α , R01 , R10 ) ppri (α , R01 , R10 )
R0

ppost (α, R01 , R10 ) = P P
α0

01

(2.17)

10

where p(n|α, R01 , R10 ) = p(n|α) are the count rate probabilities as shown in Fig. 2.1
which only depend on the atomic state |αi.
So the whole procedure works as follows: First, one chooses an initial (flat)
distribution p(α, R01 , R10 ). The rates are usually discretized on a grid. Using
Eqns. (2.16) and (2.15), the distribution can be factorized into p(R01 , R10 ) and
p(α|R01 , R10 ) for each possible combination of R01 , R10 . The time evolution of the
p(α, t|R01 , R10 ) → p(α, t + ∆tbin |R01 , R10 ) are calculated according to Eqn. (2.14).
Applying Eqn. (2.15) again, on obtains the a-priori -probabilities needed for the
next update
ppri (α, R01 , R10 ) = p(α, t + ∆tbin |R01 , R10 ) p(R01 , R10 ) .

(2.18)

Depending on the number of counts n, the a-posteriori -probabilities are calculated
using Eqn. (2.17) for each combination of α, R01 , R10 . Then the whole cycle starts
again.
If one is only interested in the probabilities of the rates, one applies Eqns. (2.16).
Conversely, if one is only interested in the probabilities of the atomic states, one
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has to sum up over all possible rates:
XX
0
0
p(α) =
p(α, R01
, R10
).
0
R01

(2.19)

0
R10

The random telegraph signal from Fig. 2.2 is shown again in Fig. 2.4 (a) together
with the state probability p(0) = p(|F = 3i) as a function of time (b) and the
probability distribution for the rates p(R01 , R10 ), see Fig. 2.4 (c). This represents
the knowledge about the rates in our system after seven experimental runs. From
a flat distribution at the beginning, it has evolved to a well-defined 2D-Gaussian,
becoming more and more narrow with time. The distribution can be characterized
by the expectation values hR01 i, hR10 i and the variances of the distribution along
the R01 and R10 -axes, for instance
XX
0
0
0
2
(R01
− hR01 i)2 p(R01
, R10
).
(2.20)
σR
=
01
0 R0
R01
10

For this specific measurement, the results are
R01 = (100.0 ± 4.5) s−1 ,

R10 = (52.7 ± 2.5) s−1 .

(2.21)

Update of time-dependent states and rates
So far, the transition rates between the states |0i and |1i were assumed to be
constant in time. This assumption was reflected by the continuous update of the
probability distribution for the rates p(R01 , R10 ) during the experimental sequences
and not resetting it to a flat distribution. However, in a quantum jump spectroscopy
experiment, I expect the rates to change with detuning, i.e. with time. This can
already be recognized in a random telegraph signal where the detuning is swept see
Fig. 2.5 (a). The frequency of quantum jumps obviously increases and decreases
again. To account for the rapidly changing rates, the sequence with a typical total
duration of τseq = 3000 ms is sub-divided into Nint time slots of length
τint =

τseq
,
Nint

(2.22)

in which the rates are assumed to be constant, as in the previous section. While
the state probabilities p(α) are still initialized only at the beginning of each experimental run (when a new atom has been prepared) and are continuously updated
until the end of the sequence, the rate probabilities are initialized and updated
within each of the Nint time slots. Instead of a single, there are now Nint independent probability distributions for the rates. At the beginning of each time slot in
the first run, the corresponding p(R01 , R10 ) is initialized to a flat distribution, see
Fig. 2.5 (b). The combined probability is then given by
p(α, R01 , R10 ) = p(α) p(R01 , R10 ) ,

(2.23)
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Figure 2.5: (a) Random telegraph signal measured in a single experimental run
with a single atom. (b) Bayesian update scheme: The atomic states are initialized (blue squares) at the beginning of each experimental run and are updated
(blue lines) until the end of the sequence. The rates are initialized (red dots) at
the beginning of each time slot in the first run and then updated (red lines) only
0 , R0 ) in
within their time slot. (c) Evolution of the rate distributions p(R01
10
the range (0 . . . 1000 s−1 ) × (0 . . . 1000 s−1 ). Snapshots at the beginning of each
time slot are shown with the color indicating the relative probability density
(a.u.)
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where p(α) is the state probability at the end of the previous time slot according
to Eqn. (2.19). The combined probability is then updated as described in the
previous section until the end of the time slot. Then, the updated rate distribution
p(R01 , R10 ) is calculated with Eqn. (2.16). This distribution is then further updated
in the same time slot of the second and following runs.
Note that this update scheme is a generalized version of the update scheme
described in the preceding section. They are equivalent for the case Nint = 1.

2.3.2 Experimental results
For quantum jump spectroscopy, random telegraph signals as shown in Fig. 2.5 (a)
are recorded. Here, a single atom is prepared inside the cavity and the transmission
of the probe laser is recorded. At the same time, it is exposed to the two circularly
polarized Raman laser beams running along the dipole trap with a total power of
about 100 µW and a single-photon detuning of ∆R /2π = 33 GHz. While the atom
is kept for three seconds inside the cavity, the Raman-two-photon detuning is swept
from δR /2π = 1.5 MHz to −1.5 MHz. In addition, a magnetic guiding field can be
applied to lift the degeneracy of the Zeeman sublevels.

Measurement without magnetic guiding field First, I discuss the measurement
without magnetic guiding field, which is shown in figs. 2.5 and 2.6, respectively.
The sequence is subdivided into Nint = 60 time slots, which is a good compromise
between spectral resolution and signal-to-noise ratio. Exemplary, the rate distributions p(R01 , R10 ) at the beginning of eight time slots are shown in Fig. 2.5 (c).
They are each discretized on a equidistantly spaced grid with 100 × 100 entries for
a range of rates (0 . . . 1000 s−1 ) × (0 . . . 1000 s−1 ). After eleven experimental runs,
most of the rate probability distributions have converged from a flat distribution
(uniform green) to narrow peaks. From the final distributions, the most probable
rates and their standard deviations are calculated, see Fig. 2.6 (c).
However, at around t = 1500 ms, the frequency of quantum jumps is almost at
the limit of what can be resolved at this binning time of 1 ms. This can also be seen
in the trace of the calculated state probabilities in Fig. 2.6 (b), where they become
very ‘dense’ at that time. When I stretch the time scale by a factor of five, it is
hard to identify any quantum jump in the transmission trace and even the Bayesian
state probabilities become ‘spiky’1 , see Fig. 2.6 (d,e). To resolve dynamics that is
faster than about 1/∆tbin = 1 ms−1 = 1000 s−1 , a shorter binning time would
be required2 . Moreover, in this regime, the linear approximation of Eqn. (2.14)
becomes inappropriate and should be replaced by the exact, exponential solution
of Eqn. (2.13).
1
2

A ‘spike’ is an non-complete transition between the two states
Unfortunately, the count rate histograms for other binning times were not available.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Single transmission trace, obtained with a single atom inside the
cavity. (b) Probability for the atom to be in state |0i = |F = 3i for the trace
in (a), obtained with the Bayesian time-dependent rate update. (c) Transition
rates R01 and R10 , obtained from the Bayesian analysis of twelve experimental
runs. (d) Detail enlargement of the trace shown in (a), with the time axis
stretched by a factor of five. (e) Corresponding state probability for the trace
in (d).
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When I fit the spectra in Fig. 2.6 (c) with a Lorentzian function
R = R0 +

R̂
,
1 + 4(δR − δR,0 )2 /w2

(2.24)

I obtain the following parameters:
Rate
w/(2π kHz)
R̂/(s−1 )
R0 /(s−1 )
δR,0 /(2π kHz)

R01

R10

284 ± 33
546 ± 46
89 ± 7
61 ± 11

244 ± 29
442 ± 52
90 ± 4
45 ± 10

First of all, the full-width-at-half maximum w is about three times larger than
the (inhomogeneous) spectral width of (74 ± 25) kHz that has been measured in a
microwave spectroscopy experiment without probing the atomic state during the
microwave pulses. Here, the coherently driven system is continuously probed, thus
the spectrum should be broadened due to the Quantum Zeno effect, as discussed in
section 2.2. The width has to be compared with the measurement rate Γm , that is
given by κnp,0 , see Eqn. (2.10). From a photon count rate of RD = 33 ms−1 without
background, I infer a mean intracavity photon number of np,0 = 0.23, see Eqn. 1.8.
The measurement rate is thus Γm = 2π × 92 kHz and the width of the spectrum
should be at least twice as large. If one takes also into account the inhomogeneous
width of (74 ± 25) kHz, one expects a spectral width of about 260 kHz. One can at
least conclude that measured values for w are on the same order of magnitude.
To compare the amplitude R̂ with the theoretical value R01,c = Ω2R /Γm for the
resonant case, one needs to estimate the resonant Rabi frequency ΩR of the Raman
transition between the two hyperfine states. Driving Raman Rabi oscillations between the outermost Zeeman sublevels |F = 4, mF = −4i and |F = 3, mF = −3i
yields an effective maximum Rabi frequency of Ω0,max = 2π × 14 kHz. Since the
dipole matrix elements between the ground and excited states are on average lower
than for this specific transition, I assume an effective average Raman Rabi frequency
of only ΩR ≈ 0.6 Ω0,max ≈ 2π × 8 kHz. From this, I obtain a state-changing rate of
about R01,c = 4000 s−1 . This value is almost one order of magnitude higher than
the measured ones. One possible explanation for this discrepancy is the limited
time resolution of the measurement of 1 ms, as discussed above. In order to exclude
this, one would need to perform the experiment at a higher temporal resolution or
with even smaller Rabi frequencies ΩR . Another, physical reason might be optical
pumping of the atoms to Zeeman sublevels where the Raman Rabi frequencies are
even smaller (only about 40%) than I have assumed here, in conjunction with the
strong (quadratic) dependence of R01,c on ΩR . To check this, one would need to
prepare the atoms in a specific Zeeman sublevel before performing the measurement, making sure at the same time that de-pumping to other sublevels can be
neglected, i.e. that the Rabi frequency doesn’t change.
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Figure 2.7: Polarization configuration: The probe laser is linearly
polarized and propagating along
the cavity axis, while the Raman laser and optical pumping
beams are circularly polarized
and running along the dipole
trap axis.
If the transitions between the two hyperfine ground states would be purely coherent, i.e. without any spontaneous scattering events, the transition rates R01 and
R10 would vanish for large two-photon detunings |δR |  (Γm , ΩR ), according to
Eqn. (2.7). However, the measured spectra have an offset R0 of about 100 s−1 . One
contribution to the state-changing rate is the off-resonant inelastic Raman scattering of the probe laser light. This leads to a transition rate from state |1i to state |0i
of about 50 s−1 , as obtained from the measurement with a weak repumping beam
applied instead of the Raman lasers. This cannot fully explain the measured offset,
in particular not the offset of R01 for the opposite direction. Therefore, one has
to consider the scattering rate induced by the Raman laser beams: From a total
power of about P ≈ 0.1 mW and a beam waist of w = 86 µm at the position of
the cavity, one obtains an intensity of I = 2P/(πw2 ) ≈ 900 mW/cm2 . The total
scattering rate far from atomic resonance is given by (cf. [80])
Rsc,tot ≈ γ

I  γ 2
≈ 80 s−1 ,
Isat ∆

(2.25)

where Isat = 1.1 mW/cm−2 denotes the saturation intensity and ∆ = ∆R is the
single-photon detuning. In this far-off-resonant regime, the hyperfine ground state
changes on average after two scattering events, thus Rsc,tot /2 ≈ 40 s−1 . Therefore,
the spontaneous scattering induced by the Raman laser beams is probably the main
contribution to our measured offset R0 of the rates. A minor contribution should
be spontaneous scattering by the trapping laser fields, which is on the order of
several s−1 for both the lock laser [38] and the dipole trap [39]. To quantify the
contributions of all possible sources of spontaneous scattering, one would need to
vary them independently.
Magnetic guiding fields and optical pumping
The method of quantum jump spectroscopy can be applied as an in-situ diagnostics
of the internal dynamics of the atoms inside the cavity. In particular, when a
magnetic guiding field is applied, the degeneracy of the Zeeman sublevels is lifted
and the two-photon detuning δR depends on the specific |F = 3, mF i ↔ |F =
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Figure 2.8: (a) Quantum jump spectra taken with a magnetic guiding field along
the y-direction. (b) Same as in (a) but with an additional optical pumping
beam applied along the y-axis. (c) Part of the scheme of the Zeeman sublevels
in Cesium and the laser couplings. The numbers 2/5 and 1/30 are proportional
to the line strengths (excitation probabilities) of the corresponding transitions
(∝ |Ωge |2 ).)
4, m0F i transition. Moreover, only specific values of ∆mF ≡ m0F − mF are allowed,
depending on the laser light polarizations and propagation directions with respect
to the direction of the guiding field (selection rules). The transition rates R01 , R10
should thus depend on δR according to the occupation of the corresponding Zeeman
sublevels.
~ = 0.4 G. This
Here, we apply magnetic guiding field with a flux density of |B|
leads to an frequency shift of −0.14 MHz·mF for the |F = 3i sublevels and of
+0.14 MHz·mF for the |F = 4i sublevels. In particular, the transitions between
the outermost Zeeman sublevels |3, ±3i ↔ |4, ±4i occur at δR /2π = ±0.96 MHz.
Moreover, we study the influence of an optical pumping beam on the distribution
over Zeeman sublevels.
B-field along the y-direction The spectra with a magnetic guiding field applied
along the y-direction are shown in Fig. 2.8 (a,b). They are obtained from 17 and
3 (!) random telegraph signals, respectively. The data are subdivided into Nint = 30
time slots. The spectrum in (b) was taken with an additional, circularly polarized
optical pumping beam, resonant with the |F = 4i ↔ |F 0 = 4i transition and copropagating with the Raman laser beams. Concerning the spectrum in (a), the rate
R01 exhibits a strong maximum at δR /2π = −0.77 MHz and a weaker and broader
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one at about +0.8 MHz. The stronger one lies −0.83 MHz with respect to the center
δR /2π = 0.06 MHz of the resonance without B-field. Since the Raman lasers can
only drive transitions with ∆mF = 0 due to selection rules, it can be attributed
to the transition from |3, −3i to |4, −3i, see Fig. 2.8 (c). Since the Raman Rabi
frequencies ΩR of the |3, mF i ↔ |4, mF i transitions are symmetric with respect to
mF and are even highest for mF = 0, I conclude: if an atom is in the hyperfine state
|0i = |F = 3i, it is most likely in the |F = 3, mF = −3i sublevel. With a lower
probabilty they can also be found on the opposite side, e.g. in state |F = 3, mF =
3i, causing the weaker maximum at δR /2π = +0.8 MHz. The occupation of the
outer mF -states is an optical pumping effect caused by the probe laser light. With
the quantization axis (the B-field direction) perpendicular to its linear polarization,
it can be regarded as driving σ + and σ − transitions simultaneously, see Fig. 2.8 (c).
The σ − component has a higher coupling strength than the σ + component if mF <
0, and vice versa. Therefore, the atom will be pumped to the outermost mF states [38]. The imbalance in favor of the negative mF -values might arise from the
inelastic scattering of Raman laser light (σ − transitions), which has been estimated
above. To check this, one would need to change the polarization of the Raman
beams and/or reverse the direction of the magnetic field.
However, the double-peak structure in the R01 data is not significantly reflected
in the spectrum for R10 , although the coherent Raman transitions are bi-directional.
The latter spectrum is even significantly lower and almost compatible with the independently measured transition rate R10 ≈ 50 s−1 caused by the probe laser. A
possible explanation for those observations is rapid optical pumping to the outermost mF = ±4 states as soon as the atom is in state |F = 4i. From the states
|F = 4, mF = ±4i, there are no allowed Raman transitions to |F = 3, mF = ±3i
in this configuration (selection rule: ∆mF = 0) and thus R10 < R01 and there also
no maxima at δR /2π = ±0.96 MHz related to |3, ±3i ↔ |4, ±4i transitions.
The spectra presented in Fig. 2.8 (b) are recorded while the additional optical
pumping beam is continuously switched on and driving σ − transitions, see (c). Concerning the R01 spectrum, there is still a strong maximum at δR /2π = −0.74 MHz
as in (a), but for larger values, the rate has strongly decreased. This indicates optical pumping to sublevels with negative mF , as is expected for this configuration.
Moreover, the rate R10 has strongly increased over the whole frequency range, with
no significant dependence on δR . I attribute this to inelastic scattering by the optical pumping beam: If the beam is not perfectly left-handed circularly polarized
but contains a small fraction of the opposite polarization, it can also drive σ + transitions. So even if the atom is the state |F = 4, mF = −4i, which is a dark state
for σ − transitions, it can be excited to |F 0 = 4, m0F = −3i and decay from there
to |F = 3i. For a typical intensity of I = 0.4 mW/cm2 , assuming of a polarization
impurity of 10−3 , I estimate a state-changing rate of about 400 s−1 . This value is
compatible with our measurement.
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Figure 2.9: (a) Quantum jump spectra taken with a magnetic guiding field along
the z-direction. (b) Part of the scheme of Zeeman sublevels in Cesium and the
laser couplings.

B-field along the z-direction When we apply a magnetic guiding field along the
z-direction, i.e. along the cavity axis, the probe laser will still drive σ + and σ −
transitions simultaneously, as in the By -case, resulting in optical pumping to to the
outer mF sublevels, see Fig. 2.9 (b). In contrast to the previous case, the selection
rule for the Raman transition is now ∆mF = ±1, see section 1.3.3. Thus transitions
between the outermost sublevels are allowed. In fact, the measured R10 -spectrum
in Fig. 2.9 (a) exhibits a strong maximum at δR /2π = −1.0 MHz which can be
attributed to the |4, −4i → |3, −3i transition.
However, it is unclear why there is an imbalance in favor of the negative mF
values. As proposed already for the By -case, the reason for this asymmetry could
be narrowed down by reversing the direction of the magnetic guiding field: If the
B-field itself breaks the symmetry of the system, i.e. by Zeeman-shifting positive and negative mF sublevels into opposite directions, the spectrum should not
change, since the B-field also defines the quantization axis. Otherwise, if the laser
polarizations cause the imbalance, the spectrum should be flipped horizontally. For
instance, a circularly polarized laser beam running along the B-field direction would
drive σ + instead of σ − transitions when we reverse the field and optically pump
the atoms to, e.g., |4, 4i instead of |4, −4i. One should then see a maximum in the
spectrum at δR /2π = +1.0 MHz, corresponding to the |4, 4i → |3, 3i transition.
Moreover, the strong maximum at δR /2π = −1.0 MHz is not reflected in the R01 spectrum, although the Raman transitions are in general bi-directional. One possible explanation could be a three-level EIT-effect, suppressing the |3, −3i → |4, −4i
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transition, since the states {|3, −3i, |4, −4i, |50 , −5i} form a coherently coupled ladder system. This speculation could be checked by varying the probe-atom detuning
∆pa , since an EIT-effect sensitively depends on the two-photon resonance condition,
see next chapter.

2.4 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter I have presented first results on the continuous observation of a
single atom which is driven by a two-photon Raman process, connecting the two
hyperfine ground states, serving also as qubit states in various schemes for quantum
information processing. The dynamics of the internal state of an atom is monitored
in real time over several seconds in a non-destructive way, by a projective QND-type
of measurement as a random telegraph signal. In contrast to our previous work,
the transitions between the two hyperfine states are now coherently driven, which
is not only a bi-directional process, but gives also rise to a fundamental effect,
the Quantum Zeno effect. I estimated that this effect should cause a significant
reduction of the hyperfine state-changing rates. This should be taken into account
when coherent pulses are used in a feedback scheme [49].
Moreover, the coherent process in combination with magnetic guiding fields allows
for selectively driving transitions between certain Zeeman-sublevels. This gives rise
to a new in-situ diagnostic technique for the internal-state dynamics of a single atom
inside a high-finesse cavity. Here, I have generalized a Bayesian update formalism
for the analysis of random telegraph signals for the case of time-dependent transition
rates, with in principle arbitrarily high resolution. Using only a few or a dozen
atoms, detailed spectra can already be obtained due to the long observation time,
because of the non-destructiveness of the measurement and the high information
rate. In contrast, with our standard push-out technique we gain only a single bit
of information per trapped atom and one requires hundreds or thousands of atoms
for a similar spectrum.

3 Theory of EIT in an optical cavity
3.1 Introduction
Before presenting our measurements on Electromagnetically Induced Transparency
with a small number of atoms inside our optical resonator, I will first discuss different theoretical models. The basic problem is to calculate the transmission of a
cavity filled with an atomic medium with three internal states, in a so-called Λconfiguration, see Fig. 3.1. In the extreme case, this medium is formed by a single
atom only. The atomic |g1 i ↔ |ei transition is driven by a strong (”‘classical”’)
control laser. We are interested in the linear response of the combined atom-cavity
system to an arbitrarily weak probe field, which is coupled to the cavity. Especially, we want to study the steady state of the system. First, I will present two
different approaches: a so-called ”‘semiclassical model”’, considering both light in a
classical way and only the atom quantum mechanically, and a ”‘quantum model”’,
treating also the cavity field quantum mechanically. By comparing the results of
the two models, I point out conceptual differences between them. It turns out that
in the regime of strong atom-cavity coupling, g 2 /(2κγ)  1, the Purcell-effect [81]
adds a contribution to the transmission that is not contained in the semiclassical
model. I derive an analytical expression for this additional contribution to extend
the semiclassical model such that the numerical results of the quantum model can
be reproduced.
Furthermore, the quantum model will be extended to the case of more than one
atom. Doing so, the effects of a non-vanishing probe laser power and the multilevel
hyperfine structure of cesium are taken into account. However, the computational

Figure 3.1: Energy level scheme of a
three-level atom in free space, interacting with a strong control laser
with Rabi frequency Ωcon detuned by
∆con from the atomic |g1 i ↔ |ei transition. The insert shows the absorption of a weak probe beam with Rabi
frequency Ωp as a function of its detuning ∆p from the atomic |g2 i ↔ |ei
transition, while ∆con remains fixed.
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load of the more realistic model can be enormous. Finally, I will outline methods to
reduce the number of effective levels and thus the dimension of the Hilbert space.

3.2 Semiclassical model
The linear response of a medium with three internal states in free space to a probe
beam at angular frequency ωp can be described in terms of the linear susceptibility
χ(1) (ωp ). Here, the Rabi frequency Ωp of the probe beam is much lower than
the control laser Rabi frequency Ωcon , so χ(1) is determined by the control beam.
The real part χ0 ≡ Re χ(1) determines the phase shift and the imaginary part
χ00 ≡ Im χ(1) the absorption of the probe beam when it passes through the medium.
The linear susceptibility is related to the coherence ρg2 e between ground state |g2 i
and the excited state |ei by [82]
χ(1) =

%d2g2 e ρg2 e
,
~0 Ωp

(3.1)

where % denotes the atomic density and dg2 e the electric dipole moment of the
|g2 i ↔ |ei transition. The coherence ρg2 e in first order with respect to the probe is
obtained from a steady-state solution of a Lindblad master equation [21, 82]1 :
ρg2 e = Ωp

1
−∆p +

Ω2con
2iγdeph +4δ

− iγ

,

(3.2)

where δ = ∆p − ∆con is the two-photon detuning and 2γ = 2γ1 + 2γ2 = Γ is the sum
of the decay rates from state |ei to the states |g1 i and |g2 i. The phenomenological
ground state dephasing rate γdeph is used to model mainly technical effects that
destroy the coherence between the two ground states, see next chapter. In this
chapter, I consider only the idealized case where γdeph = 0. If one considers now a
medium consisting of N atoms inside the mode volume Vmode of an optical cavity,
each coupled to the cavity mode with a strength g defined as [36]:
r
ω
g = dg2 e
,
(3.3)
2~0 Vmode
where ω is the frequency of the |g2 i ↔ |ei transition, and setting the density to
% = N/Vmode , one obtains:
χ(1) =

2N g 2
ω −∆p +

1
Ω2con
2iγdeph +4δ

− iγ

.

(3.4)

The medium characterized by χ(1) imposes additional losses and phase shifts on
the light circulating inside the resonator of length l. These effects can be modeled
1

In ref. [82], the definitions of Ωcon and γdeph are two times smaller. In ref. [21], χ0 has the
opposite sign.
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by adding terms to the expressions for the mirror intensity loss coefficient L and
the empty cavity round-trip phase Φ, respectively (cf. [83]). For |χ(1) |  1, the
complex refractive index reads:
nref = n0 + in00 =

q
χ0
χ00
1 + χ(1) = 1 + +i
.
2
| {z 2} |{z}
n0

(3.5)

n00

A light wave with frequency ωp travelling along the z-axis can be described by its
time dependent electric field:

~ t) = E
~ 0 exp −i(ωp t − n0 kz) exp{−n00 kz}
E(z,




χ00
χ0
~
exp −kz
,
= E0 exp {−i(ωp t − kz)} exp ikz
2
2

(3.6)

where k = ωp /c denotes the magnitude of the wave vector. The last two exponential factors in (3.6) describe the additional phase shift and the absorption by the
medium, respectively. Inside the filled cavity the wave accumulates a round-trip
phase [36]
2πωp
2πωp ωp l 0
ωp − ωc
ωp l 0
ωc
2n0 l
=
χ = 2π
+ 2π
χ,
=
ω
+
+
p
0
ωFSR
c
ωFSR
c
ωFSR
ωFSR
c
| {z }
| {z }

Φ0 =

Φ

(3.7)

integer

0
where ωFSR
= 2πc/(2n0 l) is the free spectral range of the filled cavity. Substracting
integer multiples of 2π, and substituting the empty-cavity round-trip time τr ≡ 2l/c,
one obtains

ωp 0 
Φ0 = τr ∆pc +
χ ,
(3.8)
2
where ∆pc ≡ ωp − ωc is the detuning of the probe laser from the empty cavity
resonance frequency.
In the limit of small intensity losses per round trip, the intensity loss L0 during
a single pass (z = l) is the sum of the losses L of one mirror and the absorption
~ t)|2 /|E
~ 0 |2 by the medium. In this limit, the mirror losses defined as the
1 − |E(l,
sum of the mirror transmission T and absorption A can further be substituted by
L = T + A = κτr [38], where κ denotes the cavity field decay rate. One obtains:

0

L =L+


 !

ωp l 00
ωp 00 
χ00 2
1 − exp −kl
≈L+
χ = τr κ +
χ .
2
c
2

(3.9)

Using expressions (3.8) and (3.9) one can now calculate the normalized transmission
through the cavity, i.e. the transmission of a detuned probe laser through the filled
cavity divided by the transmission of a resonant probe laser through the empty
cavity (cf. [36]):
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Figure 3.2: (a) Linear susceptibility of an effective two-level atom with γ/2π =
2.6 MHz, coupled with g/2π = 5 MHz to the mode of an optical cavity. Solid
line: real part χ0 ; dashed line: imaginary part χ00 . (b) Normalized transmission
of the cavity with κ/2π = 2.4 MHz, revealing the normal mode splitting.

T̄sc (χ(1) , ∆pc ) =
≈
=

L2
L02 + 4(1 − L0 ) sin2

Φ0
2

κ2

2
ω
∆pc + 2p χ0 + κ +
κ2
|∆pc + iκ +

ωp (1) 2 .
2 χ |

ωp 00 2
2 χ

(3.10)

In the well-known limit of an effective two-level system, which can be reached by
simply setting the coupling between, e.g., |g1 i and |ei to zero (Ωcon = 0, γ1 = 0),
one can derive an analytical expression for the normalized cavity transmission also
from this semiclassical approach. In the idealized case of no dephasing (γdeph = 0)
and being near-resonant (ω ≈ ωp ), the expression for the susceptibility (3.4) reduces
to


∆p
2g 2
1
2g 2
γ
(1)
χ =−
=
− 2
+i 2
.
(3.11)
ωp ∆p + iγ
ωp
∆p + γ 2
∆p + γ 2
The real and imaginary parts of the right-hand-side of equation (3.11) clearly reveal
the dispersion and absorption profile of the atomic resonance, see Fig. 3.2(a). After
insertion into (3.10), one obtains for the normalized transmission
"
2 
2 #−1
∆p
γ
2
2
2
+ ∆pc − g 2
,
(3.12)
T̄ (∆pc , ∆p ) = κ ×
κ+g 2
∆p + γ 2
∆p + γ 2
which is equal to the corresponding expression in [38], the solution of a master equation in the weak probing limit with a quantum mechanical treatment of the cavity
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Figure 3.3: (a) Linear susceptibility of a three-level atom coupled with g/2π =
5 MHz to the mode of an optical cavity. Solid line: real part χ0 ; dashed line:
imaginary part χ00 . The control laser strength and detuning are Ωcon /2π =
2 MHz and ∆con = 0, respectively. At ∆p = 0, both χ0 and χ00 vanish due to the
EIT effect. (b) Normalized transmission of the cavity with κ/2π = 2.4 MHz,
revealing the normal mode splitting and the narrow EIT transmission peak.
field. For a cavity which is resonant with the atomic transition, the transmission
spectrum exhibits the symmetric normal mode splitting of 2g, see Fig. 3.2(b).
When the coupling between |g1 i and |ei is now turned on, Ωcon > 0, the absorption χ00 vanishes at two-photon resonance and the dispersion χ0 changes its slope
around that point — the EIT effect. In the resonant case, ∆con , a narrow dip in
the center of the Lorentzian absorption curve is created, see Fig. 3.3(a). This leads
ideally to a narrow transmission window through the cavity, see Fig. 3.3(b), which
has been observed in experiments with a cold atomic ensemble [84] and recently
with a few cold atoms [31]. The inverted, steep slope of χ0 around two-photon
resonance leads to a strong reduction of the group velocity of light pulses, called
slow light [22–25].
In our off-resonant regime, ∆con ≈ ∆p  γ, instead of a narrow absorption
minimum at two-photon resonance, a narrow absorption peak with a Fano-like
shape [85] is created at
δabs ≈ Ω2con /(4∆con ),
(3.13)
see Fig. 3.4 (a). Here, the increased losses from the resonator due to spontaneous
scattering of the probe laser field by the atom lead to a transmission minimum, see
Fig. 3.4 (b). The full-width-at-half maximum of the absorption peak
∆δabs ≈

ΓΩ2con
,
4∆2con

(3.14)

can be much less than both the atomic linewidth Γ and the cavity linewidth 2κ.
This is also the basis for a sub-Doppler cooling mechanism [32], see chapter 5.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Linear susceptibility of a three-level atom coupled with g/2π =
3 MHz to the mode of an optical cavity at a fixed probe laser detuning of
∆p /2π = 20 MHz. Solid line: real part χ0 ; dashed line: imaginary part χ00 .
The control laser with strength Ωcon /2π = 2.8 MHz is swept over the twophoton resonance. In this off-resonant regime, only δ is important, so one
could also sweep ∆p instead, as long as |δ|  (∆p , ∆con ). (b) Normalized
transmission of the cavity with κ/2π = 0.4 MHz, resonant with the probe
laser (∆pc = 0).

3.3 Quantum model
The system dynamics — now with the interaction of the atoms with the cavity field
treated fully quantum mechanically — will be modeled using a master equation.
The Hamiltonian, in a frame rotating with the probe laser frequency, in the rotating
wave approximation, reads:
Ĥ
where

= Ĥatom + Ĥcavity + Ĥint ,

(3.15)

Ĥatom = −~∆p σ̂ee − ~δσ̂g1 g1 ,
Ĥcavity = −~∆pc â† â,
Ωcon
Ĥint = i~
(σ̂eg1 − σ̂g1 e ) + i~g(σ̂eg2 â − σ̂g2 e â† ) + ~E(â† + â),
2

where σ̂kl ≡ |kihl| is the atomic projection operator, â is the annihilation operator
and E the driving strength of the cavity field. To take into account the coupling to
the environment, causing spontaneous emission, cavity field decay and ground state
dephasing, one considers the time evolution of the reduced density matrix operator
X
ρ̂(t) =
ρmn (t)σ̂mn ,
(3.16)
m,n

where ρmn (t) are the density matrix elements and σ̂mn is defined on the product
Hilbert space of the atomic and cavity states. We are interested in the steady state
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transmission of the probe laser through the cavity. It can be obtained from the
steady state of the density matrix operator ρ̂ss , fulfilling
d
ρ̂ss = 0.
dt

(3.17)

The photon output rate from (both mirrors of) the cavity in steady-state is then
proportional to the expectation value of the photon number operator â† â,
Rp = 2κhâ† âi = 2κ Tr(â† âρ̂ss ),

(3.18)

and the normalized transmission is obtained by comparing this with the output
rate of an empty cavity on resonance (cf. [38]):
T̄qu = Rp





κ2
E2
2κ × 2 = 2 Tr(â† âρ̂ss ).
κ
E

(3.19)

The time evolution of ρ̂(t) is determined by the master equation in the Lindblad
form [86]
γdeph
d
i
ρ̂ = − [Ĥ, ρ̂] + γ1 D[σ̂g1 e ]ρ + γ2 D[σ̂g2 e ]ρ + κD[â]ρ +
D[σ̂g1 g1 ]ρ ,
dt
~
2
where D[b̂]ρ = 2b̂ρb̂† − b̂† bρ − ρb̂† b .

(3.20)

The ground state dephasing is here (cf. [21]) assigned to the state |g1 i instead of
the transition |g1 i ↔ |g2 i, causing all coherences {ρkl (t)|k 6= l} between the state
|g1 i and all other states to decay at a rate2 γdeph /2 .
Since an exact analytical solution of the master equation is only possible in special
cases, one needs in general a numerical method. Here, I used the quantum optics
toolbox [87] for Matlab, largely automating the process of setting up the equations
of motions of the problem.
In Fig. 3.5, the normalized transmissions calculated numerically with this quantum model, Eqn. (3.19), are compared with the semiclassical solution, Eqn. (3.10).
It turns out that they are equal only in the limit where all population of the excited
state |ei decays back to the state |g2 i only, and not to |g1 i, i.e. γ1 = 0. In the more
physical and realistic case where the decay rates to both ground states are almost
equal (2γ1 ≈ 2γ2 ), the transmission obtained from the quantum model is considerably higher than in the semiclassical model, in which the linear susceptibility does
not depend on this branching ratio but only on the total decay rate. This difference
is noteworthy because it contradicts the picture in which the cavity just converts
the free-space susceptibility of the medium into transmission [31, 83]. So what is
the physical effect of the cavity — in other words: how does it act on the system?
2

Here, the definition of γdeph is according to [21] and used in [30]. However, it would be more
natural to replace γdeph /2 with γdeph .
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the normalized transmission obtained from the semiclassical model (solid lines, γ/2π = 2.6 MHz) and the quantum model for
different branching ratios (solid lines: (γ1 , γ2 )/2π = (0, 2.6) MHz; dashed lines:
(γ1 , γ2 )/2π = (1.3, 1.3) MHz; dotted lines: (γ1 , γ2 )/2π = (2.5, 0.1) MHz) (a)
Resonant case, as in Fig. 3.3(b). (b) Dispersive regime, as in Fig. 3.4.

3.4 Extended semiclassical model
In the last section I have shown that the cavity transmission obtained from the
semiclassical model is only equivalent to the full quantum treatment in a very special
case. However, since the semiclassical model provides a more intuitive picture of
the underlying physical mechanism, it is worthwhile to extend it such that the
results of the quantum model can be reproduced. In the following discussion, I
assume one idealized three-level atom in the weak-probing-limit without groundstate dephasing. In particular, a physical mechanism that generates the additional
transmission in the quantum case has to be found.
The rate coefficient for photon loss from the filled cavity mode is given by the
single-pass intensity loss (3.9) divided by half the round-trip time:
2κext =

ωp 00 
τr 
κ+
χ = 2κ + ωp χ00 .
τr /2
2

(3.21)

The first term of the right-hand side of Eqn. (3.21) describes the loss through both
mirrors and the last term describes absorption losses due to the medium. In the case
of an ideal symmetric cavity, one half of the first kind of losses can be detected as
transmission. For every photon that is detected directly in transmission, there are
ωp χ00 /κ photons which are absorbed by the atom. With a probability of γ1 /(γ1 +γ2 ),
the excited atom decays subsequently to the state |g1 i. An atom in this state can
undergo a stimulated Raman transition to state |g2 i, during which a photon is
emitted from the cavity and every 2nd can be detected as additional transmission.
The probability Prec of this ‘photon-recycling’ can be calculated numerically from
the time-dependent solution of the master equation (3.20), where the driving field
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Figure 3.6: (a) Populations of the states |g1 i (solid) and |g2 i (dashed) and the
intracavity photon number (dotted, 10× exaggerated) as a function of time
after the system has been prepared in |g1 i, obtained from a time-dependent
solution of the master equation with parameters as in Fig. 3.4(b). (b) Recycling
probability as a function of the detuning δcc of the control laser from the cavity,
as a result of the numerical integration of the cavity output rate over time.
strength E is set to zero, by integrating the photon output rate (3.18) over time:
Z ∞
Z ∞ h
i
Prec =
Rp dt = 2κ
Tr â† âρ̂(t) dt.
(3.22)
0

0

A result of this numerical calculation is shown in Fig. 3.6(a). The recycling probability depends in a Lorentzian way on the two-photon detuning between control
laser and cavity δcc ≡ ∆con − ∆ca and is centered around δcc = 0, see Fig. 3.6(b).
The total normalized transmission is then given by


ωp χ00 γ1 Prec
T̄ext = T̄sc × 1 +
,
(3.23)
κ γ1 + γ2 2
which is in very good numerical agreement with the result of the quantum model.
Moreover, I have obtained an analytical expression for the recycling probability.
I consider the steady-state of a five-level system, see Fig. 3.7. The states are the
elements of the product basis of the atomic and the cavity states with at most one
excitation. For instance, the vector |e, 0i represents the state with the atom in the
excited state |ei and zero photons inside the cavity. When the system is initialized
in state |g1 , 0i after a spontaneous decay due to γ1 , it stays in the manifold of the
three coherently coupled states {|g1 , 0i, |e, 0i, |g2 , 1i} as long as no irreversible decay
due to γ2 or κ occurs. The latter case leads to a recycled photon, i.e. additional
transmission. In any case the system will end up in |g2 , 0i. To distinguish whether
this state is reached either by spontaneous decay or by photon loss from the cavity,
I split the final state into sub-states |1i = |g2 , 0iγ and |2i = |g2 , 0iκ , respectively.
For mathematical reasons, i.e. to find a unique steady-state after setting ρ̇ss = 0, I
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Figure 3.7: Five-level system for
the analytical calculation of
the recycling probability. The
system is closed by introducing
an artificial decay rate α.

closed the cycle by introducing an artificial decay rate α which connects the ‘final’
states with the initial state |g1 , 0i. In steady state, the recycling probability is given
by
ρ22
Prec =
,
(3.24)
ρ11 + ρ22
where ρ11 and ρ22 denote the steady-state populations of the states |1i and |2i, respectively. The analytical expressions for ρ11 , ρ22 have been obtained using Mathematica. Both expressions factorize into a common factor f (α) and an α-independentpart. Therefore, the ratio (3.24) does not depend on α any more. Alternatively,
one can consider the limit α  (κ, γ), where only |1i and |2i are populated, i.e.
ρ11 + ρ22 → 1 and thus
Prec = lim ρ22 .
α→0

(3.25)

In the opposite limit α  (κ, γ), the levels |1i and |2i are instantaneously depopulated. The five-level scheme reduces to a three-level scheme where the populations
of |3i = |e, 0i or |4i = |g2 , 1i decay directly back to |g1 , 0i at rates 2γ or 2κ, respectively, see Fig. 3.8. In fact, this system is not closed in the sense that the sum of the
populations of the three levels is conserved. There is irreversible loss of population
from the manifold at a rate 2γ2 ρ33 + 2κρ44 . The recycling probability is then given
by the fraction that decays via the cavity mode:
Prec =

κρ44
.
γ2 ρ33 + κρ44

(3.26)

In the limit of small control laser power Ωcon  (g, γ, κ), this system is mathematically equivalent to the standard case of a two-level atom inside a cavity which is
probed by a weak laser. However, the roles of the cavity and the atom have been
interchanged, because the atom is driven instead of the cavity.
To consider the other limit of α is just a different mathematical way to solve the
problem. In any case, the full analytical result for the recycling probability is given
by
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Figure 3.8: Open three-level system as a reduction of the fivelevel system in Fig. 3.7 in the
limit α  (κ, γ). The irreversible population loss from
this system is indicated by the
gray arrows.




Prec = 4g 2 κ 4γκ∆2ca + λ 4 g 2 + γκ λ + γΩ2con /

  2


2
{16 g 2 κ + γ2 κ2 + δcc
g + γκ λ2 + γκ∆2ca



+ 4κ g 2 γλ + γ2 g 2 + 2γκ λ + 2γδcc ∆ca Ω2con + γκγ2 Ω4con },
where

λ= κ+γ.

(3.27)

This result is plotted for different values of the control laser Rabi frequency Ωcon in
Fig. 3.9. The resulting normalized transmission in the extended semiclassical model
[Eqn. (3.23)] deviates from the result of the full numerical quantum simulation by
less than 10−6 for the chosen set of parameters, compared to about 0.1 when using
the semiclassical model, see last section.
With increasing Ωcon , the function (3.27) is shifted to lower values of δcc and its
maximum value decreases. The position of the maximum is given by:
δcc,max = −Ω2con ×

4 ((g 2

γκ∆ca
.
+ γκ) λ2 + γκ∆2ca )

(3.28)

In the following I will discuss the analytical expression (3.27) in the limit of small
control laser power (arbitrarily slow recycling), where it becomes much simpler:
Prec =

g2κ
.
2 )
g 2 κ + γ2 (κ2 + δcc

(3.29)

It represents a Lorentzian with a maximum value of
Prec,max =

1
1 + κγ2 /g 2

(3.30)

at δcc = 0 and a full-width-at-half-maximum of
s
∆δcc = 2κ

1+

g2
.
κγ2

(3.31)

Note that both Prec,max and ∆δcc depend on g 2 /(κγ2 ) which is a factor of γ/γ2
times the single-atom-cooperativity C1 = g 2 /(2κγ). An expression equivalent to
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(3.30) has been obtained for the fractional emission of a four-level atom into the
cavity mode compared to emission into free-space in the framework of single-atom
lasing [88]. In the strong-coupling limit g  (κ, γ) [4] and thus C1  1, the
maximum recycling probability becomes unity for all detunings.
Finally, I will estimate the strongest possible deviation of the semiclassical result
(3.10) from the full quantum model for the normalized transmission, i.e. the second
part in Eqn. (3.23):
ωp χ00 γ1 Prec
T̄ext − T̄sc
.
(3.32)
=
κ γ1 + γ2 2
T̄sc
The imaginary part χ00 of the linear susceptibility (3.4) has a maximum value of
χ00max =

2g 2
γω

for δ ≈

Ω2con
.
4∆con

(3.33)

With Prec → 1 in the strong-coupling limit and assuming a branching ratio such
that γ1 ≈ γ, I obtain a maximum modification of the semiclassical transmission by:


g2
= T̄sc × (1 + 2C1 ) .
(3.34)
T̄ext,max = T̄sc × 1 +
κγ
This is a remarkable result because it implies that in the strong-coupling-regime
the transmission of a cavity filled with a three-level medium is not simply given by
the absorptive and dispersive properties of this medium, using the cavity just as
a passive ‘phase-to-amplitude’ converter. In free space, those properties would be
sufficient to describe the propagation of a weak probe beam through the medium.
Scattered photons would be irreversibly lost from the mode of the probe beam.
In contrast, inside a high-finesse optical cavity, the coherent atom-light coupling g
can become much stronger than the incoherent rates κ, γ. In the strong coupling
regime, there is a significant probability that this excitation is coherently transferred back into the cavity mode by a stimulated Raman process driven by the
control laser and the cavity mode. It is closely related to the Purcell effect [81],
the enhanced spontaneous emission of an atom into the cavity mode. However,
the ‘secondary’ photons generated in this process have in general a different energy
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than the ‘primary’ probe photons: In the limit of a small control laser power, the
energy of the secondary photons is by −~δ different from the energy of the primary
ones. In principle, one could distinguish them by spectroscopic means.
These considerations are valid for a single atom inside the cavity so far. Here, the
scaling parameter is obviously the single-atom-cooperativity C1 . For more than one
atom, however, it doesn’t seem to be straightforward
to replace g in Eqns. (3.27–
√
3.34) by the collective coupling strength g N and thus C1 by N C1 : The full
quantum simulation does not agree with the extended model for N > 1 when those
simple replacements are made. There are presumably higher-order contributions
due to atom-atom interactions, mediated by the cavity field. However, a theoretical
investigation would go far beyond the scope of this thesis.

3.5 Few Multilevel Atoms
For a more realistic treatment of cavity EIT, one has to take into account additional
excited hyperfine states, and, in the case of more than one atom, the multi-atom
spin dynamics: One cannot just treat multiple atoms as one atom with a higher
coupling strength once probe and control power are of the same order of magnitude
and population can be transferred from state |g2 i to state |g1 i. To illustrate this,
let’s compare the situation of N atoms, each coupled with g to the √
cavity field,
with one atom coupled more strongly with a coupling strength of g N : In the
weak-excitation limit, the normalized transmission according to Eqn. (3.10) and
thus the intracavity photon number np would be equal in both cases. The total
scattering rate and thus the probability for an atom to undergo a quantum jump
from |g2 i to state |g1 i is P ∝ np g 2 . If we assume a small, but finite value of P , the
probability that one out of the N atoms changes its state is almost as high as the
probability N P that the more strongly coupled atom changes its state. But in the
multi-atom case, there would be still N − 1 atoms left in state |g2 i which suppress
the cavity transmission and the intracavity photon number would not increase as
much as in the effective one-atom case.
The basic quantum model described in section 3.3 has to be extended by additional terms, yielding the total Hamiltonian of the system:
N h
X

Ĥtot = Ĥcavity +

(m)

(m)

Ĥatom + Ĥint

i

,

(3.35)

m=1

where

(m)

Ĥatom = −~δσ̂g(m)
+~
1 g1

X

(m)

(∆ke − ∆p )σ̂kk ,

k=c,d,e,f
(m)

Ĥint

i
h
i
X
i~ X (k) h (m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
=
Ωcon σ̂kg1 − σ̂g1 k + i~
gk σ̂kg2 â − σ̂g2 k â† ,
2
k=c,d,e

(m)

k=d,e,f

where σ̂kl ≡ |ki(m) hl|(m) only acts on the m-th atom. The indices c, d, e, f denote
the exited |F 0 = 2, 3, 4, 5i hyperfine states, and ∆ke ≡ ωk − ωe are the energies of
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Figure 3.10: Six-level atomic scheme, including all states of the caesium 2 S1/2 and
2P
3/2 hyperfine manifold.
the states |ki with respect to the state |ei, see Fig. 3.10. The control laser Rabi
frequencies for the |g1 i ↔ |ki transitions are denoted by Ωkcon and the atom-cavity
coupling strengths for the |g2 i ↔ |ki transitions are denoted by gk .
For the sake of simplicity, the Zeeman substates are not taken into account in this
model. Therefore, I assume isotropic pumping fields with equal components in
all three possible polarizations where the coupling to the atom is independent on
the distribution of population among the sublevels [80], thus neglecting effects of
optical pumping in our system [38]. By summing up the dipole matrix elements
from a single ground-state Zeeman sublevel of an |F i to all sublevels of a particular
|F 0 i-level, one obtains a measure SF F 0 of the relative strength of the |F i ↔ |F 0 itransitions. The atoms can be treated as two-level systems, with an effective dipole
moment given by [80]:
1
|diso,eff (F → F 0 )|2 = SF F 0 |hJke~rkJ 0 i|2 ,
3

(3.36)

where hJ|e~rkJ 0 i = 4.484 ea0 is the reduced dipole matrix element for the Cs-D2 (k)
line (J = 1/2, J 0 = 3/2). The coupling strengths Ωcon and gk are then proportional
(k)
to the corresponding (SF F 0 )1/2 , and relative decay probabilities γ1,2 /γ are propor(k)

tional to SF F 0 . The results, with Ωcon , gk normalized on the coupling strengths
Ωcon , g for the three-level system, are listed in table 3.1.

3.6 Optimization
The Hilbert space in a numerical simulation has a finite dimension and is spanned by
the product basis of nlev atomic and ncav cavity states that are taken into account.
At a typical mean intracavity photon number of n̄p = 0.1, it is sufficient for our

Optimization

|ki

F0

∆ke /MHz

|ci
|di
|ei
|f i

2
3
4
5

−352.51
−201.29
0
251.09

(k)

Ωcon /Ωcon
p
p4/3
7/5
1
0

(k)
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(k)

gk /g

γ1 /γ

γ2 /γ

p0
1/3
p 1
44/21

1
27/34
45/94
0

0
7/34
49/94
1

Table 3.1: Normalized coupling strengths Ωkcon /Ωcon and gk /g for the transitions
|g1 i ↔ |ki and |g2 i ↔ |ki, respectively, and relative decay probabilities γ1k /γ
and γ1k /γ from |ki into |g1 i and |g2 i, respectively.
purposes to incorporate ncav = 3 cavity states (0, 1, 2 photon Fock states)3 . The
product basis
|Ψi = |ki1 ⊗ |ki2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |kiN ⊗ |ni = |k1 k2 . . . kN ni,
where

(3.37)

|kii ∈ {|g1 i, |g2 i, |ci, |di, |ei, |f i}

is the state of the i-th atom, consists of dimH = nN
lev · ncav basis states, scaling
exponentially with the number of atoms. The density matrix operator ρ̂ has dim2H
elements, and the linear superoperators appearing in the master equation and describing the time evolution of ρ̂, even have dim4H elements. This means that the
computational load which is required to solve the master equation can be enormous
even for a small number of atoms: For example, with ncav = 3 and nlev = 6 the
superoperators have about 105 elements for one atom, 108 for two and 1011 for three
atoms.
To reduce the computational load, one would like to reduce the dimension of the
Hilbert space by taking into account a smaller number of atomic levels explicitly.
The interaction of light with closed, far-detuned transitions can be incorporated
into the model by adding the resulting light shifts as effective detunings:
In our case, the closed |g1 i ↔ |ci transition is far detuned compared to the linewidth
but still much closer to the control laser frequency than the probe laser or cavity
frequencies. Therefore, the only effect one has to consider is a differential light
shift caused by the control laser that changes the energy splitting between the two
ground states. The two-photon-detuning δ in Eqn. (3.35) can be replaced by an
effective two-photon-detuning
(c)

(Ωcon )2
δeff = δ −
,
4∆c
where ∆c ≡ (∆con − ∆ce )  Ω(c)
con

(3.38)

denotes the detuning of the control laser from the |g1 i ↔ |ci transition. In this
way, the state |ci can be removed from the model.
3

Assuming a coherent state, i.e. a poissonian distribution, the population of all higher Fock states
is below 2 · 10−4 .
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The state |f i can be eliminated in a similar way: The dispersive interaction of the
closed |g2 i ↔ |f i transition with the cavity field leads to an effective detuning of the
probe laser from the cavity frequency when the atoms are in state |g2 i. The probecavity detuning ∆pc in Eqn. (3.35) can be replaced by an effective probe-cavity
detuning
∆eff
pc
where

= ∆pc +

N
gf2 X

∆f

σ̂g(m)
,
2 g2

(3.39)

m=1

∆f ≡ (∆ef + ∆pc − ∆p )  gf

denotes the detuning of the cavity from the |g2 i ↔ |f i transition.
These simplifications have been checked numerically for typical experimental parameters, i.e. that the deviations from the ‘full’ model (3.35) are small compared
to the experimental uncertainties, see chapter 4. It has turned out that eliminating
also state |di is much more difficult since it couples to both ground states, hence
population can be transferred between them via this excited state. However, now
dealing with effective four-level systems, the computational load has already significantly decreased: The number of elements of the superoperators is about 2 × 104
for one, 5 × 106 for two and 109 for three atoms. However, in the latter case, this
was still too much to be computed on a single machine in a reasonable amount of
time!

4 Transmission measurements of EIT in
the optical cavity
In this chapter I report on our experimental observation of EIT with a single atom
inside the optical cavity [30]. After a description of the specific experimental configuration with estimations on the key parameters, I will present the measurement
procedure. The experimental results are then discussed by comparing them with
different theoretical models.

4.1 Setup
For the detection of EIT in the transmission of the optical resonator, we transport a
small number the atoms to the center of the cavity mode using the optical conveyor
belt. The transmission of a weak probe laser beam, which is coupled to the cavity
mode and is resonant with the empty cavity frequency, is detected by a single
photon counting module (SPCM), see Fig. 4.1 (a).
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic experimental setup. A single atom is placed between the
mirrors of the high-finesse cavity and illuminated from the side by a control
laser and a repumper. The transmission of a weak probe laser beam is detected
by a single photon counting module. (b) Scheme of the relevant levels, laser
and cavity detunings.
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Figure 4.2: Locking scheme for the probe and the control laser beams. PD: photo
diode; PFD: phase/frequency discriminator; FM: frequency modulation.
The atoms can be irradiated from the side with two different near-resonant laser
beams — a control laser and a repumper beam — both propagating along the axis
of the standing-wave optical dipole trap (conveyor belt), orthogonal to the cavity
axis. The control laser beam can be tuned around the two-photon resonance (δ = 0)
with the probe laser, which is blue-detuned from the |F = 4i ↔ |F 0 = 4i transition
and resonant with the cavity, see Fig. 4.1 (b). The repumper laser beam, resonant
with the |F = 3i ↔ |F 0 = 4i transition is needed to check the coupling of atoms in
|F = 4i to the cavity mode

4.1.1 Modified Raman laser setup
In order to realize a coherent two-photon process, the frequency of the control
laser needs to be stabilized with respect to the probe laser. Any fluctuations of
the frequency difference translate into fluctuations of the two-photon detuning δ,
decreasing the resolution of the EIT measurement and causing also ground-state
dephasing. To achieve this stability, we use one of the two lasers (the ‘slave laser’)
of our the Raman laser setup (see section 1.3.2; for details, see [48]) as the control
laser by phase-locking it on the cooling laser with frequency νcool , see Fig. 4.2. The
latter is in turn stabilized on the crossover signal of the |F = 4i ↔ |F 0 = 3i and
|F = 4i ↔ |F 0 = 5i transitions in a cesium polarization spectroscopy, such that
νcool = ν440 + ∆νcr ,

(4.1)

where ν440 denotes the |F = 4i ↔ |F 0 = 4i transition frequency which is ∆νcr =
24.90 MHz smaller the crossover transition frequency. The cooling laser light is
frequency-shifted by two acousto-optical modulators ‘Probe AOM1’ and ‘Probe
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Figure 4.3: Calculated cavity transmission function for zero (dashed
line) one atom (solid line) in
state |F = 4i inside the cavity. The normalized transmission of the probe laser through
the cavity drops to about 50% of
its initial value when the probe
laser is kept on resonance with
the empty cavity (∆pc = 0).

AOM3’ before it is coupled into the cavity mode as a probe beam. The AOMs are
running in a −1st order double-pass and a +1st order single-pass configuration,
respectively. The frequency of the probe light is then given by
νp = νcool − 2νAOM1 + νAOM3
= ν440 + ∆νcr − 2νAOM1 + νAOM3 ,

(4.2)

where νAOM1 and νAOM3 denote the RF driving frequencies of the AOMs.
Due to the phase-lock, the slave laser is running at the sum frequency of the
cooling laser and the radio frequencies νRF1,2 of the two RF synthesizers. For
fast frequency sweeps during the measurement of the EIT transmission signal, the
analog frequency modulation input ‘FM’ is used, allowing to change the slave laser
frequency νcon and thereby δ by at most ±1.3 MHz. To switch the control laser
beam inside our vacuum cell rapidly on and off, we use a ‘Raman AOM’ in a −1st
order double-pass configuration. The resulting frequency of the control laser light
is
νcon = νcool + νRF1 + νRF2 − 2νR-AOM
= ν440 + ∆νcr + νRF1 + νRF2 − 2νR-AOM ,

(4.3)

where νR-AOM denotes the driving frequency of the Raman AOM.

4.2 Preparation
4.2.1 Configuration of the transmission measurement
The optimal probe-atom detuning as well as the probe laser power for the EIT
transmission measurement are determined in a preparatory measurement. For this,
the repumper is switched on in order to realize an effective two-level system, because
the repumper and the probe are far detuned δ  γ from the two-photon resonance.
In this limit, the transmission of the probe laser through the cavity is related to
the coupling strength g by the two-level approximation, Eqn. (3.12).
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For a probe-atom (cavity-atom) detuning of ∆p /2π ≈ 20 MHz, we observe the
most stable coupling and longest lifetime of the atoms, whereas for ∆p . 0, we
observe an increase in atom losses. For larger detunings, the reduction of the
transmission when atoms are coupled to the cavity decreases. Concerning the probe
laser power, we find that an empty-cavity photon count rate of RD = 10 ms−1 is a
good compromise between low atom losses and a good signal-to-noise ratio. This
count rate corresponds to a mean intracavity photon number of np,0 = 0.07, see
Eqn. (1.8).
For these settings, the transmission of the probe beam through the cavity drops
to about 50% of the empty cavity value when a single atom in state |F = 4i couples
to the cavity mode. In that particular case, we are most sensitively to changes in
the refractive index of the atom, since the probe laser is situated on the steep slope
of the cavity transmission function, see Fig. 4.3. The transmission reduction can be
explained by both the dispersive effect of the atom, shifting the cavity resonance
to higher frequencies, and the absorptive effect, reducing the overall transmission.

4.2.2 Experimental parameters
For the quantitative modelling of the system, the key parameters for the EIT measurements such as Rabi frequencies and detunings are important. They can be
independently inferred from, e.g. the intensities of the control- and dipole trap
laser beams at the position of the atoms.
Control laser Rabi frequency
The control laser, which is near resonant with the |F = 3i ↔ |F 0 = 4i transition,
couples the two hyperfine states with an effective Rabi frequency
0

0

34
Ω34
con,eff ≡ diso,eff E0 /~ ,

with the electric field amplitude at the center of the laser beam
s
Pcon
E0 = 2
.
2
c0 πwcon,cav

(4.4)

(4.5)

There, Pcon denotes the power and wcon,cav = 86 µm the waist of the control
0
laser beam at the cavity position [48]. The effective dipole moment d34
iso,eff =
1.136×10−29 Cm is on assumption of a homogeneous distribution over mF -sublevels,
averaging over different Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, for details see section 3.5.
For a typical power of Pcon = 1 µW, I obtain E0 = 255 V/m, yielding
0

Ω34
con,eff /2π = 4.4 MHz.

(4.6)

For specific transitions between |F = 3, mF i and |F 0 = 4, m0F i sublevels, the dipole
moment ranges from 0.33 × 10−29 Cm to 1.73 × 10−29 Cm [80], corresponding to a
control laser Rabi frequency between 1.3 and 6.7 MHz.
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Atom-cavity coupling strength
Analogous to the effective control laser Rabi frequency, an effective coupling strength
for the |F = 4i ↔ |F 0 = 4i transition can be defined. Under the assumption of a
homogenous distribution over mF -sublevels, this coupling strength is given by (cf.
Eqn. (1.7))
r
ω
440
440
geff = diso,eff
,
(4.7)
2~0 Vmode
0

−29 Cm is the corresponding effective dipole moment [80].
where d44
iso,eff = 1.185 × 10
From the last equation, I obtain an effective coupling strength of
0

44
geff
/2π = 7.9 MHz.

(4.8)

This value serves only as a reference number that will later be needed to compare the
fit results of different models. In contrast to other definitions of effective coupling
strengths that are related to the thermal motion of the atoms [38], I assume here
that the atom is located at an antinode of the probe standing wave.
Single-photon and two-photon detunings
The single-photon detunings are given by the differences between the laser frequencies νp , νcon and the atomic transition frequencies which are light-shifted due to the
dipole trap. The light shift of an optical transition |gi ↔ |ei is defined as
∆ge
ls ≡ (∆Ee − ∆Eg )/h,

(4.9)

where ∆Eg and ∆Ee denote the energy shifts of the atomic ground and exited
states, respectively. The single-photon detunings are defined as
0

∆p /2π ≡ νp − ν440 − ∆44
ls ,
340

(4.10)
340

∆con /2π ≡ νcon − ν340 − ∆ls = νcon − ν440 − ∆νHFS − ∆ls ,

(4.11)

where ν340 denotes the frequency of the un-shifted |F = 3i ↔ |F 0 = 4i transition
and ∆νHFS = ν340 − ν440 = 9192.631770 MHz is the ground-state hyperfine splitting
of cesium.
In contrast to the single-photon detunings, the two-photon detuning does neither
depend on absolute transition and laser frequencies nor on common light shifts:
δ/2π ≡ (∆p − ∆con )/2π = νp − νcon + ∆νHFS + δ34 ,
0

0

(4.12)

34
where δ34 ≡ ∆44
ls − ∆ls denotes the differential light shift between the two ground
states. In our experimental sequence, δ is varied by changing the control laser
frequency νcon . This is technically done according to Eqn. (4.3) by changing νRF2 .
The energy shift ∆Eg of the ground states, which is closely related to the dipole
trap depth U0 (y), is inferred from a measurement of the axial trap frequency
νax (y = 0) = (220 ± 2) kHz at the MOT position, for details see section 5.3.1.

Energy shift

E/h (MHz)
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Figure 4.4: Calculated energy shifts due to the linearly polarized dipole trap beams.
The Zeeman sublevels of the |F = 3i and |F = 4i ground states are shifted almost equally, while the sublevels of the |F 0 = 4i excited state show a quadratic
dependence.
Using Eqns. (5.17)–(5.15), I obtain U0,MOT = h × (9.5 ± 0.2) MHz. Since the trap
2 (y), I obtain for the energy shift at the cavity
depth is inversely proportional to wDT
position
∆Eg = −U0,cav = −U0,M OT ×

2
wDT,MOT
2
wDT,cav

= −h × (10.4 ± 0.2) MHz.

(4.13)

Assuming pure linear polarization of the standing-wave dipole trap beams, one
can now calculate the energy shifts also for the |F 0 = 4i excited state manifold
according to [39], see Fig. 4.4. While the energy shifts ∆Eg and with it the trap
depths are practically equal for both hyperfine ground states and their sublevels (i.e.
δ34  ∆Eg ), the energy shifts of the excited states range from −1.9 to +1.0 MHz
for |m0F | = 0, . . . , 4. The resulting light shifts ∆ls of the optical transitions range
from +8.5 to +11.4 MHz.
For typical values of the radio frequencies, one can now calculate the single- and
two-photon detunings (in MHz):
νAOM1

νAOM3

νRF1

νRF2

νR-AOM

∆p /2π

∆con /2π

δ/2π

117

240

9290

66

79

22. . . 20

22. . . 20

0

The differential light shift δ34 between the outermost Zeeman states |F = 3, mF =
−3i and |F = 4, mF = −4i induced by the dipole trap is measured using microwave
spectroscopy at the position of the MOT. When we change the total dipole trap
power by ∆P = 0.9 W, the transition frequency between the two states changes by
δ34,MW /2π ≈ 5 kHz. By extrapolation, I estimate the differential light shift at the
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Figure 4.5: Main part of the EIT transmission measurement sequence. After insertion of atoms into the cavity, there are alternating cooling and measurement
cycles. The coupling is checked at the end of the sequence. The short time
intervals right before the detuning sweeps are needed for a relaxation of the
control loop.
position of the cavity, yielding
2
wDT,MOT
P
|δ34 | ≤ δ34,MW ×
× 2
≈ 2π × 22 kHz,
∆P
wDT,cav

(4.14)

where P = 3.6 W is the full dipole trap power. According to [39], one would expect
a differential light shift between those states of about 3 kHz for purely linearly and
about 4.3 MHz for purely circularly polarized dipole trap beams. The value (4.14)
can be explained by a small admixture of circularly polarized light in our dipole
trap on the order of 1 % of the total power.

4.3 Main experimental sequence
The main part of the sequence for the measurement of the EIT transmission signals
is shown in Fig. 4.5. The sequence starts with the insertion of a pre-selected number
of atom(s) into the cavity mode and consists of cooling and measurement cycles.
The arrival time of each photon which is detected by the SPCM is recorded with
a time resolution of 50 ns using a timer card. The photon clicks which have been
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recorded during the sweeps are binned to time intervals of 0.2 ms, corresponding to
intervals of the two-photon-detuning δ of 2π × 52 kHz, which turns out to be a good
compromise between a high spectral resolution and a good signal-to-noise ratio.
We have observed that the atoms are cooled or heated at certain values of the twophoton detuning δ, as is described in more detail in chapter 5. This can significantly
change the atom-cavity coupling strength g over the sweep or even heat the atom(s)
out of the trap. To minimize this effect, we quickly sweep through the accessible
range of δ, and additionally record a reversed sweep to compensate also for effects
that depend on the sweep direction. To counteract the heating that occurs during
the sweeps, we alternate them with cooling periods at δ = 0. The cooling increases
the avarage number of measurement cycles before the atoms are heated out of the
trap by a factor of five.
After ten repetitions, the coupling of the atom(s) to the cavity mode is checked
by switching the control laser off and the repumper on instead. This data will be
used in the post-selection process described below.

Post-selection
After applying the main part of the sequence as described above, the atoms are
retrieved from the cavity and counted again. We post-select data traces with no
atom losses and strong coupling of all atoms to the cavity mode. For this, we
first check whether the relative cavity transmission at the end of each sequence
(421. . . 440 ms) is below 70% or not. From this, we deduce whether the transport
of atom(s) into the cavity has worked or not. For one atom, this criterion is already
sufficient.
However, two or more atoms can have significantly large distances (compared to
the cavity mode waist w0,cav ) among each other. Therefore, if N > 1 we also need
to analyze a fluorescence image (see Fig. 1.1] [53] taken at the beginning of each
sequence and check if the atoms are well positioned within the cavity mode, i.e.
that their average position-dependent coupling
v
u
N
u1 X
ḡ ≡ t
gi2
N

(4.15)

i=1

is at least 95% of the maximum value g0 at the center of the cavity mode. Here,
ri denotes the distance of the i-th atom from the cavity center and gi its positiondependent coupling strength

gi = g0 exp −

ri2
2
w0,cav

!
.

(4.16)
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Figure 4.6: (a) Normalized cavity transmission as a function of the two-photon detuning δ, for N = 1, 2, 3 atoms. The statistical error of the data is smaller
than the size of the circles. (b) Normalized cavity transmission as a function of the atom number N , at the end of the sequence where the repumper
switched on. The solid line is the√transmission calculated using the semiclassical formula
√ (3.12) with g/2π = N ×√2.5 MHz. The dashed lines correspond
to g/2π = N × 2.4 MHz and g/2π = N × 2.6 MHz, respectively.

4.4 Results and discussion
4.4.1 EIT with different atom numbers
The EIT transmission is measured with different numbers of√
atoms inside the cavity
to vary the collective coupling strength according to g ∝ N . According to the
semiclassical model presented in section 3.2, the linear susceptibility χ(1) and thus
the phase shift and the absorption of probe light by the atom(s) are proportional
to g 2 ∝ N , see Eqn. (3.4).
For this type of measurement, the main sequence is always triggered if one, two
or three atoms have been loaded into the MOT. This ensures that all three signals
are effectively measured at the same time instead of pre-selecting first one atom,
then two atoms, and so on. This speeds up the whole process and avoids long-term
drifts of the experimental conditions.
Measurement result
The result of the measurement with different atom numbers is shown in Fig. 4.6 (a).
For each atom number N , about 100 experimental shots, i.e. about 2000 single
detuning sweeps of 10 ms each, have been averaged.
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The experimental data exhibit a dispersive signal, consisting of a transmission maximum close to the two-photon resonance followed by a minimum about
250 kHz away. With increasing atom number N , the overall transmission and especially the transmission level for large values of |δ| decreases. A similar dependence can be observed for the cavity transmission at the end of the sequence, see
Fig. 4.6 (b), when the repumper is switched on, i.e. far from the two-photon resonance. The atom-number-dependent transmission can be described by the semiclassical formula
(3.12) for an effective two-level system with a coupling strength
√
of g/2π = N × (2.5 ± 0.1) MHz.
Semiclassical interpretation
The shape of the transmission signal can be qualitatively interpreted in terms of the
manipulation of the complex refractive index nref of a three-level atomic medium
inside an optical cavity. The complex linear susceptibility χ(1) (ωp ), closely related
to nref by Eqn.(3.5), is a direct measure for the dispersive and absorptive effects of
a medium on the propagation of light.
In figure 4.7(a), the real and imaginary parts of χ(1) (ωp ) of one atom coupled
with g/2π = 3 MHz to the mode of an optical cavity are shown for a fixed control
laser detuning of ∆con /2π = 20 MHz and a Rabi frequency of Ωcon /2π = 4.4 MHz.
There is one broad resonance at δ ≈ −∆con and one narrow resonance at δ ≈ 0,
corresponding to dressed states |−i and |+i, respectively. The latter are created
by the off-resonant coupling of the ground state |g1 i = |F = 3i and the excited
state |ei = |F 0 = 4i by the control laser. The susceptibility around the broad
resonance |−i is nearly identical to that of a two-level atom. The state |−i has
a large contribution from |ei and thus a width comparable with the natural line
width Γ.
Much more interesting is the shaded region around the Fano-like [85] narrow
resonance |+i and the two-photon resonance, see Fig. 4.7(b): Within a range of δ
small compared to Γ, the susceptibility and thus the transmission of a probe laser
resonant with the empty cavity (i.e. ∆pc = 0) change dramatically. The small insets
(i) – (vi) illustrate the effect of six particular values of χ(1) appearing in this region
on the cavity transmission function:
At δ = 0, both absorption and dispersion vanish due to the EIT effect. Consequently, the corresponding transmission function (ii) is that of an empty cavity and
thus the normalized transmission of the probe laser is unity.
The semiclassical model [Eqn. (3.4)] shows an absorption peak at a two-photon
detuning of
δabs ≈ Ω2con /(4∆con ) ≈ 2π × 0.24 MHz,
(4.17)
region (iv). Here, the increased losses from the resonator due to spontaneous scattering of the probe laser field by the atom lead to a transmission minimum. The
full width at half maximum of the absorption peak
∆δabs ≈

ΓΩ2con
≈ 2π × 63 kHz
4∆2con

(4.18)
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Figure 4.7: (a) Real (dashed line) and imaginary part (dotted line) of the linear
susceptibility χ(1) of a single atom inside the mode volume of the resonator for
a control laser detuning of ∆con = 20 MHz. (b) Zoom into the region around
the narrow resonance where the experiments are performed. The transmission
of a probe beam which is kept on the resonance frequency of the empty cavity
(i.e. ∆pc = 0) is shown as a solid line. The small insets (i) – (vi) show cavity
transmission functions as in Fig. 4.3 for a series of fixed values of δ/2π between
−100 and +500 kHz and the corresponding values of χ(1) .
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is much less than the atomic line width Γ, illustrating the large ground state contribution to the dressed state
|+i = (1 − 2 )1/2 |g1 i + |ei,

(4.19)

with  ≈ Ωcon /(2∆con )  1.
In the other regions (i), (iii), (v) and (vi), dispersion dominates over absorption.
Here, the change in transmission is caused mainly by the shift of the cavity resonance frequency, tuning the cavity out of resonance with the probe laser. The sign
of dispersion changes twice, at δ = 0 and δ = δabs . In the regions (i), (v), and (vi)
with negative dispersion (Re(nref ) < 1), the cavity resonance is shifted to larger
frequencies, and vice versa.
Finally, in the limit of large two-photon detunings |δ|  δabs , the control laser
essentially acts as an incoherent repumping laser, which pumps atoms from state
|g1 i to state |g2 i, and the transmission approaches the value for a single atom in
|g2 i, as in Fig. 4.3.
The semiclassical model predicts a contrast of the dispersive transmission signal,
defined by the difference between the maximum and the minimum transmission, of
almost 100%, in contrast to our measured data. Although the semiclassical model
provides still a good qualitative explanation for the shape of the transmission signal,
more effects have to be taken into account for a better quantitative agreement.
In particular, the semiclassical model is only valid in the limit of weak probe
laser power where all population remains in ground state |g2 i. In fact, for our
experimental parameters, the non-vanishing probe laser power inside the cavity
√
corresponds to a classical Rabi frequency of Ωp = 2g np = 2π × 1.6 MHz, which is
on the same order as the control laser Rabi frequency. The probe intensity causes
a finite scattering rate if δ is close to the narrow absorption peak, and a significant
amount of population can be incoherently transferred to the ground state |g1 i.
Therefore, the suppression of the transmission around δ = δabs is weaker than in
the weak-probing limit of the semiclassical model.
Moreover, one has to take into account the contributions of other excited hyperfine states, as described in section 3.5. They contribute to differential light shifts
and, in the case of |F 0 = 3i, also to incoherent population transfer between the two
ground states.
In addition, a decay of the coherence between the two ground states due to
technical noise has to be included in a more realistic model. Ground state dephasing
can be caused by spatial and temporal inhomogeneities, e.g., fluctuating atomcavity coupling, inhomogeneous light shifts and residual magnetic fields. Those
effects are subsumed in a phenomenological ground state dephasing rate γdeph ,
which will be used as an additional fit parameter.
Fit with multilevel quantum model
All effects like finite probe laser power, other excited hyperfine states (|F 0 = 3, 5i)
and ground state dephasing have been included in a multilevel quantum model (MQ
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model) for the cavity transmission, see section 3.5. It is an optimized, numerical
calculation of the steady state of the Lindblad equation (3.20) for N multilevel
atoms. In this model the cavity field is treated quantum mechanically.
Because the Hilbert space and the resulting time-consuming computation grow
exponentially with the number of atoms Nmod that are incorporated into the model,
one is limited by Nmod ≤ 2. The parameters g, Ωcon , γdeph , and δ34 have been varied
to obtain the best agreement with the measured data (i.e., minimum χ2 -error χ2min )
for the one- and two-atom data only, see Fig. 4.8. I compare two different variants
of the MQ model: The first one incorporates Nmod = N atoms into the model, each
atom coupled with g to the cavity mode (multi-atom model).√In the second model,
only one atom coupled with a collective coupling strength N × g is considered
(effective one-atom model). The fit results are listed in table 4.1.
First of all, I conclude that both sub-models provide a better quantitative agreement with the measured data than the semiclassical model, even though there are
still some significant systematic deviations. The χ2min is much larger than a value of
about 100 which would be expected for purely statistical deviations 1 . The multi1

according to the χ2 -distribution with about 100 degrees of freedom, see e.g. [89]

Variant
Multi-atom
Eff. one-atom

Nmod
N
1

g
√

2.85
N × 2.91

Ωcon

γdeph

δ34

χ2min

2.84
2.99

0.16
0.20

0.11
0.07

650
2619

Table 4.1: Fit results of the multi-atom and the effective one-atom sub-models of
the multilevel quantum model (MQ) to the data shown in Fig. 4.8. The values
are given in units of 2π MHz.
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atom sub-model fits the data still much better than the effective one-atom model.
For the measurement with N = 3 atoms, a fit using the effective one-atom model
with accordingly higher coupling strength even failed to converge. This supports
the hypothesis in section 3.5 that several atoms have to be taken into account individually, at least for measurements which do not take place in the weak-probing
limit.
The single-atom coupling strength g/2π = 2.85 MHz inferred from the MQ model
fit with individual atoms is slightly higher than the 2.5 MHz deduced from fitting
the semiclassical formula to the transmission far from two-photon resonance. This
deviation arises from the two-level approximation, where the interactions with the
|F 0 = 3, 5i states are neglected, yielding in a lower transmission for the same
coupling strength.
The control laser Rabi frequency Ωcon is within the expected range from 1.3 to
6.7 MHz. Since there is no well-defined quantization axis in our system (B ≈ 0), it
is hard to predict the mF -distribution and the effective dipole moment.
The ground state dephasing γdeph is the only parameter in the multilevel quantum model which can account for the significant reduction of the contrast when
compared to the expectation for the case γdeph = 0. Moreover, it sets a lower
limit for the width of the dispersive signal, i.e. the frequency difference between the
maximum and the minimum of the transmission signal, and thus an upper limit for
its slope. One contribution to the dephasing might stem from a residual magnetic
field: Using microwave spectroscopy of the ground state hyperfine splitting without
optical pumping to a specific mF -state, a width of (74±25) kHz has been measured.
If several mF -sublevels of the ground states are involved, this leads to a broadening
of the two-photon resonance. Furthermore, spatially inhomogeneous differential
light shifts in connection with the thermal motion of the atoms can lead to dephasing [90]. However, the effect of the trapping laser fields is expected to be on the
order of a few kilohertz, since they are linearly polarized and far-detuned from the
atomic transition. The main contribution may come from the control laser, which
is near-resonant and circularly polarized, leading to differential (vector-) light shifts
that are strongly mF -dependent. Another source of decoherence, the off-resonant
photon scattering by the trapping laser fields, is on the order of several s−1 for both
the lock laser [38] and the dipole trap [39] and can thus be neglected.
The additional differential light shift δ34 is the frequency offset between the model
and the measured data. It might result from the simplification in the model taking
into account only averaged, effective coupling strengths between |F i and |F 0 i-states
but neither all different coupling strengths between mF -states nor their population.
The light shift might arise from the coupling of the control or the probe field
to ‘auxiliary’ transitions between |F, mF i and |F 0 , m0F i-(sub)levels which are not
involved in the two-photon process (see next section). For instance, the coupling
of |F = 3, mF i and |F 0 = 2, m0F i by the control laser can lead to a differential
light shift between ∼ 3 and ∼ 50 kHz, depending on the specific mF , m0F . For
the dipole trap, a differential light shift of about 22 kHz has been extrapolated
from a microwave spectroscopy experiment (see section 4.14). Moreover, there is
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a significant difference in δ34 between one and two atoms, which is most obvious
when the position of the steep slope in the transmission signal is considered. This
might arise from the different probe intensities inside the cavity which depend on
the atom number. In principle, the MQ model should already take this effect into
account, but the intracavity photon number could be underestimated.
In the next sections, measurements with different control and probe laser power
will be presented to discuss the effects of both lasers on δ34 and γdeph .

4.4.2 Control laser power variation
In the EIT transmission measurement with different atom numbers N , the control
laser illuminating the atom(s) was kept at a constant power of 1 µW. Here, we vary
the control laser power in a range between 0.25 µW and 2 µW and use always one
atom. The measured data is shown in Fig. 4.9. With increasing power, one notices
an increase in contrast, a broadening and a shift of the transmission maximum
towards higher two-photon detunings. This can be qualitatively understood from
the semiclassical model: First of all, the narrow absorption peak becomes wider
with increasing power and shifts to higher values of δ, i.e. the linear susceptibility
is practically ‘stretched’ on the δ-axis. If one assumes a fixed dephasing rate,
determining basically the experimental resolution on the δ-scale, one expects that
with increasing power the dispersive feature can be better resolved and shows a
higher contrast simply because it becomes wider. This would mean that one should
be able to overcome the contrast reduction caused by dephasing when using a
arbitrary high control laser power. However, this seems not to be the case for our
experimental data; the contrast does not increase much more for Pcon > 1 µW.
Moreover, the shift of the EIT-peak with increasing power suggests that the
additional differential light shift δ34 is caused to some extent by the control laser.
As mentioned before, a spatially inhomogeneous differential light shift in combination with the motion of the atoms can cause broadening. Therefore, it is obvious
to assume in a more sophisticated model that both the shift δ34 and the broadening γdeph depend also on the control laser power. To first order, both the light
shift and the dephasing can be modelled by a constant offset plus a term which is
proportional2 to the control laser power:
(0)

(1)

δ34 (Pcon ) = δ34 + δ34 · Pcon
(0)

(1)

γdeph (Pcon ) = γdeph + γdeph · Pcon

(4.20)
(4.21)

The fit results using this linear dependence in the MQ model are shown in Fig. 4.9.
The coupling strength g has been kept constant for all√graphs and the control laser
Rabi frequency has been scaled according to Ωcon ∝ Pcon . The results for the fit
parameters are (in units of 2π MHz and 2π MHz/µW, respectively):
2

A linear dependence between EIT linewidth and control power has also been observed in most
experiments with atomic vapors [82].
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Figure 4.9: EIT transmission signals for N = 1, taken at different control laser
powers. The dashed line shows a fit with the multilevel quantum model (MQ
model), and the solid line shows a fit with the multiple Zeeman-sublevel model
(MZS model).
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g

Ωcon

γdeph

(0)

γdeph

(1)

δ34

(0)

δ34

(1)

χ2min

2.73

2.86

0.10

0.33

−0.03

0.20

1738

The values for g and Ωcon are compatible with the values obtained from the fit of
the data taken with different atom numbers, if one keeps in mind that these data
sets have been taken on different days, i.e. the usual day-to-day variation of the
coupling strength g. However, there are obvious systematic deviations between the
fit curves and the measured data: To account for the saturation of the contrast of
the EIT signal at higher control laser power (2 µW), a much higher γdeph has to be
assumed also for the data taken at intermediate power (0.5 µW,1 µW) due to the
linear model in Eqn. (4.21). The contrast of the calculated curves is lower and their
widths are higher than in the corresponding measurements at intermediate power.
One could conclude that there is a nonlinear, e.g. quadratic increase of the ground
state dephasing rate with power. Another reason might be that the saturation of
the contrast is not due to a higher ground state dephasing but due to the Zeeman
substructure in Cesium which is not taken into account.
Moreover, there is a systematic deviation in the asymptotic behavior (large δ)
especially for 0.25 µW and 2 µW. The model predicts incoherent population transfer
to |F = 3i when decreasing the lower control laser power due to a lower repumping
rate to |F = 4i. This would lead to a higher cavity transmission since the |F =
3i ↔ |F 0 = 2, 3, 4i transitions are far detuned from the cavity resonance frequency.
However, in the measured data the effect seems to be at least much smaller. This
could be due to an overestimated intracavity photon number. In section 4.4.3, the
effect of the photon number is investigated in more detail. Another reason might be
a lower atomic temperature at lower control laser powers: The survival probability
of the atoms inside the resonator increases from (45 ± 3)% to (77 ± 2)% when
decreasing the control laser power from 2 µW to 0.25 µW. At lower temperatures,
the atoms are better localized near the cavity axis, leading to a lower average cavity
transmission. This could explain why the measured transmission is systematically
lower than inferred from the model at a low control laser power and vice versa.
(1)
Finally, the fit gives an additional differential light shift of δ34 /2π = 0.20 MHz
per µW control laser power. The total shift at 1 µW is 0.17 MHz, which is 0.06 MHz
larger than obtained in the one- and two-atom fit.
Model with multiple Zeeman states
To improve the model and for better agreement with the measured data, I take a
closer look at the transitions that are driven by the near-resonant probe and control
lasers, including their polarizations. The control laser is circularly polarized and
propagating along the y-axis, whereas the probe laser is linearly polarized along
the x-axis and propagating along the z-axis, see Fig. 4.10. When one chooses the
quantization axis along the y-direction, the control laser drives pure σ + (or σ − )
transitions, while the probe laser simultaneously drives σ + and σ − transitions, see
Fig. 4.11. Each Zeeman sublevel |g2 i = |F = 4, mF i is coupled to both (a coherent
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Figure 4.10: Polarization configuration of the probe and the control
laser beams.
superposition of) the |e− i = |F 0 = 4, mF − 1i and |e+ i = |F 0 = 4, mF + 1i excited
states by the probe laser via the cavity field. The Hamiltonian describing the
interaction between the atoms and the cavity field, see Eqns. (3.15) and (3.35),
reads [38, 91]
g−
g+
Ĥint = i~ √ (σ̂e− g â − σ̂ge− â† ) + i~ √ (σ̂e+ g â − σ̂ge+ â† ) ,
2
2

(4.22)

where g± are the coupling strengths for the σ± transitions, which are only equal
in the case mF = 0. The excited states |e− i and |e+ i are coupled to the |g1,− i =
|F = 3, mF − 2i and |g1,+ i = |F = 3, mF i ground states, respectively, forming
a double-Λ-system. For some excited mF levels, however, there is no coupling to
ground states, and thus the EIT condition can not be fulfilled for all sublevels.
For each system consisting of these five states (seven, if the states |F 0 = 3, mF ±1i
are included), the cavity transmission is calculated by solving the corresponding
Lindblad master equation. The coupling to other excited hyperfine states |F 0 = 2i
and |F 0 = 5i is taken into account by adding differential light shifts to the |F = 3i
ground state energies and changing the effective probe-cavity detuning, respectively,
according to Eqns. (3.38) and (3.39). Assuming an equal distribution of the atoms
over the |F = 4, mF i states, the resulting transmission curve is the average of the
transmission curves for all substates, see Fig. 4.12. Due to the large variation of the
control laser Rabi frequency for different transitions, the position of the transmission
minimum is varying or it can even be split into two minima (see mF = 3), whereas
the EIT transmission maximum stays almost at the same frequency. The resulting
curve has thus a sharper ‘peak’ and a shallower ‘valley’ than the curves calculated
in the simpler multilevel quantum model, where only averaged, effective coupling
strengths between the hyperfine states are considered.
The multiple Zeeman-sublevel model (MZS model) discussed here fits our experimental data somewhat better, especially when the 0.25 µW measurement is
considered, see Fig. 4.9. In the multilevel quantum model, g and Ωcon are used directly as fit parameters and are later compared with the effective coupling strengths
440 and Ω340
geff
con,eff , respectively. In the MZS model, the coupling strengths between
all levels have been calculated for the ideal case from the corresponding ClebschGordan coefficients and included in the model (assuming that the atom is at an
antinode of the probe standing wave and on the control laser axis). The new fit
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Figure 4.11: Model which incorporates the specific polarizations of the control and
the probe beam including averaging over all Zeeman sublevels (MZS model).
Model
MZS
MQ

g

Ωcon

γdeph

(0)

γdeph

(1)

δ34

(0)

δ34

(1)

χ2min

2.77
2.73

3.35
2.86

0.15
0.10

0.19
0.33

−0.06
−0.03

0.14
0.20

1560
1738

Table 4.2: Fit results for the multiple Zeeman-sublevel (MZS) and the multilevel quantum model (MQ). The values are given in units of 2π MHz and
2π MHz/µW, respectively.
parameters g 0 , Ω0con are dimensionless scaling factors for the corresponding coupling
strengths in the model. In order to compare them with the MQ model results, one
440 and Ω340
multiplies them with the effective coupling strengths geff
con,eff . The results
are summarized in table 4.2. The value for g is compatible with the fit result of
the MQ model. This is reasonable because the value for g is given in first order by
the average cavity transmission over a large range of two-photon-detunings δ, i.e.
its asymptotic value.
The value for Ωcon is higher than the MQ model fit result, since Ωcon,eff does not
include the vanishing couplings to non-existing mF -sublevels of |F = 3i (dashed
arrows in Fig. 4.11) and is thus effectively too large.
(1)
The power-dependent ground state dephasing rate γdeph and additional differ(1)

ential light shift δ34 are smaller than in the MQ model. Obviously, some effects
that ‘look like’ stronger dephasing or an additional light shift are to some extent an
effect of averaging over different mF -sublevels: For instance, the averaging smears
out the transmission minimum, making it shallower. The MQ model requires a
higher ground state dephasing rate to reproduce the same line shape but this leads
at the same time to a stronger broadening of the transmission maximum (the EIT
peak). The MQ model does not take into account the differential light shift due to
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Figure 4.12: Calculated transmission curves for all different |F = 4, mF i sublevels,
and averaged curve.
the coupling of the control laser to the |F = 3i ↔ |F 0 = 2i transition. This could
(1)
at least partly explain the larger value of δ34 compared to the MZS model.
In conclusion, both models provide almost similar fit results. The MQ model,
based on only five hyperfine states and on effective coupling strengths, is quite close
to the much more sophisticated MZS model taking into account multiple Zeeman
sublevels and the polarizations of the laser beams. So far, the MZS model assumes
merely a homogeneous distribution over the mF states and does not incorporate
the effects of optical pumping, which are very likely present in our system, see
section 2.3.2 and [38]. Ideally, a full simulation with all hyperfine states and Zeeman
sublevels, as described in [91], would be required. However, the number of levels
which can be explicitly included in such a simulation is limited by the computational
power.
Influence of the phase noise of the control laser
In the ideal case, the beat signal between the slave laser and the cooling laser on the
photo diode (PD) would be at a single frequency that is given by the two reference
oscillators RF1 and RF2. In this case, the two-photon resonance condition between
the control laser and the probe laser could be perfectly fulfilled and the scattering
of probe and control laser light by the atoms would be suppressed by the EIT effect,
i.e. the atom would be prepared in a dark state. However, due to the limited servo
bandwidth of the optical phase lock loop and technical noise, the phase difference
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Figure 4.13: Beat signal between the slave laser and the cooling laser recorded
with a resolution bandwidth ∆νRBW = 30 kHz (solid line), in logarithmic units
normalized to the carrier (0 dBc), and imaginary (absorptive) part of the linear
susceptibility χ(1) . The inset shows a narrow region around the carrier (units
are the same).
of the two lasers with respect to the reference oscillators is fluctuating over time.
This phase noise, which has been characterized in [48], leads to a broadening of
the beat signal in frequency space, see Fig. 4.13. The monochromatic carrier at
ν − νRF1 − νRF2 = 0 is surrounded by a broad background with characteristic ‘servo
bumps’ at around ±2 MHz from the carrier. Consequently, only ηcar = 83 % of the
total control laser intensity irradiated onto the atoms is contained in the carrier and
contributes to the coherent two-photon process. The remaining power in the broad
background contributes to spontaneous photon scattering by the atoms destroying
the (ground-state) coherence. Furthermore, it also contributes to differential light
shifts due to the coupling to other, far-detuned transitions (|F = 3i ↔ |F 0 = 2i)
in the same way as the carrier does. In the following, I will estimate the orders of
magnitude of the dephasing and additional differential light shifts arising from the
phase noise of the control laser.
For the estimation of the near-resonant scattering by the control laser, let’s assume that the carrier dresses the atomic |F = 3i ↔ |F 0 = 4i transition with an
√
0
effective Rabi frequency of Ωcon ≈ ηcar × Ω34
con,eff ≈ 2π × 4 MHz. A narrow absorption peak (χ00 ) of width ∆δabs ≈ ΓΩ2con /4∆2con ≈ 2π × 50 kHz is created at a
two-photon detuning δabs /2π ≈ 0.2 MHz (Eqns. (4.17) and (4.17)), but with the
same height as the broad, natural resonance in Fig. 4.7(a). A weak laser with Rabi
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frequency Ω  γ detuned by δabs from the carrier, i.e. resonant with this narrow
peak, would cause a resonant scattering rate of Ω2 /2γ. To determine the scattering
rate, I determine the overlap integral of the spectral power density S(ν) of the beat
signal with the absorption χ00 (which is normalized to one), yielding
0

Rsc ≈

2
(Ω34
con,eff )

2γ

R
×

χ00 (ν)S(ν)dν
R
S(ν)dν

(4.23)

≈ (2π × 3.7 MHz) × (3.2 × 10−3 ) ≈ 75 × 103 s−1
for a control laser power of 1 µW. While the first factor in Eqn. (4.23) is proportional
to the control laser power Pcon ∝ Ω2con , the second factor is almost constant for
the power range used in the measurement, so one expects a linear dependence
Rsc ∝ Pcon . The value for Rsc is about one order of magnitude lower than the
(1)
ground state dephasing rate γdeph obtained from the fits of the experimental data.
Even though this scattering only marginally contributes to decoherence, it cannot
be completely neglected.
For the EIT only stability of the relative phase of the two lasers is important.
Therefore, the same argumentation as above can also be made from the point of
view of the probe laser. Since the Rabi frequencies of the two lasers are also on
the same order of magnitude, the decoherence effect would be on the same order of
magnitude.
Concerning the power-dependent differential light shift due to the coupling of
the control laser to the |F = 3, mF i ↔ |F 0 = 2, m0F i transition, I estimated a
value between approx. 3 and 50 kHz for Pcon = 1 µW, depending on the specific
mF , m0F , see section 4.4.1. The model assumes the interaction with one coherent,
monochromatic control light field only, i.e. the 83 % of the total power which are
contained in the carrier. The remaining 17 % do not contribute to the coherent
two-photon process but to the differential light shift in the same way as the carrier
does. As this incoherent fraction is not explicitly incorporated into the model, its
(1)
effect is just contained in the additional differential light shift δ34 /2π. A rough
estimation yields
(1)
δ34 /2π ≤ 0.17 × 50 kHz ≈ 9 kHz/µW,
(4.24)
one order of magnitude smaller than the fitted value. In summary, the phase noise
of the control laser with respect to the probe laser cannot explain the measured
dephasing rate and additional differential light shift but should not be neglected.

4.4.3 Probe laser power variation
To investigate the influence of the pre-set intra-cavity photon number np,0 on the
differential light shift δ34 and the ground state dephasing rate γdeph , we measure
EIT transmission signals for three different probe laser powers. For higher values of
np,0 , the average normalized transmission increases and the contrast decreases, see
Fig. 4.14. The increase in transmission can have two different reasons: A stronger
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Figure 4.14: EIT transmission spectra for N = 1, taken at three different values of
the (empty) intracavity photon number np,0 . The dashed lines are the result
of a MZS model fit where np,0 has been scaled linearly by a factor of 2.7. For
the solid lines, np,0 has not been modified but different values of g and δ34 have
been fitted for each curve.
incoherent population transfer to |F = 3i due to the higher probe intensity or a
lower coupling strength g, e.g., due to a worse localization of the atom. To check
both hypotheses, I first fit the curve with the smallest probe intensity, np,0 = 0.028
with the MZS model (see section 4.4.2) to obtain the parameters g, Ωcon , γdeph , and
δ34 for the data with the presumable lowest influence of the probe laser. The results
are given in units of 2π MHz
g

Ωcon

γdeph

δ34

2.84

3.21

0.14

0.065

χ2min
49

To check the first hypothesis, I fit all three curves simultaneously with parameters
g, δ34 and a constant scaling factor for np,0 , assuming that our (careful) calibration
(Eqn. (1.8)) between photon counts on our detector and np,0 might be incorrect.
The fit yields reasonable values for g/2π = 2.84 MHz and δ34 /2π = −0.025 MHz,
but in a huge scaling factor of 2.7 for np,0 . Apart from the strong deviation of the fit
from the measured data (χ2min = 699), this would imply that the intracavity photon
number would be almost three times higher than we previously thought — this is
quite unrealistic! The second hypothesis is that g depends on np,0 . Therefore, I
fit each curve with an independent value of g using the MZS model, while using
the parameters obtained from the fit of the lowest curve. By this, one obtains a
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Figure 4.15: (a) Overall probability of atoms to survive the measurement sequence
(squares) as a function of the mean empty cavity photon number np,0 ; coupling
strength g as obtained from the fit of data in Fig. 4.14 (open circles) and from
the transmission during cooling intervals (full circles). (b) Normalized cavity
transmission during the cooling intervals as a function of time after the end of
the detuning sweep. Exponential fits are used to extrapolate the transmission
and from this the coupling strength in (a) directly after the sweep.

much better agreement (χ2min = 232), with coupling strengths g/2π = 2.53 MHz
and g/2π = 2.21 MHz for intermediate and high probe power, respectively. This
result implies that the localization of atoms becomes worse for higher np,0 , e.g.,
due to an increasing temperature. A strong indication for this are significantly
increasing atom losses from the trap with increasing probe power, see Fig. 4.15 (a).
One can gain even more information when one investigates the transmission during
the cooling intervals which are in between the detuning sweeps and where the
same settings have been applied (δ/2π = 0.13 MHz, intermediate np,0 ). For high
and intermediate np,0 during the sweeps, the normalized transmission during the
cooling intervals decreases with a time constant of about 4 ms after the cooling has
been started, see Fig. 4.15 (b). Once the cooling has started the coupling strength
increases, and thus the transmission decreases. Using this data, one can extrapolate
the coupling strength g at the end of the EIT transmission sweeps, i.e. right before
the beginning of the cooling intervals: For high and intermediate np,0 , I determine
the normalized transmission T0 at tc = 0 from exponential fit functions, and for
low np,0 , I simply take for T0 the average transmission during the cooling interval.
The coupling strengths g are then inferred from a comparison of T0 with the MZS
model with fixed, intermediate np,0 , as set during for the cooling. Even though these
coupling strengths are slightly lower than those obtained from the direct fits of the
EIT signals with independent g, they change in the same way, see Fig. 4.15 (a).
The vertical offset can also be explained since the atoms are heated during the
sweeps: The g determined at the end of the sweeps is lower than the average g
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inferred from the transmission signals. I conclude that the observed increase of the
average transmission between the curves can be well explained by atomic heating
and a resulting lowering of the coupling strength g, while a miscalibration of the
intracavity photon number seems to be unlikely.
By fitting also the additional differential light shifts δ34 individually, I obtain
slightly lower values (40 and 35 kHz compared to 65 kHz, resp.). However, the fit
does not improve very much (χ2min = 216). The fact that the differential light shift
does not significantly depend on the intracavity photon number contradicts the
hypothesis in section 4.4.1, which rather claims that the shift between the one- and
two atom data might be due to the higher intracavity photon number for N = 1.
Concerning the ground state dephasing rate γdeph , the data are compatible with
a constant value, i.e. the influence of the probe laser is much less than the influence
of the control laser.

4.5 Summary and conclusions
The effect of electromagnetically induced transparency of a single atom at twophoton resonance in a coherently driven, effective three-level system has been observed in transmission of the high-finesse cavity. The dispersive shape of the signal
can be qualitatively understood with the help of the simple semiclassical model.
Here, the linear response of the medium to a weak probe beam in terms of the linear susceptibility leads to a frequency shift or suppression of the cavity resonance
due to the dispersive and absorptive properties of the medium. These properties
can be strongly modified by a control laser beam.
In the semiclassical model, one should be able to switch between a full probe
transmission through the cavity and almost full blockade. However, this is not the
case for our system. Ground state dephasing, the coupling to other hyperfine (and
mF -levels) and averaging effects lead to a reduction of the contrast, as described
by a multilevel quantum model. The dephasing and the additional differential light
shift seem to be mainly caused by the control laser, whereas the probe laser seems
to heat the atoms more if its power is increased.
In general, cooling and heating effects seem to play an important role in our
system, and the cooling found at around two-photon-resonance has already been
utilized during the measurement sequence of the EIT transmission to enhance the
lifetime of the atoms. The measurements on cooling and heating will be presented
in more detail in the next chapter, for the case inside and outside of the cavity.

5 Cooling atomic motion with EIT
Cooling of atoms to temperatures in the µK-range is an indispensable prerequisite
of all our experiments. The colder the atoms are, the better they are confined by
the optical trapping potentials and the more stable is their coupling to any other
light field. The velocity-dependent, near-resonant interaction of light with atoms
is the basis of Laser cooling. For freely moving two-level atoms, the standard
cooling method is Doppler-cooling [6, 92] as used in a magneto-optical trap. The
temperature limit TD of Doppler-cooling is closely related to the atomic linewidth
Γ = 2γ, yielding
TD ≈ ~γ/kB ≈ 125 µK.

(5.1)

This temperature is already sufficiently low to capture atoms in our dipole trap of
depth U0 ≈ kB × (500 . . . 1000) µK. With Sisyphus-type cooling of atoms in the
dipole trap by the optical molasses beams, about 30 µK are reached [37]. However,
the atomic motion is still significant compared to the waist of the cavity mode,
causing, e.g., a fluctuating atom-cavity coupling strength g.
A way to achieve lower temperatures is to use a narrower (effective) atomic
transition for cooling. As was discussed in the previous chapter, a resonance which
is much narrower than the natural linewidth can be created by Electromagnetically
Induced Transparency. This gives rise to a sub-Doppler cooling mechanism which
can cool atoms close to quantum mechanical ground state of motion of an harmonic
potential [32]. EIT-cooling of trapped ions close to the ground state has been
achieved [33, 34].
Concerning our EIT-experiments with neutral atoms in our high-finesse cavity,
there are striking similarities with the EIT-cooling scheme. We observe a strong
cooling effect in a narrow region around the two-photon resonance, suggesting that
such a cooling process plays an important role inside our cavity.
After a brief overview of sideband-cooling mechanisms and an introduction to
EIT-cooling in the Lamb-Dicke regime, I will present our observations of EITcooling inside the cavity. In this context, cavity-cooling (see section 1.2.2) can
also be effective, leading to a complex interplay of both effects. To exclude cavitycooling effects and to gain more quantitative insight, we perform measurements of
EIT-cooling outside the cavity in the optical dipole trap. Applying the method of
microwave sideband spectroscopy, we determine the temperature and ground-state
occupation of the atoms in the trap.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Two-level sideband cooling. Energy level scheme of a two-level
atom where both the ground state |gi and the excited state |ei are trapped in
an harmonic potential. The laser is tuned to the n → n − 1 cooling sideband
transition. (b) Raman sideband cooling. Energy level scheme of a three-level
atom where the two ground states |g1 i and |g2 i are trapped in an harmonic
potential. Population from state |g2 , ni is coherently transferred to the state
|g1 , n−1i by a two-photon Raman process. A laser resonant with the |g1 i → |ei
transition pumps the atoms back to the state |g2 i.

5.1 Cooling in the Lamb-Dicke regime
In a 1D harmonic potential of the form
1
2 2
U (x) = mωax
x ,
2

(5.2)

where m denotes the atomic mass and ωax the trapping frequency, the energy is
quantized in equidistant vibrational levels n ≥ 0 and given by


1
E(n) = ~ωax n +
.
(5.3)
2
The fundamental cooling limit in this case is the (n = 0) zero-point energy of
the binding potential [93]. This limit can be reached by methods of laser cooling
when transitions which reduce the vibrational quantum number n can be driven at
a much higher probability than transitions that increase the vibrational quantum
number, as described in the following.

5.1.1 Two-level sideband cooling
The basic scheme is the method of two-level sideband cooling, which has been
demonstrated for single trapped ions [94]. It relies on the selective excitation of
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sidebands of the optical resonance, see Fig. 5.1 (a). In contrast to carrier transitions,
sideband transitions not only change the internal (electronic) state of the atom
but also change its vibrational state |ni. A selective excitation requires that the
linewidth of the optical transition Γ is much less than the frequency spacing of the
vibrational levels, thus Γ  ωax (strong confinement condition [95]). Let us consider
the one-dimensional case where a laser propagates along the axis of motion. For
cooling, the laser is red detuned by ωax from the bare atomic resonance frequency
and excites an atom from |g, ni to |e, n − 1i. The subsequent spontaneous decay
does not change the vibrational quantum state and ends up in |g, n − 1i with
highest probability if the Lamb-Dicke condition is fulfilled [95]: The extension of
the atomic wavepacket x0 is much smaller than the laser wavelength λ = 2π/k or,
equivalently, the recoil energy Erec is much smaller than the energy spacing between
the vibrational levels:
r

~
 λ/2π = k −1
2mωax
~2 k 2
⇔ Erec =
 ~ωax
2m r
Erec
⇔ η = kx0 =
 1,
~ωax
x0 =

(5.4)
(5.5)
(5.6)

where η is called the Lamb-Dicke parameter. On the other hand, the strength of
the first-order sideband transitions are proportional to nη 2 [95], thus η should not
be zero.
Two-level sideband cooling also relies on equal trapping potentials for the ground
state and the excited state. Therefore, it is easier to implement in ion traps where
the external potential does not depend on the internal state of the ion, rather
than in experiments with neutral atoms in dipole traps, where this is usually not
the case. Moreover, a sufficiently narrow optical transition has to be used. Since
optical dipole transitions are usually too broad, one uses much narrower quadrupole
transitions to metastable states instead [94, 96]. The long lifetime of such states
makes the cooling cycles so slow that the laser coupling to a third level is used to
depopulate this level faster.

5.1.2 Raman sideband cooling
To simultaneously obtain equal trapping potentials and a suitable linewidth, one
can also couple two (equally trapped) hyperfine ground states |g1 i and |g2 i in a twophoton Raman process via a virtual state which is sufficiently far detuned (∆  Γ)
from an excited state |ei, see Fig. 5.1 (b). In the method of resolved-sideband Raman cooling [93], population from |g2 , ni is coherently transferred to |g1 , n − 1i by
a stimulated Raman transition. To close the cooling cycle, the population is incoherently pumped to |g2 , n − 1i with an additional repumping beam by spontaneous
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Raman scattering via, e.g. the excited state |ei1 . This cooling cycle is repeated
until the motional ground state is reached.
In contrast to two-level sideband cooling where only one photon with momentum
~~k is absorbed by the atom, Raman sideband cooling relies on the simultaneous
absorption of a photon ~~k1 from one laser beam and the emission of a photon
~~k2 into the other beam. Therefore, the momentum transfer is given by ~∆~k =
~(~k1 − ~k2 ) and vanishes if the two beams co-progagate, i.e. sideband transitions
cannot be driven. More precisely, the component of ~∆~k in the direction of motion
determines the corresponding Lamb-Dicke parameter [93]
ηx = ~ex · (~k1 − ~k2 ) x0 ,

(5.7)

where ~ex denotes the unit vector along the x-axis. Although the Lamb-Dicke parameter ηx related to the coherent two-photon process can be made arbitrarily
small, the efficiency of ground state cooling is still limited by the recoil energy of
the incoherently scattered photon, and thus condition (5.6) has to be fulfilled.

5.1.3 Microwave sideband cooling
Instead of using two lasers to drive Raman transitions between two ground states,
one can also couple them directly via a magnetic dipole transition using microwave
radiation. Since the momentum of microwave photons is negligible compared to
optical photons, the Lamb-Dicke parameter would be too small to drive sideband
transitions. To obtain a significant coupling between different vibrational states,
the trapping potentials for the two ground states are shifted spatially by an amount
∆x . x0 with respect to each other. In this case, an effective Lamb-Dicke parameter
ηeff ≡ i∆x/(2x0 )

(5.8)

can be defined [98].
Later in this chapter, the method of microwave sideband spectroscopy will be explained in more detail and its application in our setup to measure the temperatures
obtained with EIT cooling will be presented.

5.1.4 EIT-cooling
The selective excitation of a sideband transition, which is the basis of the cooling
schemes discussed above, can also be realized using EIT [32]. It allows to tailor the
absorption profile such that the cooling transition can be selectively excited while
carrier and heating sideband (n → n + 1) transitions are suppressed. Unlike in
the Raman cooling scheme, both lasers are near-resonant with the dipole-allowed
transitions |g1 i ↔ |ei and |g2 i ↔ |ei, respectively, see Fig. 5.2 (a).
1

If the lifetime 1/Γ of the state |ei is much shorter than the oscillation period 1/ωax of the atoms,
|ei can be adiabatically eliminated and doesn’t have to be a trapped state [97].
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Figure 5.2: EIT-cooling: (a) Energy level scheme for an atom where the two ground
states |g1 i and |g2 i are trapped in an harmonic potential with trap frequency
ωax . For levels with the same vibrational quantum number n, the two-photon
resonance condition is fulfilled. (b) Absorption of the cooling laser as a function
of the two-photon-detuning, which depends on the change of n. For the carrier
transition (n → n), the absorption vanishes due to the EIT effect while the
cooling sideband transition (n → n − 1) can be selectively excited (adapted
from [32]).
Let’s assume for the sake of simplicity that the cooling laser Ωp is much weaker
than the control laser Ωcon . For blue detuning of the control laser ∆con > 0,
the absorption spectrum of the probe laser [inset of (a); (b)] exhibits a broad
resonance at ∆p = −δs , a dark resonance at ∆p = ∆con and a narrow resonance at
∆p = ∆con + δs , where
δs =

1p 2
∆con
Ω2
∆con + Ω2con −
≈ con
2
2
4∆con

(5.9)

is the AC-Stark shift induced by the control laser [32].
If the two-photon resonance condition for ground states with the same vibrational quantum number, e.g. |g1 , ni and |g2 , ni, is fulfilled, excitation of the carrier
transition |ni → |ni is completely suppressed due to the EIT effect, see Fig. 5.2 (b).
Therefore, in contrast to sideband cooling schemes, there is no heating that accompanies (off-resonant) absorption on the carrier transition [32]. At the same time,
the lasers are not in two-photon resonance for states with a different vibrational
quantum number (the sideband transitions). In particular, the cooling laser is in
resonance with the narrow resonance with respect to the cooling sideband transition
|ni → |n − 1i if the condition
δs = ωax
(5.10)
is fulfilled. This can be achieved, e.g., by tuning the control laser Rabi frequency,
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Figure 5.3: Survival probability of one atom inside the resonator for three different holding times. The shaded areas indicate the survival probabilities for
large two-photon detunings for the two smaller holding times. For the longest
holding time of 15 s, a Gaussian fit curve is shown along with the data points.
see Eqn. (5.9). However, due to the special shape of the Fano-like resonance [85],
condition (5.10) is not so critical for cooling: Excitation of the cooling sideband can
be achieved for several modes that are within a range of vibrational frequencies,
whereas the excitation of the heating sideband transition |ni → |n + 1i is always
much lower.
Moreover, the whole argumentation as above is still valid if the role of the two
lasers is interchanged or if they are of equal strength (coherent population trapping,
CPT). Both lasers continuously cool the atoms and there is no need for or a pulsed
sequence or an additional repumping laser, as in a Raman-cooling scheme.
EIT-cooling experiments with trapped ions in the group of R. Blatt have reached
a 3D-ground state occupation of about 90 % [34]. Moreover, they have also demonstrated that the method is a relatively robust and simple tool for the simultaneous
cooling of several vibrational modes.

5.2 EIT-cooling inside the cavity
During our first measurements of the EIT transmission signals (see last chapter) we
have observed that the shape of the signal depends on the direction of the detuning
sweep. Moreover, atoms got preferentially lost at certain values of the two-photon
detuning δ. This was an indication that there are strong heating (and cooling)
processes which change the atom-cavity coupling strength g, leading to a change in
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Figure 5.4: (a) Survival probability of one atom inside the resonator for a holding
time of 0.3 s for different values of the control laser power showing the powerdependent shift oft the cooling region. (b) Survival probability of one atom
inside the resonator as a function of time; open circles: with cooling at twophoton resonance; full circles: with only the far-off-resonant trapping lasers
switched on. From exponential fits to the data (solid lines), I infer lifetimes of
the atoms in the trap.

average cavity transmission.
We investigate this effect in more detail by measuring the survival probability of
single atoms inside the cavity for different, fixed values of δ and for three different
holding times ∆th inside the resonator, see Fig. 5.3. The following sequence is
applied: First, exactly one atom is placed into the center of the cavity. Then,
the same settings as for the measurement of the EIT transmission traces with
different atom numbers (section 4.4.1) are applied, but with a constant δ. After a
time ∆th = (0.02, 0.3, 15) s, the atom is retrieved from the cavity and transported
back to the position of the MOT where its presence is checked by fluorescence
detection. After the shortest holding time of 0.02 s, strong losses occur for δ/2π ≈
(0.1 . . . 1.2) MHz. Outside this heating region, the measured survival probabilities
are compatible with the reference value measured far from two-photon resonance
(δ/2π ≈ ±3 MHz), indicated by the gray-shaded area. The reference value is already
significantly reduced to about 50 % for ∆th = 0.3 s. Here, the heating region is
already saturated, but at around two-photon resonance, the survival probability
is still close to 100 %. At δ/2π ≈ −0.2 MHz, another relatively narrow heating
region appears. For a much longer holding time of 15 s, the majority of the atoms
still survive around two-photon resonance. A Gaussian fit of this measurement
reveals a center frequency of δc /2π = (0.032 ± 0.009) MHz and a full-width-at-halfmaximum of (0.24 ± 0.02) MHz. Note that this value is comparable to the width
of the dispersive EIT transmission signal (section 4.4.1) and significantly smaller
than both the cavity and the atomic linewidths 2κ and Γ, respectively. This is a
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first indication that the effect relies on the creation of a coherent dark state, i.e. on
the EIT effect.
Moreover, we vary the control laser power and measure the survival probability for
a holding time of 0.3 s, see Fig. 5.4 (a). The steep transition from high to low survival
probability shifts to higher values of δ by an amount that is comparable with the
shift of the EIT transmission signal when the control laser power is increased, see
section 4.4.2. This shows again the close connection between the heating and cooling
effects and the EIT transmission signal.
The next question arises: Is this relatively long lifetime at two-photon-resonance
a real cooling effect or just the absence of heating due to the suppression of nearresonant scattering due to the EIT effect? To answer this question, we compare
the lifetime at two-photon resonance with the lifetime of the atoms when only the
far-off-resonant trapping lasers (i.e. the dipole trap and the lock laser) are switched
on. In the latter case, recoil heating due to near-resonant photon scattering can
be neglected. The lifetime in this case is only (0.7 ± 0.1) s compared to (16 ± 3) s
for the two-photon-resonance-case, see Fig. 5.4 (b). Therefore, the long lifetime at
around two-photon resonance is indeed due to a strong cooling effect!
We utilized this cooling effect in our measurement sequence for the EIT transmission signals, see section 4.3. When the cooling is applied in between the detuning
sweeps, the number of measurement cycles can be increased by about a factor five
to obtain the same survival probability. This helps to speed up our measurements
and to gain more information within the same amount of time.
A Sisyphus-type cavity-cooling mechanism is probably also effective in our system
[7, 37, 38]. In particular, if the cavity frequency is blue-detuned from the |F =
4i ↔ |F 0 = 5i transition, long trapping times of several seconds are observed, see
section 1.2.2. This mechanism is based on the position-dependence of the dressedstates energies of the coupled system of a two-level to the cavity field [56]. In
the three-level EIT-configuration presented here, this type of cavity-cooling could
play a role for large two-photon-detunings, where the system becomes an effective
two-level system, see section 4.4.1. To check whether this effect is significant, I
compare the lifetime of the atoms for large values of δ with the lifetime limited by
near-resonant photon scattering. The latter can be estimated from the scattering
rate of probe laser light by the atom inside the cavity [38]
Rsc ≈ np ×

g2Γ
≈ 3 × 104 s−1 ,
∆2p

(5.11)

where np = 0.04 is the mean intracavity photon number inferred from the photon
count rate for large δ and g/2π = 2.8 MHz is the atom-cavity coupling obtained
from the fit, see section 4.4.1. To estimate the lifetime τsc inside our trap, I compare
the trap depth U0,cav with the heating rate: For every scattered probe photon, the
atom is heated by twice the recoil energy Erec = ~2 ωp2 /(2mc2 ) = kB ×100 nK, where
m is the atomic mass [99, 100]. One obtains
τsc ≈

U0,cav
≈ 0.1 s,
2Erec Rsc

(5.12)
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Figure 5.5: (a) Schematic setup for the EIT-cooling in the dipole trap. The atoms
are illuminated by both the control laser, running along the trap axis and
the probe laser incident from the z-direction. (b) Survival probability of a
small number of atoms in the standing-wave dipole trap as a function of the
two-photon detuning.
where U0,cav ≈ kB × 0.5 mK [Eqn. (4.13)]. The measured lifetime for large values
of δ is about 0.4 s, which is inferred from the measurement presented in Fig. 5.3.
So there is probably also a cavity-cooling effect, but not as strong as for the |F =
4i ↔ |F 0 = 5i transition.
In conclusion, the observation of a narrow cooling region around two-photon
resonance and the close relationship with the position and width of the EIT transmission signal is a strong indication that EIT-cooling is effective inside the cavity.
However, cavity-cooling effects cannot be neglected, at least not for large values
of |δ|.

5.3 EIT-cooling measurements in the dipole trap
To gain more insight into the EIT-cooling effect and to exclude possible cooling
effects relying only on the atom-cavity coupling, we perform measurements with
the atoms trapped in the standing-wave dipole trap but outside the cavity, at the
position of the MOT. The control laser beam is still running along the trap axis
but the probe laser is directly shone on the atom(s) instead of being coupled into
the cavity, see Fig. 5.5 (a). The atoms are strongly confined along the trap axis (yaxis) with a trap frequency of about νax ≈ (0.2 . . . 0.3) MHz. This corresponds to
a Lamb-Dicke parameter of η ≈ 0.1. In contrast, there is only a weak confinement
in the radial directions with trap frequencies of νrad ≈ (1 . . . 2) kHz.
For a typical control laser power of Pcon = 1 µW, I estimate an effective con-
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Figure 5.6: Upper part: Sequences to check for cooling in different spatial dimensions: (a) Heating pulses are alternated with EIT-cooling pulses. (b) Only
heating pulses are made. Lower part: 1D-heating: The optical lattice is shifted
back and forth along the trap axis. During the shift the potential depth is
modulated due to an interference effect. 3D-heating: The near-resonant optical molasses beams are shone onto the atoms, causing isotropic recoil heating
due to photon scattering.
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EIT-cooling
Heating

applied

not applied

1D
3D

65 ± 3
15.8+1.5
−1.4

26 ± 3
17.2+1.4
−1.3

Table 5.1: Survival probabilities (in %) after applying three 1D- and 3D-heating
pulses with and without EIT-cooling pulses in between.
0

trol laser Rabi frequency of Ω34
con,eff /2π = 3.1 MHz at the position of the MOT
(wcon,MOT = 103 µm [48]). There, the probe laser beam has a waist of about 0.6 mm
and a typical power of about 1 µW, corresponding to an effective Rabi frequency of
0
Ω44
p,eff /2π = 0.5 MHz.
Similarly to the measurements inside the cavity, the survival probability of a small
number (approx. 10 per repetition) of atoms loaded into the dipole trap is measured
for a fixed holding time of 300 ms as a function of the two-photon detuning δ between
the two lasers. Almost all atoms stay trapped in the range δ/2π ≈ −0.2 . . . 0.0 MHz
and strong losses occur between 0.2 and 0.8 MHz. The next question that arises is
whether this maximum of the survival probability is due to cooling and not only
due to the absence of heating because of the suppression of photon scattering by
the atoms due to the EIT effect. If it is cooling, it is also interesting to know
along which spatial dimensions it is effective. To answer these questions, we use
heating pulses with different dimensionality (1D and 3D) and alternate them with
EIT-cooling pulses (δ/2π = −0.07 MHz, duration 10 ms), see Fig. 5.6 (a). If the
cooling can counteract the heating, the survival probability of the atoms should be
higher than in the case where only the heating pulses are made, Fig. 5.6 (b).
We induce one-dimensional heating along the dipole trap axis by detuning the
frequencies of the two counter-propagating laser beams with respect to each other
by ∆νDT . This has two effects: On one hand, the lattice moves with a velocity
∆νDT λDT /2, and on the other hand, the effective trap depth and phase are modulated due to a parasitic optical interference effect [35]. The latter can cause either
resonant or parametric heating of the atoms, if the relative detuning ∆νDT of the
the two beams is equal to νax or 2νax , respectively. A 1D-heating pulse consists of
shifting the lattice and with it the atoms by 0.62 mm in one direction and back to
the initial position. A shift is done by increasing ∆νDT linearly from 0 to 0.6 MHz
within 2 ms and then decreasing it to 0 in another 2 ms, sweeping over both the
direct and the parametric resonance.
Three-dimensional heating is induced by near-resonant optical molasses beams
(see section 1.1.1), consisting of three mutually orthogonal pairs of counter-propagating
laser beams, which are shone onto the atoms, causing isotropic heating due to nearresonant photon scattering. The duration of the pulses is about 10 ms each.
The measured survival probabilities after applying three 1D- and 3D-heating
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pulses with and without EIT-cooling pulses in between are listed in table 5.1. The
values in the 1D-case show a strong increase of the survival probability when EITcooling is applied, but no significant change is effected in the 3D-case. So the
EIT-cooling is effective at least along the dipole trap axis, but not in all spatial
dimensions. This is not surprising since there is no component of the difference wave
vector ∆~k of the EIT-cooling beams in the x-direction, which is perpendicular to
both the control laser beam and the probe laser beam, and thus the corresponding
Lamb-Dicke parameter ηx vanishes, cf. Eqn. (5.7). Therefore, there can be at least
no cooling in the x-direction. Cooling also along this direction could be achieved,
e.g., by changing the direction of the control laser beam in the x-y-plane.

5.3.1 Microwave sideband spectroscopy
The two hyperfine ground states |F = 3, 4i in cesium can be directly coupled using
microwave radiation with a frequency of about 9.2 GHz. When one takes into
account also the external degree of freedom, i.e. the vibrational quantum state n
in the (one-dimensional) optical lattice, we drive a sideband transition if n changes
during the transition between the two internal states. From sideband spectroscopy,
one can gain information about the occupation of different n-states and thus the
(one-dimensional) temperature of the atoms. In particular, if an atom is in the
lowest vibrational state n = 0, it is impossible to drive a n → n − 1 sideband
transition. Therefore, the strength of this sideband is a sensitive measure for the
occupation of the motional ground state. We use microwave sideband spectroscopy
as a tool to characterize the efficiency and the dynamics of EIT-cooling in the dipole
trap as a function of experimental parameters.
State-dependent optical lattice
The strength of a transition between different internal and external states is determined by matrix elements describing the interaction between light and atoms,
taking into account also the external degree of freedom of the atomic center-of-mass
motion [92, 101]:
~Ωn,n0 = hF 0 , m0F , n0F 0 ,m0 |Ĥaf exp(i∆k ŷ)|F, mF , nF,mF i
F

= hF 0 , m0F |Ĥaf |F, mF i × hn0F 0 ,m0 | exp(i∆k ŷ)|nF,mF i ,
F
|
{z
} |
{z
}
~Ωbare

(5.13)
(5.14)

fnn0

where the atom-field Hamiltonian Ĥaf acts exclusively on the internal degree of
freedom and the momentum shift operator T∆p ≡ exp(i∆k ŷ) on the external degree
of freedom [97]. The (resonant) Rabi frequency Ωn,n0 of a sideband transition is
the product of the Rabi frequency of the ’bare’ internal transition Ωbare and the
wave function overlap fnn0 = hn0F 0 ,m0 |T∆p |nF,mF i, which is is called, in analogy to
F
molecular physics, Franck-Condon factor [102].
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Figure 5.7: (a) The effective standing-wave potentials for the states |F = 3i and
|F = 4i are displaced by an amount ∆y with respect to each other. The
right part shows the three lowest energy levels of each potential and the corresponding wave functions. Starting from |F = 4i, the blue sideband transition
corresponds to n → n−1 and the red sideband to n → n+1. Adapted from [98].
(b) The state-dependent lattice is formed by the two counter-propagating laser
beams of the dipole trap where the directions of the linear polarizations are
rotated by an angle θ 6= 0 with respect to each other.

Due to the negligible recoil momentum ∆k of a microwave photon, the FranckCondon factor reduces to hn0F 0 ,m0 |nF,mF i. If the trapping potentials for both hyperF
fine ground states are equal, which is usually the case in our setup, all wave function
overlaps between different vibrational states vanish, i.e. hn0F 0 ,m0 |nF,mF i = δnn0 , and
F
thus sideband transitions cannot occur.
However, a significant coupling between different motional states can be achieved
by shifting the trapping potentials for |F = 3i and |F = 4i by an amount ∆y with
respect to each other, see Fig. 5.7 (a). This means replacing the momentum shift
operator T∆p in Eqn. (5.13) by a shift operator T∆y ≡ exp(−i∆y p̂/~) in position
space [97]. The wave function overlap for different n, n0 , and with it the relative
strength of the sideband transitions, can then be controlled by the relative shift
∆y.
Such a state-dependent optical lattice can be generated in a so-called lin-θ-lin
configuration of two counter-propagating linearly polarized laser beams, where the
electric-field vectors of the two waves enclose an angle θ, see Fig. 5.7 (b). The
resulting standing wave can be decomposed into two circularly polarized standing waves which are mutually displaced by λDT θ/2π. Due to the strong |F, mF i
state-dependency of the AC-Stark-shifts for circularly polarized light, the effective
trapping potentials for |F = 3, mF i and |F = 4, m0F i are shifted by an amount ∆y
with respect to each other along the trap axis. The effective potential for atoms in
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Figure 5.8: (a) Illustration of the trapping potential for atoms in a state |ji as a
function of position along the y-axis. (b) Calculated contrast W|ji (θ), offset
V|ji (θ) and axial trap frequencies νax,|ji (θ) of the effective potentials for the
states |F = 3, mF = −3i (solid lines) and |F = 4, mF = −4i (dashed lines).
a state |ji = |F, mF i can be expressed in the form [103]
U|ji (y, θ) = −V|ji (θ) − W|ji (θ) cos2 [2πy/λDT + ϑ|ji (θ)] ,

(5.15)

composed of an effective offset V|ji (θ), an effective contrast W|ji (θ) and an effective
phase ϑ|ji (θ). The trap depth is thus given by
U0,|ji (θ) = max |U|ji (y, θ)| = V|ji (θ) + W|ji (θ).

(5.16)

The effective contrast W determines the axial oscillation frequency νax of the atoms,
see Fig. 5.8 (a). In the harmonic approximation of the potential it is given by [103]
s
νax,|ji (θ) =

2W|ji (θ)
.
mλ2DT

(5.17)

I have calculated offset, contrast and axial trap frequencies for the states |ji =
|3, −3i and |ji = |4, −4i for typical trap parameters (λDT = 1030 nm, Ptot =
3.6 W, wDT = 45 µm) according to [103]. With increasing θ, the contrast decreases
and the offset increases in a non-linear way, see Fig. 5.8 (b). For angles θ & 70◦ ,
all three quantities become significantly different for the two states. The relative
displacement between the effective potentials for the two states
∆y(θ) = λDT |ϑ|3,−3i (θ) − ϑ|4,−4i (θ)|/2π

(5.18)
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Figure 5.9: (a) Relative displacement of the two effective potentials with respect to
each other, in units of the trapping laser wavelength λDT . (b) Franck-Condon
factors for transitions between vibrational states n → n0 .

is strongly non-linear2 and approaches its maximum value λDT /4 at θ = 90◦ , see
Fig. 5.9 (a). According to [97], I have calculated the Franck-Condon factors using both the exact eigenfunctions of the periodic potentials (Bloch functions) and
of a harmonic oscillator potential, which is a very good approximation for the
lowest vibrational states of individual wells in our optical lattice. Starting from
|F = 4, mF = 4, n = 1i, the results for the carrier transition (n = 1 → n0 = 1),
the red sideband (1 → 20 ) and the blue sideband transition (1 → 00 ) are shown in
Fig. 5.9 (b). The difference between the results of the two methods is negligible for
such low vibrational quantum numbers and the simpler harmonic approximation
can be used.

Sideband thermometry
The ability to drive sideband transition can give us information about the occupation of the vibrational states. The ‘smoking gun’ for ground-state cooling is
the disappearance of the blue sideband (n → n − 1): Atoms in n = 0 cannot be
transferred to a lower vibrational state since they are already in the lowest possible
state.
For the probability p(nax ) of an atom to be in the axial vibrational state nax , I
assume a thermal distribution with temperature Tax . The ratio of the occupation
2

If the state |3, −3i (|4, −4i) would only couple to the σ + (σ − ) component, the dependence would
be perfectly linear.
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probabilities of two neighboring states is then given by


p(nax + 1)
hνax
≡ ξ or
= exp −
p(nax )
kB Tax


hνax nax
p(nax ) ∝ exp −
= ξ nax ,
kB Tax

(5.19)
(5.20)

where ξ is the Boltzmann factor. Red sideband (or carrier) transitions can in
principle be driven from all states n ≥ 0, but the (first) blue sideband transition
only from n ≥ 1. Therefore, the ratio Pblue /Pred between the blue and red sideband
(carrier) transfer probabilities equals the fraction of atoms which are not in the
ground state
P∞
ξm
Pblue
p(nax > 0) =
= ξ.
(5.21)
= Pm=1
∞
m
Pred
m=0 ξ
Conversely, the ground state occupation is given by
p0,ax = 1 − ξ = 1 −

Pblue
.
Pred

(5.22)

The mean vibrational quantum number and the axial temperature are given by
P∞
mξ m
1
hnax i = Pm=0
= −1
and
(5.23)
∞
m
ξ −1
m=0 ξ
hνax
Tax =
,
(5.24)
kB ln(ξ −1 )
respectively.
To get an idea in which regime we already are with our standard cooling technique: From previous measurements [37], we expect a temperature of about 30 µK
for atoms in the dipole trap which are cooled by the optical molasses beams. Assuming a typical trap frequency of νax = 280 kHz, we expect a mean vibrational
quantum number of about hnax i = 1.8. This is already close to the axial ground
state and only the lowest vibrational states are populated.

5.3.2 Microwave sideband spectra
In our experiment, we perform microwave spectroscopy as follows: After counting
the atoms in the MOT and loading them into the dipole trap, the atoms are optically
pumped to the state |F = 4, mF = −4i. This is done using a circularly polarized
pumping beam3 and a guiding magnetic field By = 0.4 G along the dipole trap
axis, see also section 1.3.3. Then, a microwave pulse with a constant power and a
duration ∆tMW is shone onto the atoms (Agilent 8375A + 5 W amplifier), eventually
transferring population to |F = 3, mF = −3i. The final state is detected using a
state-selective push-out-beam, removing all atoms in |F = 4i from the trap. The
3

resonant with the |F = 4i → |F 0 = 4i transition, intensity ca. 0.4 mW/cm2 , duration: ca. 1 ms
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Figure 5.10: Microwave sideband spectra: The transfer probability to |F = 3i
(survival probability after push-out) is measured as a function of the relative
microwave frequency. The blue sidebands n → n−1 and n → n−2 are strongly
reduced for the EIT-cooled atomic sample (filled circles) when compared to the
molasses-cooled sample (open circles).
fraction of atoms that are detected after loading them back to the MOT is thus a
measure for the transfer probability to |F = 3i.
Driving resonant Rabi oscillations on the |4, −4i → |3, −3i transition in the stateindependent optical lattice (θ = 0) with maximum microwave power (ca. 5 W)
yields a ‘bare’ Rabi frequency of Ωbare /2π = 31 kHz, corresponding to a π-pulse
duration of ∆tMW = 16 µs. To shift the effective potentials for the two states with
respect to each other, a half-wave plate (HWP) is used, rotating the polarization of
one dipole-trap beam by typically θ = 26◦ with respect to the polarization of the
other beam. For this setting, the expected Franck-Condon factors fnn0 and Rabi
frequencies for the transitions n ↔ n0 are listed in table 5.2.
We record microwave sideband spectra in such a state-dependent lattice by measuring the transfer probability to |F = 3i as a function of the relative microwave
frequency δMW ≡ νMW − ∆νHFS , see Fig. 5.10. We use pulses with maximum power
and a duration of ∆tMW = 24 µs. In this case, we take spectra with EIT-cooled
atoms and with atoms that are cooled by the optical molasses beams only. Both
spectra show three to four equally spaced peaks, which, except of the central peak,
disappear when the HWP is removed (θ = 0). Thus the central peak corresponds
to the carrier transition and the other peaks to sideband transitions. The position δMW = −0.96 MHz of the central peak is due to a magnetic offset field of
|B| = 0.4 G, see also section 1.3.3.
From the relative peak positions I infer the oscillation frequency along the dipole
trap axis. For the molasses-cooled sample, I obtain an axial trap frequency of
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n0 = n

n0 = n + 1

n

fnn0

Ωnn0 /2π

fnn0

Ωnn0 /2π

0
1
2
3

0.95
0.85
0.75
0.66

29 kHz
26 kHz
23 kHz
20 kHz

0.31
0.42
0.48
0.52

10 kHz
13 kHz
15 kHz
16 kHz

Table 5.2: Expected Franck-Condon factors fnn0 and Rabi frequencies for the transitions n ↔ n and n ↔ n + 1, respectively.
νax = (220 ± 2) kHz, which is only 81% of the value one infers from the calculated
effective standing wave contrast W|ji (θ = 26◦ ), see Fig. 5.8 (a). This discrepancy
might arise from a non-perfect overlap of the two beams or an underestimated beam
waist wDT,MOT at the MOT position.
Concerning the height of the peaks, the EIT-cooled sample shows a substantial
reduction of the first blue sideband (n → n − 1) compared to the molasses-cooled
sample, and the second blue sideband even vanishes. This is already a strong
indication that with EIT-cooling a large fraction of atoms is cooled to the axial
vibrational ground state of the trap: Only a minor fraction of the atoms is still in
n = 1 or a higher state.
However, determining an axial temperature from a microwave spectrum is not
straightforward: Due to the different Franck-Condon factors for the sideband transitions and their dependency on the initial (and final) vibrational state, Rabi oscillations on one and the same sideband take place with various different Rabi
frequencies at the same time: When a sideband transition is resonantly driven and
the population transfer is measured as a function of the pulse duration, the result
is not a simple sinusoidal oscillation but a superposition of different frequency components which have to be separated by a Fourier transformation [98, 104]. This is
possible but requires both a high temporal resolution and a good signal-to-noise
ratio, i.e. a long measurement time.

5.3.3 Microwave sideband adiabatic passages
A simple and robust method to efficiently transfer population from one state to
another is the technique of adiabatic passages [105, 106]. In contrast to drive a
transition with resonant pulses, the Rabi frequency and the resonance frequency of
a transition don’t have to be precisely known, yet one can still achieve a population
transfer close to 100%, as has been demonstrated also in our setup [107]. Here,
we perform these passages on sideband transitions to determine the (axial) atomic
temperature and the ground-state occupation in a robust and simple way.
A microwave adiabatic passage (AP) is performed by sweeping the microwave
frequency νMW slowly over the transition frequency ν0 , going from a large negative
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detuning (δ0 ≡ 2π(νMW − ν0 ) < 0, |δ0 |  |ΩMW |) to a large positive detuning
(δ0 > 0, |δ0 |  |ΩMW |). In a Bloch-vector model [2], the direction of the torque
~ eff = (ΩMW , 0, −δ0 ) should change much more slowly than the precession
vector Ω
~ eff | around this vector [106]. The Bloch vector can then adiabatically
time 1/|Ω
follow the torque vector from one pole of the Bloch sphere to the opposite one. The
condition for adiabaticity is reflected by the following criterion [106, 107]

δ̇0 (t)ΩMW (t) − δ0 (t)Ω̇MW (t)
 1.

3/2
2 Ω2MW (t) + δ02 (t)

(5.25)

On one hand, the passage should be slow enough to fulfil this criterion, on the
other hand, it should be shorter than the coherence time which is of the order of
several hundred microseconds [39, 107]. Here we perform a linear frequency sweep
from δ0 /2π = −100 kHz to +100 kHz within a time of τ = 10 ms. However, the
time interval during which the direction of the Bloch vector changes significantly
(|δ0 | . ΩMW ) is still on the order of the coherence time. By modulating the
microwave power4 , we change also the Rabi frequency as a function of time, similarly
to [107]

 

t
2
ΩMW (t) = ΩMW,max × a sin π
+b ,
(5.26)
τ
where a = 0.9 is the contrast and b = 0.1 the offset of the modulation5 .
For all carrier transitions with n < 8 and all sideband transitions with n < 21, I
expect a maximum Rabi frequency of at least ΩMW,max /2π = 10 kHz, see table 5.2.
For this value, the left hand side of Eqn. (5.25) is less than 0.02 for all values of t
and even lower for higher values of ΩMW,max . Therefore, the adiabaticity criterion
is fulfilled at least for all transitions mentioned above.
The robustness with respect to the Rabi frequency and the ability to resolve
sidebands using APs are checked in the following way: The polarizations are made
parallel (θ = 0◦ ) to obtain a maximum Rabi frequency for the carrier and to suppress the sidebands. First, APs are performed on the carrier transition by sweeping
the frequency from δMW = −1.06 MHz to −0.86 MHz. The microwave power was
attenuated by 15.7 dB, 5.7 dB and 0 dB, which correspond to maximum Rabi frequencies of ΩMW,max /2π = 5, 16, 31 kHz. The measured transfer probabilities range
from (80 ± 2)% to (82 ± 2)% and are thus compatible with a constant value. This
means that the APs are robust for a large range of Rabi frequencies. For the resolution test, we perform APs on the first blue and the first red sideband, which
should completely vanish. The measured transfer probabilities are (1.3+0.4
−0.3 )% and
+0.5
(2.3−0.4 )%, respectively. These values are compatible with a non-perfect push-out
efficiency and represent the background of our measurements.
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Figure 5.11: Survival probability of atoms in the standing-wave dipole trap after
EIT-cooling with (full circles) and without (open circles) state-selective detection after an adiabatic passage on the blue sideband transition has been
performed.

5.3.4 EIT-cooling results
Our first goal is to determine the optimal value of the two-photon-detuning δ for
the EIT-cooling, i.e. where the transfer probability on the blue sideband is minimal. After an EIT-cooling pulse with a duration of 10 ms at a control laser power
of 0.5 µW, followed by optical pumping to the state |4, −4i, we perform adiabatic
passages on the blue sideband as described above and measure the transfer probability to |F = 3i with the push-out-technique. The result is shown in Fig. 5.11.
The strength of the blue sideband has a dip at δ/2π = −(0.05 ± 0.01) MHz with a
FWHM of 2π × (0.33 ± 0.04) MHz, obtained from a Gaussian fit. A second dip at
around δ/2π = 0.4 MHz is not due to cooling but due to strong atom losses around
δ/2π = 0.3 MHz, when one considers also the overall survival probability of atoms
in the trap, i.e. without applying state-selective detection (no push-out).
Having found the optimum value of δ for EIT-cooling, we are also interested
in the timescale on which cooling and heating processes equilibrate. Then, the
system has reached its steady-state and the mean vibrational quantum number
and the temperature have attained their lowest values. The strength of the blue
sideband as a function of the duration of the EIT-cooling pulse is shown in Fig. 5.12.
Fitting the data with an exponential decay function reveals a time constant of
τcool = (1.62 ± 0.12) ms and an offset of (18 ± 1)%. Thus a EIT-cooling pulse
duration of (5 . . . 10) ms seems to be sufficient to reach the equilibrium. Moreover,
4
5

using the analog modulation input of the Agilent 8375A
In contrast to the setup described in [107], a < 1 and b > 0 due to technical reasons.
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Figure 5.12: Strength of the blue sideband as a function of the duration of the
EIT-cooling pulse. The solid line shows a fit of an exponential decay function
to the data.
I compare our value for the cooling rate 1/τcool = (0.62 ± 0.05) ms−1 with the
theoretical prediction (Eqn. (33) in [108])
W max ∼

η 2 Ω2con Ω2p
η 2 Ω2p
≈
≈ 3 ms−1 ,
2γ(Ω2p + Ω2con )
2γ

(5.27)

which is on the same order of magnitude. However, the theoretical model assumes an ideal three-level atom in a state-independent, harmonic trapping potential. Moreover, it does not take into account technical heating sources in our setup,
e.g. intensity and phase noise of the trapping lasers.
Finally, I determine the axial temperature Tax , the mean vibrational quantum
number hnax i and the ground state occupation p0,ax that can be reached with EITcooling and compare it with our molasses cooling. For this, we perform adiabatic
passages on both the blue and the red sideband and determine their transfer ratio
ξ. For the EIT-cooling, we choose a pulse duration of 10 ms at the optimal cooling
detuning of δ/2π = −0.04 MHz. Using equations (5.22)–(5.24), I obtain the results
listed in table 5.3.
Cooling method
EIT
Molasses

ξ

Tax /µK

hnax i

p0,ax

0.22 ± 0.02
0.71 ± 0.05

7.0 ± 0.5
31 ± 6

0.29 ± 0.04
2.5 ± 0.6

0.78 ± 0.02
0.29 ± 0.05

Table 5.3: Transfer ratio ξ, axial temperature Tax , mean vibrational quantum number hnax i and ground state occupation p0,ax for EIT and molasses cooling.
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Almost 80% of the atoms are cooled to the axial ground state of the trap by the
EIT-cooling compared to only about one third for the molasses cooled atoms. The
temperature of the latter is compatible with the values of about 30 µK which have
also been determined by other methods. However, for the EIT-cooling one can only
claim so far that the atoms are cooled along the trap axis but not along the other
spatial dimensions, as has been shown for the molasses-cooled atoms. It could even
be that the atoms are hotter along the radial direction in the EIT case compared to
the molasses cooling. In order to determine a temperature in 3D one would need,
for example, a release-recapture technique [109].

5.4 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter I have presented our results on EIT-cooling. For both the measurements inside or outside of the cavity, we observe strong cooling effects in a narrow
region around the two-photon resonance, as is expected for EIT-cooling. The experimental implementation of the scheme is relatively simple and robust. The cooling
manifests itself by increased trapping times since it counteracts heating mechanisms. With atoms trapped outside of the cavity, we show that the cooling is at
least effective along the strongly confined axis of the standing-wave optical dipole
trap. Applying microwave adiabatic passages on sideband transition, we demonstrate that an axial ground-state occupation of almost 80% can be reached within
a few milliseconds.
Since the atoms inside the cavity are even strongly confided along two axes, the
atoms are presumably EIT-cooled along these directions. However, this cavity-EIT
system is much more complex to understand and to investigate experimentally, since
additional cooling effects relying on the atom-cavity coupling and other (technical)
heating effects play also an important role. Moreover, when the trapping frequency
becomes larger than the cavity linewidth 2κ, resolved-sideband cavity-cooling can
occur [110]. Although still theoretically challenging, we could utilize the cooling
effect to strongly enhance the trapping time of atoms inside the cavity and to
increase the atom-cavity coupling strength g, see section 4.4.3.

6 Outlook
Finally, I present some ideas which could be realized in our setup in the near future,
or in a more advanced experiment in the far future.
EIT-cooling
Cooling of atoms to temperatures far below the Doppler limit is of great interest in
our setup since all our experiments rely on a good localization of the atoms within
the cavity mode. The EIT-cooling observed here could be further developed to
achieve strong cooling in all three dimensions. First, the confinement along the
direction perpendicular to the dipole trap and the cavity axis should be improved
to get deeper into the Lamb-Dicke regime, a prerequisite for cooling to the motional
ground-state. Second, the beam directions should be chosen such that the difference
wave vector ∆~k has a component in each of the three directions. This could be
achieved by changing the direction of the control laser beam in the x − y-plane.
Concerning the model of EIT-cooling inside the cavity, there is already significant
progress in the group of G. Morigi based on [108,111]. On the experimental side, we
would like to distinguish the cooling effects that are due to the interaction with the
cavity mode from those due to the coupling to the control laser. For this purpose,
one would need to explore a broader range of parameters, e.g. change also the
atom-cavity detuning.
Two-mode cavity-EIT
At the single-particle level, the control of optical properties with light can be utilized
for atom-light quantum interfaces [112]. Nonlinearities can lead to an effective
photon-photon interaction, forming the basis of quantum logic gates [113, 114].
However, in our case, still many photons are needed in the control laser beam to
change the optical properties of the atom. Using a second cavity mode to enhance
the interaction with the control beam could lead to an optical transistor for single
photons. For this, one could couple four atomic states in an N-type scheme by two
cavity modes g1 and g2 and a classical coupling field Ω, see Fig. 6.1 (a) and [115,116].
Analogous to the quantum model of cavity-EIT (see section 3.3), I simulated the
steady-state normalized transmission of a weak probe beam resonantly coupled
(1)
to the g1 mode, populating it on average with np,0 = 10−3 photons if there is
no atom inside, see Fig. 6.1 (b). Moreover, for the coupling strengths and the
decay rates, I assumed typical values of our current setup: (g1 , g2 , Ω, κ, γ)/2π =
(5, 5, 50, 0.4, 2.6) MHz. If the control mode g2 is not populated, there is no coupling
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Figure 6.1: (a) Four-level atom with two ground states and two excited states,
coupled to two different cavity modes with strengths g1 and g2 and to a classical
coupling field Ω. For weak excitation of the first cavity mode g1 , the atom
stays in the state |g1 i. (b) Normalized transmission of the probe laser, weakly
coupled into the first cavity mode g1 , as a function of the mean photon number
in the second cavity mode g2 pumped by a control beam.
to the second excited state |e2 i. The system is then effectively a three-level EITsystem with full transmission at two-photon resonance between the probe field g1
and the coupling field Ω. When one increases the photon number in the control
mode g2 , this leads to a shift or splitting of the ground state |g2 i, changing the twophoton resonance condition. The normalized transmission of the probe beam drops
already below 50% for less than one photon in the control mode. With cesium,
the four-level scheme could be realized using two adjacent Zeeman sublevels of the
|F = 4i ground state and two sublevels of the |F 0 = 3i excited state, coupled by
two orthogonally polarized cavity modes. In conclusion, with realistic experimental
parameters, one is already in the regime of optical switching with single photons.
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